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For more information on TAD by Pioneer and the TAD TCM Series, 

call 1310i 816 -0415 or FAX 1310 816 -5941. 
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THESE CONSOLES 
0 MANY FEATUR 

COULDN'T FIT THE 
ALL ON THIS PACI 

SOLO. A new breed of console packed with more 
features per square inch than anything in its class. And 
the pure, transparent sound that has made Soundtracs 
so popular in studios and on stages around the world. 
At prices that make sense for today's cost -conscious 
professionals. 
SOLO LIVE. Available in 16, 24 and 32 input frame sizes. 
Four independent sub -groups, right/left master and 
mono sum output. Four band EQ with two swept mids. 
Six auxiliary sends. Balanced inputs and outputs. Four 
stereo effect returns. 48V phantom powering for all 
mic inputs. Raised meter bridge. 
SOLO MIDI RECORDING. Available in 16, 24 and 32 input 
frame sizes. Automated MIDI Muting on all channel 
inputs, monitor inputs, group outputs, stereo effect 
returns and auxiliary masters. Four band EQ with two 
swept Mids, assignable to monitor inputs. Six auxiliary 
sends -four assignable to monitor inputs. Four stereo 
effect returns with two band EQ, balance and level 
controls. Raised meter hridge. 

We wanted to list all of the features on SOLO consoles 
but we ran out of space. If you want to find out more about ei 

SOUNDTRLICS 
Exclusively distrihuted in the U.S. by Samson Technologies Corp. 
P.O. Box 9068, Hicksville, NY 11802 -9068 Tel (516) 932 -3810 Fax (516) 932 -3815 
O 1992 Samson 
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Who said a workhorse can't be a thoroughbred? 

DIGITAL AUDIO RECORDER PCM7010 

SvNC N101DP1PU1 .r 
.. 

A11100 

IMÑY' N[y L C 

y.4 1101. PI COMM IMO MGM 

The Sony RCM-701013/NT Recorder 

It wasn't Sony. Because the 

PCM -7010 was built from the ground 

up as a professional SAT recorder 

that can handle everything from 

music recording and on -air radio 

and television broadcasting to 

audio- for -video production and 

corporate multimedia systems. 

The PCM -7010 features 

high -speed search, variable -speed 

playback, punch -in /out with cross- 

fade and confidence monitoring. 

And, with its advanced options, you 

can record, playback and display 

SMPTE time code and store digital 

audio in memory for instant -start 

playback. If you want a workhorse 

OAT recorder that can do it all, today 

and tomorrow, you want the Sony 

PCM -7010. For more information, call 

the Sony Professional Audio Group 

at 1 -800- 635 -SONY, cxt. 7010. 
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A sweet yet 
aggressive little 
something 

we ve been entertaining ourselves 
recently in preparation for this month's 
feature article on the current crop of 
mid -priced digital processing devices. 
In fact, I have before me a rack contain- 
ing one each of just about everybody's 
current DSP effects processor. We have 
goodies from Lexicon, Dynacord, 
Ensonic, Digitech, Sony, Roland, ART, 
Yamaha ... you name it. 

And it is very impressive. One device 
we evaluated does absolutely every- 
thing, bar nothing: 
verbs, ambiences, 
echoes, pitch shift, 
chorus /flange, dy- 
namic delay, com- 
pression, paramet- 
ric EQ, variable 
MIDI- driven enve- 
lopes, rotating 
speaker effects (with ramped speed 
changes), guitar distortion, tube gui- 
tar amps, and in any combination of up 
to four channels of DSP simultaneously. 
That's one to four mono channels or 
two stereo pairs in and out, with four 
Motorola 56001s assignable. We're 
talkie serious horsepower here, with 
many MIPS, for hundreds of stackable 
effects. And it does them incredibly 
well, very quietly, with great versatil- 
ity. All for 1.5 kilobucks. 

What surprises me more than the 
bang- for -the -buck factor is how well 
these virtual environment boxes are 
able to supplant natural reality. Even 
as I jump with joy, reveling as the little 
techno-kid within played contentedly 
with these wonderful devices, I guiltily 
ask myself: Do these processors bode 
ill for our to-be- recorded audio engi- 
neering future, or are they merely the 
next generation of tools for our 
workchests, to be selectively applied 
in oh- so-professional ways? 

It's hard not fall in love with boxes 
that give you instant Wow! You want 
plate? I just tweaked a plate patch with 
more shimmer, more depth, more 
background idle silence, more sheen 
than the freshly re- sprung EMT I mixed 
on downtown yesterday. Ambience? 
No room has more controllable, natu- 
ral soundingambient parameters, more 

flexibility at the push of a soft key and 
a twist of the nudge knob than this 
device right over here. And tube 
warmth? I've spent days of my life 
getting that special sweet, yet aggres- 
sive bite out of one of my own 1958 
Fender guitar amps. I know tube 
warmth, and that cold little black box 
there does one hell of a job getting it, in 
about 20 seconds. OK, a minute. It 
takes a long moment to fiddle down 
through the pages and fuss with the 
EQ settings and overdrive levels. That's 
a drawback. But the sound quality is 
great. Meaty, fat, real, with honest 
ambience and nary a hint of deceit. 

However, the thoughtful, protective, 
philosophical side of me is hesitant to 
admit that these things are good, lest 
that admission hasten the threatened 

rapid demise of real 
honest -to -God 
acoustic recording - the art of our craft 
and the basis of our 
valuable accompa- 
nying skills, nur- 
tured and devel- 
oped in real live 

rooms with real metal microphones. 
But, I'll tell you honestly, it's impos- 

sible not to get excited about the vir- 
tual acoustic worlds one can create 
via addressing the firmware code in- 
side these little chips. Yes, these boxes 
make it possible for anyone to instantly, 
stupidly get perfect "guitar amp in a 
hallway with touch of slap," and that 
arguably takes the talent out of re- 
cording. Phil Collins' snare at the touch 
of a button. Zappa's guitar. Jimi's wah- 
wah, only automatically swept by en- 
velope tracking filters. Plug and go. 

Is an "anti" attitude truly justified? 
When plates came in, I can imagine 
tiled -room purists said, "This is the 
beginning of the end." Later, when digi- 
tal verbs showed up, plate aficionados 
said, "This is blasphemy!" And now we 
have black boxes that will do it all - 
from the emulation of classic tube com- 
pressors and '58 Fender Supers to 
Clearmountain's secret 480XL patch 
lifted from the "Sports" album. You tell 
me: Is the power of the acoustic uni- 
verse suddenly in everyone's hands, 
on every budget desktop? Is that a 
good thing? Is it bad? What does it all 
mean? And why can't I find a decent 
ground lifter around this joint? 

... it's impossible not to 
get excited about the 
virtual acoustic worlds 
one can create ... 

Mike Joseph 
Editor 
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Occult Hyper -hype 
From: Richard K. Fullmer, Acoustical 
Engineers, Inc., Salt Lake City, Utah. 

The article in REP March 1992 by 
Richard Guy, "Coils & Windings" is a 
pleasant breath of fresh air in the cur- 
rent audio climate of occult hyper - 
hype. Most of the currently working 
"audio engineers" have little under- 
standing of the reasons for the estab- 
lished practices which they inherited, 
and gleefully dismiss them as archaic 
"fashion." Fortunately, Mother Nature 
has little respect for fashion, and those 
who have learned the fundamentals 
can steer a reasonable course around 
the "guru of the year" designers. 

Properly applied audio transformers 
are capable of solving a multitude of 
"strange" effects, with an elegant sim- 
plicity that most engineers only dream 
about. Unless hit with a very large 
hammer, they will likely still meet 
specifications in the 22nd century. And 
they don't even require a power sup- 
ply. As always, those who have ne- 
glected their history lessons will find 
life difficult. 

Good Stuff 
From: Richard P. Robinson, Trod Nossel 
Recording Studios, Wallingford, CT. 

I love your magazine. Keep up the 
good work. No doubt that the industry 
needs a publication that will print real 
reviews, not to mention the rest of the 
good stuff you print. 

I have to take exception to the state- 
ment on page 16 of the April 1992 REP 
issue though: Rudy Van Gelder has 
been interviewed before (in) Music and 
Sound Output, August, 1986. 

From: John P. Bazzano, Full Boar Pro- 
ductions, Norfolk, CT. 

I've come to realize that I could order 
every recording industry magazine and 
they'd all have the same stupid sto- 
ries, except for yours. Thank you very 
much for keeping me - and us - 
informed. 
Editor.- You're very welcome! 

Valve Inquiry 
From: Ashley C. Styles, Saturn Sound 
Recording Studio, New Costessey, Nor- 
wich, U.K. 

Might I start this letter by singing the 

6 REP June1992 

praises of REP? Living in England, 
with a good selection of reading mate- 
rial available relating to the recording 
business, I find that REP has got to be 
the only publication available with 
such interesting technical articles; e.g. 
modifications to Dolby's, etc. I find 
REP to be an excellent all around 
publication for those working in the 
recording business. 

Again, with interest I have read vari- 
ous articles about producer's ideas on 
microphone choices. In our own stu- 
dio, now in its 20th year, we use 75% 
valve equipment, not only for its nos- 
talgic value, but also for its faithful! 
sound reproduction qualities. It would 
be very interesting to hear thoughts 
on this subject from your readers, 
maybe in the form of a reader survey of 
who uses what valve equipment and 
more importantly, why? 

Please keep up the good work. 

Contents Explained 
From: Dennis Dragon, Orange County, 
CA. 

In reference to the risk of re-opening 
yet another "can of worms" mentioned 
in your March issue, regarding an un- 
wanted 15kHz tone showing up on cer- 
tain CDs as UNWANTED NOISE. 

Mr. Wenocur and associate have iden- 
tified, in my opinion, an often over- 
looked flaw in current recording prac- 
tices, not CD manufacturing, of which 
I am guilty. 

On many recording sessions, a televi- 
sion monitor of some sort is in close 
proximity to either an open micro- 
phone or the recording console. The 
horizontal scanning frequency of a tele- 
vision receiver in an audible 15.743kHz. 
What this can translate to is the print- 
ing of the tone on whatever tracks are 
being recorded at that time. Also, be 
aware that this tone can be both acous- 
tically and electrically transmitted 
through mics or studio wiring. 

If the engineer is not aware of this, for 
whatever reason, that tone will "fol- 
low" that track down through the 
mixdown and onto the final product, if 
it is not filtered out somewhere along 
the line. What further confirms my 
suspicions is where an orchestra or 
percussion (track) are making en- 
trances. Good engineering practices 
would involve muting these tracks until 
their entrances, and also not filtering 
or chopping the top end, (keeping) the 
high- frequency content of these par- 

ticular tracks. Thusly, the tones would 
"follow" these tracks. 

1 don't want to say that some engi- 
neers are incapable of hearing these 
higher frequencies, but 1 can say 
through personal experience that af- 
ter many years of high monitor levels 
in the control room and being assaulted 
by the rock 'n' roll record machine, my 
hearing in this range has definitely 
been attenuated. 

My practice these days is to be aware 
of television monitors and the record- 
ing process. 1 have learned that the 
bigger the TV, the more likely the leak- 
age. Also, to confirm suspicions of 
someone incapable of hearing in these 
ranges, I "put up" a 15kHz tone in the 
monitors and see if it's noticed. If not, 
beware! The next 15.743kHz tone on 
your disc may be the fault of a faulty 
engineer! 

Digital Secrets 
From: Edgar Rothermich, Diplom 
Tonmeister, West Hollywood. 

I want to ask you something about 
DAT sampling frequencies. Last week I 

ran into trouble with this item. Let me 
explain: 

1 had some songs to master, so I sent 
the signal from the DAT player to the 
analog input of the WaveFrame 1000 
by using the internal digital mixer. (1 

then) took the digital output of the 
Wave to the digital input of my second 
DAT unit, a Sony 55ES. Despite the fact 
that the Wave should send an AES/ 
EBU format signal and the Sony has an 
S /PD1F format, no problems occured. 
The Sony recognized the signal as an 
44.1 digital input and recorded it. So 
far so good. 

We sent this 44.1 DAT Master to OMI 
to make a CD-R, and they told us that 
they had to convert the sampling fre- 
quency to 44.1, because on our DAT 
(there) is (only) 44.056 digital signal. 
So what does that mean? I (have) never 
before heard of a sampling frequency 
of 44.056 for DATs.1t reminds me of the 
format on older Sony Fl and U -matic 
machines. 

So what's going on here? Some more 
secrets about this "easy to handle" 
digital thing, that customers were not 
told about? I'm hoping you can help 
me and reveal these secrets. 

Send letters to REP Box 12901, Overland Park. KS 66282- 
2901; or fax 913- 967 -1905. Letters must be signed and may 
be edited for length and clarity. 
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hen I return from the road, its such a relief 

to have a home studio equipped with a 

console that gives me the freedom to be 

creative and experiment when the mood 

hits. My AMR console has all the 

professional features I need including a 

MIDI command center and up to 56 inputs 

available at mixdown. The possibilities are 

endless with this console.' 

Kenny Loggins 

V,1 tri 1.1111 rig IN 
Peavey Audio Media Research 
Production Series'" Recording Consoles 
For more information about the Production 
Series'" 800, 1600, or 2400 Recording 
Consoles please contact your authorized 
Peavey AMR dealer or call /write to the 
factory for a free brochure. 

A lJ0 / A4 EO /A R E S E. R C H 1 M 

A Division of Peavey Electronics Corporation 711 A Street Meridian MS 39302-2898 Telephone: (601(483 -5365 Telex: 504115 Fax (601 )484 -4278 
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g6kM% Ate. 
DID YOU KNOW ?? 

The Japanese islands are electrically divided down the 
middle? Specifically, all areas east of the Fuji River, includ- 

ing Tokyo are served by 
the Tokyo Power and 
Light Company with 60Hz 
service. Meanwhile, the 
western half of the coun- 
try is served with 50Hz ac 
by the Osaka Power and 
Light Company. It seems 
that in the late 1890s 
each company imported 
generators (a 50Hz from 
Telefunken and a 60Hz 
from General Electric) 

that still define the grid today. Courtesy Denon News, 
March /April 1992. 

AUDIO 
GAMES 

Rykodiscs is about to release 
a sequel to 1991's successful, 
"Play it by Ear - The First CD 
Sound Game." If you've been 
locked in a studio and missed 

hearing about it, the game is a 
neo- Trivial Pursuit featuring 
soundbites of music and spoken 
word. In case you have the time, 
it makes for a great party game 
and can double as a handy SFX 
source for political banter and 
patented guitar licks. 

8 REP June 1992 

From the 
REP ARCHIVES: 

In this presidential election year, and on the five year anni- 
versary of the first REP salary survey, history might provide 
some intersting perspective. Our June 1987 research re- 
vealed average median salaries ranged from $34,250 (man- 

agement) to $27,500 (production staff), while 54% of the 
respondents had received salary increases in the previous 

calender year. Tenure among respondents averaged 16.6 years 
on the job and nearly 2 /3rds of the sample group enjoyed com- 

pany -paid medical insurance. 
So, in the vernacular of the Regan era, the question begs to be asked: 

Are you better off now than you were back then? 

CITY OF ANGELS 

Inevitably, the riots follow- 
ing the Rodney King ver- 
dict impacted the music 
industry. Hollywood re- 
cording facilities Studio 55 
and Studio 56, respectively 
experienced vandalism 
and a break -in. And one 
video installation special- 
ist, Shoreline Professional 
Video, was completely 
burned out on April 30th. 
Still, many L.A. industry 
pros expect the riot's most 
severe impact to be on the 
already anemic booking 
schedules at most studios. 

Another hot LA topic is 
the continued disharmony 
between HARP (Hollywood 
Association of Recording 
Professionals) and many of 
the area's illegal home 
studios. Allegations, deni- 
als, and counter- allega- 
tions have been flying that 
HARP members have 
actively turned -in as many 
as three dozen home/ 
project studios to local 
zoning officials. 
Anyone care to comment? 
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PEOPLE 
Gerhard G. Gruber, a 17 -year Siemens 
employee was recently named presi- 
dent of Siemens Audio Inc. succeeding 
Barry Roche ... Randall Curlee has 
been appointed marketing manager at 
QSC Audio products ... Shure Brothers 
recently announced the promotion of 
John F. Phelan to general manager, 
international marketing and sales ... At 
Adamson Acoustic Design, Paul 
Bauman and Andy Lam have been 
appointed to the positions of chief 
engineer and electrical engineer re- 
spectively ... Mark Lever has joined 
WaveFrame Corporation as vice presi- 
dent of sales ... Bad Animals (Seattle) 
has named Reed Ruddy as studio man- 
ager ... Howard Schwartz Recording 
has added Lorna Levine to its staff as 
operations manager /director of client 
relations ... ESE, manufacturer of dis- 
tribution amplifiers, clock systems and 
time code products has promoted two 
employees; Bill Kaiser is the new gen- 
eral manager and Brian Way is the 
new director of marketing and sales ... 

Serge Rancev was recently appointed 
group general manager for Audio Oz 
Pty., Ltd ... Ken Lewis is now on staff at 
Ref raze Recording (Dayton, OH) ... 

Basic Measuring Instruments, a manu- 
facturer of electric power analyzers 
announced the promotion of William 
Stuntz to president and CEO and the 
appointment of Dick Mehl as vice - 
president of engineering. 

QUOTE: 
"Intelligence isn't a 
plus in rock 'n' roll 
anyway. Most people 
in rock aren't very 
bright. If they weren't 
playing rock 'n' roll, 
they'd be working in 
some factory - and 
probably at the bottom 
rung." 

Joe Elliott - Def Leppard lead 
singer, from the Los Angeles Times 
/Calendar, Sunday, May 17, 1992. 

Trend Watch 
it -EIN BO 

A hot topic at the 1992 SPARS workstation conference in L.A. 
was the non- existent universal file exchange protocol for the digital 
production workplace. One specific proposal was made by Avid 

audio products manager Mac Leathurby for a digital audio /video 
file transfer system named Open Media Format (OMF). A lively 

discussion followed, as advantages and obstacles of such a system 
were raked across the coals. Anyone wishing specifics about the 
Avid proposal should contact: 

OMF Partners Program 
Avid Technology Inc. 
3 Burlington Woods 

Burlington, MA 01803 
617 -221 -6789 

DO THE LIMBO ... 
The most common questions posed during the OMF discussion 

was, How low do you go, and exactly what is the lowest common 
"info" denominator between digital workstations? Are files to be 
transferred as single files? Will EQ, pan or dynamic control infor- 
mation be contained in the file? Will the file simply be multitrack 
audio, sans control info ... or control information devoid of audio? 

No conclusions were reached. But most, if not all, participants 
stated in- principle support for the concept. In particular, New England 
Digital has already implemented OMF- compatible EDL files. 

IN THE MEANTIME ... 
Removable magneto optical discs (MODs) are viewed by some 

vendors as a near -term ointment for the file transfer problem. 
Unfortunately, MODs must rely on traditional "sneaker -net" trans- 
fer methods and still experience the traditional hand -carried 
logistical problems. 

But Dolby Lab's new digital compression schemes seem to 
promise achievable file sharing capabilities between studios sans 
the human carrier. A successful late -April demonstration for N.Y. 
SPARS members by the Dolby Labs staff explained the Dolby AC- 
1, AC -2 and AC -3 techniques for coding and transmission of high - 
quality audio. And a 6,000 -mile round -trip demo transmission was 
made using AC -2 encoded high -quality programming, over T -1 

digital telecommunication lines, from Howard Schwartz Recording 
in N.Y. to Lawson Productions in Seattle. 
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RAIAllenA 

STUDIO UPDATE 
Name /Location Details 

NORTHEAST 

Videoworks /New York 

Howard Schwartz Recording/ 
New York 

Soundtrack Recording 
Studios /Boston 

Clinton Recording Studios /New York 

SOUTHEAST 

Recently acquired a Korg SoundLink 
digital workstation. 

Has added a second ScreenSound system 
and the SoundNet digital audio network. 

Purchased two Yamaha DMCI000 digital 
mixing consoles docked to SSL 
ScreenSound systems for its New York 
and Boston facilities. 

Installed 72 channels of Flying Faders 
automation in their Neve 8078 in Studio 
B: the first installation of its kind to 
retrofit the new faders into a classic older 
board. 

Audio Productions /Nashville 

Masterfonics/Nashville 

Sheffield Remote 
Recordings /Phoenix, MD 

The Castle /Franklin, TN 

Imagine Recording /Nashville 

Omni Sound /Nashville 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

Added a Roland DM -80-8 hard disk 
system. 

Purchased two Otani DTR -90011 digital 32- 
track recorders and one Otani -MTR -100A 
24 -track recorder with Dolby SR. 

Has unveiled its new 48 -foot remote audio 
truck featuring a 48 -input SSL E/G 
console and a Neve 24 -input console. 

Upgraded to a 32- channel Otani Series 54 
console for B Room. 

Opened for business with a Studer A827 
24 -track recorder and extensive vintage 
hardware including a 20X8 API console. 

Purchased an Otani MIR-90111 24 -track 
recorder and DiskMix 3 Moving Fader 
automation for their Trident A -Range 
console. 

Johnny Yuma Studios /Burbank 

Universal Studios /Hollywood 

GREAT BRITAIN 

Completed a total control room upgrade 
with installation of a vintage 72 -input 
Neve 8068 console. 

Has purchased their second SoundStation 
11 digital audio production system. 

Amazon Studios /Liverpool 

Abbey Road /London 

EUROPE 

Has taken delivery of a 48 -input Neve 
VR60 Legend with flying faders 
automation. 

Purchased a 72 -input SSL 8000 G Series 
console with the Ultimation dual 
automation system. 

Digipro SA /Paris, Brussels and 
Amsterdam 

Touchdown Studios /near Munich 

TIC Music /Vienna 

JAPAN 

Has ordered two copies of the latest 
CEDAR Sound Restoration module; The 
Phase /Time Corrector. 

Added A 60- channel post production 
version of the VR Legend console fitted 
with Flying Faders. 

Installed two Soundtracs consoles, a 
Quartz 48 and an In Line with Tracmix 2 
automation, and a Sony Apr -24 into their 
new facility. 

Yume Studio / Maebashi City Recently installed a Sountracs Quartz 32 
production console. 

KlarkTeknik Electronics, Inc. recently 
changed its name to Pinnacle Audio. This 
move was made to reflect the company's 
changing role in the marketplace, and 
eliminate confusion with the various 
brand names distributed by the company. 

Philips Electronics N.V., the inventor of 
the Digital Compact Cassette (DCC) has 
appointed Media Technologies Ltd. as the 
Technical Support Group for the 
manufacturers of DCC in North America. 

QSC Audio has selected Lone Wolf to 
implement their Media Link Network 
protocol for the remote operation of EX 
Series power amplifiers. 

Signature Music Library has announced 
the release of a new volume of Orchestra 
production music. Performed by the same 
live symphony players used in Mannheim 
Steamroller projects, the new themes offer 
atmospheres of prestige, challenge, 
grandeur, conflict and success. 

Erich M. Friend and David D. Crawford 
have formed a theater consulting group, 
Crawford -Friends Consultants, Inc. 
The company specializes in performing 
arts technology and facility planning. 

Gentner Communications Corporation 
has signed a letter of intent for the 
purchase of all products and technology 
of MacroMedia Inc. of Northfield, MN. The 
acquisition will be accounted for as an 
asset purchase, involving a nominal sum 
of stock and cash. 

Audiomation Systems, the company that 
distributes the Uptown moving fader 
console automation systems, is now 
incorporated in the United States. 

QSC Audio Products has moved all 
operations to: 1675 MacArthur Blvd., 
Costa Mesa, CA 92626 -1468; 714 -754 -6175; 
fax 714- 754 -6174. 

Opcode Systems has moved to: 3950 
Fabian Way, Suite 100, Palo Alto, CA 
94303; 415-856-3333; fax 415 -856 -3332; 
technical support 415-856-3331. 
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This is real life. The frog won't turn 
into a prince and his voice won't sound 
like Diana Ross - at Brüel & Kjaer 
capturing reality is what were all about. 

Todays studios are full of good 
sounding microphones but, fortunately, we 
are not one of them. With Briiel & Kjaer 
you are the artist. We supply you with a 

blank canvas and you get to add the colors, 
not us. 

The B &K 4000 series offers 6 different 
condenser mics, featuring true omni or 
cardioid pickup which can be passively 
and accurately altered by our exclusive 
acoustic pressure equalizer (APE) adaptor. 
They're available in both 48 Volt Phantom 
or 130 Volt powered versions offering 
unmatched 168dB dynamic range for the 
most demanding snare drum crack to the 

btlest details of natures acoustical 
mbles. 

YOU'RE SERIOUS ABOUT YOUR 
ENCE RECORDINGS: 

4 0 0 0 S E R E 

CAN'T AFFORD NOT TO!!! 

Vtur Brüel & Kjaer 
Exclusive .S. Distributor Briiel & Kjaer /T.G.I. 
North Am ca Inc. 300 Gage Avenue, Kitchener, 
Ontario, Ca da N2M 2C8 Tel (519) 745 -1158 

Fax (519) 74 2364 
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Fie4 Tom,. By Dan Levitin 

Peter Case: "Six Pack of Love" 
Label: Geffen 
Produced by: Mitchell Froom and 
Peter Case 
Engineered by: Tchad Blake 
Mixed by: Tchad Blake 
Recorded at: Sunset Sound Factory 
Mixed at: Ocean Way (Los Angeles) 
Mastered by: Bob Ludwig at Masterdisk 

Comments: Well, John Cougar can 
hop the first train back to the melon 
camp. Here's an artist with a gutsy, 
raw rock 'n' roll sound, and, to para- 
phrase another Froom client, Case's 
aim is much truer. Case may not be the 
next Dylan (or even the next McManus) 
but his songs have plenty to say. The 
arrangements are built around clangy 
guitars, twanging away through vin- 
tage amps whose volume knobs have 
nothing more to give. You can almost 
hear the power tubes begging for 
mercy; these are not the smooth, wet 
guitars of modern pop. Froom has 
made extensive use of vintage effects. 
Even the keyboards seem on the verge 
of meltdown. The Farfisa organ sounds 
as if it's been crying since "96 Tears" 
and it's still not getting its way. 

There's also something that sounds 
a little like a cross between bagpipes 
and an accordion. I don't know what 
this one is. It's by no means pretty, but 
it gets the job done. If there's a single 
digital sampler in the whole produc- 
tion, I'll bet it's had a few transistors 
yanked out. 

Of special interest: Peter Case does 
his part in the retro-production effort 
by sounding exactly like John Lennon 
turned up to 11. On some songs (e.g. 
"It's All Mine") the resemblance is un- 
canny. Froom has even included the 
heavy slap echo which often seemed 
to accompany Lennon vocals ( "Deja 
Blues"). - Reviewed by Bill Copen 
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U2: "Achtung Baby" 
Label: Island 
Produced by: Daniel Lanois, Brian Eno 
Engineered by: Flood 
Mixed by: Flood, Steve Lillywhite 
Recorded at: Hansa Ton Studios (Berlin); 
Dog Town, S.T.T., Windmill Lane (Dublin) 
Mastered by: Arnie Acosta at A&M, Los 
Angeles 

Comments: Never known for their 
pristene recordings, U2 return with 
yet another uncannily poor recording 
that still manages to drive with power 
and excitement seldom found in any 
other rock band today. Considering 
their history of sub -garage audio qual- 
ity, it is tempting to think that it was 
easy for Flood, Lillywhite and the rest 
of the control room crew to create 
these sonic monstrosities, yet, if this 
were so, everyone would be doing it. 
Producers and bands always say they 
want their records to sound like U2 
records, and yet nobody elses do! [See 
the January 1992 REP Interview, where 
Steve Lillywhite explains how hard they 
work to make their albums sound 
"spontaneous. "] 

Of Special Interest: Although the 
lead vocals on the opening cut "Zoo 
Station" sound like a engineering di- 
saster - Bono is massively distorted 
and given telephone EQ - the effect 
sounds fresh and works. Bono pays 
tribute to his fascination with the '60s 
on "One," as the Edge uncharacteristi- 
cally plays a sort of Buffalo Springfield 
guitar beat on top of the string section 
pads. 

Dan Levitin is R -EP's music production editor and he 
teaches Music Technology at Stanford University. 

The Sullivan Years: 
"Happy Together - Sixties Rock" 
Label: TVT Records 
Produced by: Mike Corso, Steve Gottlieb 
Engineered by: A.T. Michael MacDonald, 
Allan Tucker 
Mastered by: Foothill Productions, 
New York 

Comments: Live -sound- for -television 
engineers must truly be the great un- 
sung heroes in audio, and were it not 
for TVT's series of Sullivan reissues, 
the engineers - and these perfor- 
mances - might have remained un- 
sung forever. The recording quality is 
variable, from slightly ragged (and 
sometimes terrible) to actually quite 
good. But what is amazing are the per- 
formances. Regardless of whether the 
vocalists were merely singing over 
backing tracks (come now, you don't 
really think all the groups had full horn 
and string sections brought in) or the 
bands were performing totally live, 
there is an energy, a magnetic quality 
to the performances that completely 
comes through on tape. With the 
tendancy we often have toward high - 
tech audio snobbiness, it is easy to 
forget that, if nothing else, good pro- 
duction is getting a performance on 
tape. MacDonald and Tucker clearly 
did this. 

Of Special Interest: All the tracks on 
this CD collection were recorded in 
1967 and 1968. Groups featured in- 
clude The Turtles, The Lovin' Spoon- 
ful, The Grass Roots, The Association, 
The Chambers Brothers and Paul Re- 
vere & The Raiders. Is the attractive- 
ness of these tracks because these 
were two of the most fertile years in 
rock 'n' roll history? Or because the 
Sullivan show was rock's first intro- 
duction to mainstream audiences, its 
first shot at true legitimacy? 
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TOM VERLAINE 

YY.lrril !it(. Luu{ 

Tom Verlaine: "Warm and Cool" 
Label: Rykodisc 
Produced by: Tom Verlaine 
Engineered by: Mario Salvati 
Mixed by: Mario Salvati 
Recorded at: Acoustilog (New York) 
Mastered by: Toby Mountain at 
Northeastern Digital Recording 

Comments: This instrumental album 
features Verlaine (ex of Television) on 
guitar. The album is thick with mood, 
created by some unusually over -the- 
top effects. Vintage amplifier effects 
combine with some late '70s- style gui- 
tar effects (such as random pitch modu- 
lation), while the drums and cymbals 
are drenched in a large hall ambience. 
The overall feel and sound of the al- 
bum is like walking into rehearsal in a 
large, empty, wooden - walled concert 
hall, and standing at the back of the 
room for an hour while the band runs 
through their set. 
Of special interest: The opener 

"Those Harbor Lights," finds Verlaine's 
Dick Dale -style guitar drenched in a 
hugely rich and luscious spring re- 
verb. The snare drum, played with 
brushes, sits underneath, massively 
reverbed. Every nuance of Verlaine's 
string attacks come through, and many 
different amplifier tones and colors 
are created as the tubes react to his 
attack changes. Verlaine reaches into 
his guitarists' bag of tricks, using vol- 
ume pedal, tremolo, DDL, etc., and he 
does so naturally and unself -con- 
sciously. 

FOCUS: 
MARIO SALVATI, Engineer, "Warm and Cool" 

REP: What's that thick 'verb on the drums on "Harbor Lights "? 
MS: Believe it or not, it's just stereo EMT tube plate, set between 2.5 to 2.8 
seconds. Acoustilog has one of the finest -sounding ones I've ever heard. Plus 
the drums were very compressed so the sound of the drum room is in there 
also. We compress the drums to tape, using LA -2Ás on the overheads, 
feeding some Pultecs with a generous helping of 12K. We used very little 
reverb in the mix - most of what you're hearing is the room. There's a small 
amount of Lexicon 224 on guitar and toms; SPX90 on a room program for 
guitars; Gain Brain Its on tom and snare. 

REP: Did you record guitar with effects or add them at mix? 
MS: We recorded them wet except for some of the reverbs. The band played 
live; any kind of phasing, vibrato, delays and so on were done with Tom's 
pedals. Also, the various amps we used had an impact on the sound. Tom 
and I both have collections of amps. The main guitar in "Harbor Lights" is a 
Kustom Guitar hollow body, going through an Ampeg B15. We also have this 
old Altec tube limiter that was used on that - that's what gives it that snap. 

WE ': As he changes his attack intensity on the strings you get different 
sounds out of the amp ... 
MS: Yes, that's Tom and his fingers, but also a lot of that is how he played to 
the limiter. That particular sound comes from the Altec - it's very heavy 
compression with that warm sound. We're also using it on the new Television 
record. Other amps were Fender Super Reverb, Silvertone Twin 12, this little 
VOX AC15 that we used on some of the brighter, twinkly stuff and an old 
Magnatone. 

RErP: I just got Fender's reissue of their 1963 Vibroverb - I love that ... 

MS: Yes! Richard Lloyd, the other guitarist in Televesion, has one and we've 
actually used it quite a bit on this record. It's a really cool amp - it has that 
nice sweet sound and it has that great distortion. We're all big fans of it. 

R &P: Do you tweak the sound at the amp for the artist? 
MS: We've been working together for about 10 years and Tom's grown to 
trust me in that area. It's a combination. If he's going for something some- 
times I'll make suggestions, and sometimes I'll actually go out to the amp and 
tweak it a bit with him in the control room. I do that for quite a few of the 
artists I work with. 

Some of the other artists I work with don't have as much experience with 
imagining how things are going to sound through the microphone, so I'll 
adjust things at the amp to help them get the original sound they really 
wanted. But Tom's very knowledgable about that stuff. We'll typically have 
about 15 or 20 amps here and another five to 10 guitars. And we'll try to get 
the right guitar/amp combination, which is a lot of fun. 

We used almost exclusively Neumann tube mics. There's a U67 the studio 
owns we're particularly fond of. It was modified by Robert Derby who was a 
technician here at one point. We used a pair of Scheops M221s for the drum 
overheads and some of the guitars. Also, LA-2M, Pultecs, Neve preamps and 
EQs, and some API EQ modules (the 550M) here and there. 

Derby built me a pre-amp amp head that we call 'the brownie' and it's one 
of the best tube pre -amps in the world. It uses a 12AX7 pre -amp tube and a 
6V6. If you have a guitar amp that runs on 6L6s, you can take them out and 
put 6V6s in their place; they sound so much sweeter. You can't go the other 
way, but this swap works. 
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Rick Vito: "King of Hearts" 
Label: Modern Records /Atlantic 
Produced by: Rick Vito, Terry Manning, 
Lance Quinn 
Engineered by: Terry Manning, Gary 
Mallaber, Chris Brocius, Craig Fall 
Mixed by: Obie O'Brien, Lance Quinn, 
Brian Malouf, Phil "The Baker" Nicolo, 
Steve Pouliot 
Recorded at: Studio Six (Memphis); 
Orchard Studio (Sherman Oaks, CA); Image 
Studio, Score One Recording (Los 
Angeles); Sigma Sound Studio 
(Philadephia) 
Mixed at: Sancturary Studio (Rumson, 
NJ); Studio 4 (Philadelphia); Post Logic 
Studio, Brooklyn Studio (Los Angeles) 
Mastered by: Bernie Grundman 

Comments: At its best, Vito's blues 
guitar playing holds up with the most 
masterful players. Indeed, the finest 
moments on "King of Hearts" occur 
when Vito eases back and lets his fin- 
gers run wild across the frets. The 
guitar tones are varied and superb (or 
should we say "Supra- perb ? "). Only 
when Vito tries to tackle mainstream 
rock does he sound ill at ease. The 
songs are stylistically varied, running 
the gamut from flat out AOR rock ( "Walk 
Another Mile," " Desiré" down-and-out 
Texas -style blues ( "I'll Never Leave 
This Love Alive ") to knockout Texas 
rock ( "Honey Love "). 

Of special interest: "Honey Love" is 
a textbook study in ZZ Top production - open tuning, plate -reverbed buzz- 
ing guitars double tracked (Vito actu- 
ally quadro-tracked them: see Focus) 
and thundering sampled snare hits. 
The outstanding track on the album, 
the instrumental "Walking With The 
Deco Man" finds one of the best uses of 
sloshy -wet reverb on the whammied 
lead guitar we've ever heard (at 2:07 
into the tune). 
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FOCUS: 
RICK VITO, Producer /Artist, "King of Hearts" 

REP: How do you record electric guitars so as to minimize amplifier noise? 
RV: There are two ways to do it - if you use a guitar with a humbucking 
pickup you're going to have a lot fewer problems - that takes away most of 
the noise. If you're going for the single coil sound - this sounds dumb - but 
sometimes it's just a matter of finding the exact position in the room where 
the guitar is quiet. I don't play my amplifiers real loud and whenever pos- 
sible I use a really low wattage amp like 5W or 10W. I've found that sonically 
you get a tone with a small wattage amp that you can't get with a high 
wattage amp. A cruddy speaker will help, too. 1 have a bunch of amps I like to 
use - Supro and National amplifiers that were made by the Valco Company 
back in the late '40s and '50s. Their amps are really cheesy - you'd never be 
able to play live with them, but they really record well. In fact, I just read 
somewhere that a lot of the Led Zep stuff was recorded with a Supro amp. 
Just sitting in the room with the amp you think it sounds crappy, but you 
stick a 57 on it and these tones come out that sound wonderful. 

I think a lot of people don't realize that when they go for a guitar sound, if 
they're feeding too many watts and pushing too much volume, it just thins 
the sound out; it doesn't occur to them to go the other way. 

REP: Mark Knopfler said that when he was making "Money For Nothing" he 
really wanted to get a ZZ Top rhythm guitar sound, and that he called Billy 
Gibbons and Terry Manning [ZZ Top engineer] on the phone for help and 
they refused to tell him anything. On "Honey Love" you come a little closer 
to that sound. Did Terry give you any help with that? 
RV: Terry definitely had something to do with that. The track used to sound 
more ZZ Top. I actually did stuff to make it sound less ZZ Top -ish. We were 
using two different amps being fed the same signal in stereo and we did that 
twice, with two different guitars and then blended that all together. Also, the 
guitar was played in an A tuning, so that may somehow add to the ZZ -ness of 
it. I think they do that on some songs that we're all familiar with. 

REP: What were some of the things you pulled out? 
RV: There was a sequenced ' digga digga digga digga' sound on a Moog 
synthesizer and I pulled that out, I had the drummer redo the hi -hat so it 
wasn't so straight, to make it more splashy. The first mix was real gnarly, but 
I smoothed that out a bit by pulling out one of the guitars. 

Vocally, I put more of a rockabilly slap effect on the lead vox. That buzzing 
bee sound was done with an e-bow that we had a lot of fun with. I held it 
down over the A note and let it sustain. I might have used a Dumble amp on 
that tune. Alexander Dumble made amps for Stevie Ray Vaughan and David 
Lindley, they're all hand -made so they're very expensive. I got mine years 
ago when I was working with Jackson Browne. They're 100W. Another amp I 

use a lot is the old black -face Fender Deluxe Reverb. 

REP: Did a lot of the songs start out on 8- track, as demos? 
RV: A couple of songs did "Desire" and "Walk Another Mile." I had put these 
down as demos, with a drum machine. The record company heard them and 
said, "Don't change these too much," so I just embellished them. I added a 
live drummer, redid the vocals, and I left the lead guitars the way they were, 
but redid the rhythm guitar. We just caught something in that demo mode 
where nobody was thinking too hard about everything. 

REP: Are you thinking of producing some outside artists? 
RV: Yes. One of my long -term goals is to produce some other artists. I'm 
looking for new young artists who are interested in keeping a very roots feel. 
Two guitars, bass and drums that's what I'm good at. 
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For The Artist In Every Engineer. 
In recent wars, recording methods have changed drastically. In today's 

studio, you're the artist, the engineer and producer. Designing today's pro- 
fessional recording or production studio presents unique challenges, like 
finding a flexible full featured console that fits your space, budget and 
audio requirements. 

Soundcraft's Sapphyre lets you create both music and a recording environ- 
ment the way you want it. Sapphyre gives you 32 track performance normally 
found in consoles many times the price. A noise gate on every channel. Great 
sounding four band EQ. A variety of modules to suit the way you record. 
Arid five frame sizes. 

Sapphyre. Its un_que, flexible routing and design approach puts everything you need 
where you need it. Direct to tape routing with grouping to any channel provides total 
creative flexibility. The in -line design takes up less space than conventional consoles and 
is as intuitive to use as any split console. Whether you're building a home studio, adding a 
video post suite or designing Studio Two, Sapphyre will bring out the artist in you. 

Now you can afford the best. Hear Sapphyre today at your authorized Soundcraft dealer. 

Soundcraft 
Sou n krañ USWJBL Profmional 
8500 Balboa Batletard, Northridge, CA 91329 
H A Harman International Company 
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THE REP 
INTERVIEW: 

16 REP June 1992 

By MAUREIId DRONEY 

BILL 

BOTTRELL 

Sometimes it feels as if we're drown- 
ing in dance pop records awash with 
homogeneous reverbs, endlessly 
sampled drums and vocals processed 
beyond recognition. But drop 
Madonna's "Like a Prayer" or Michael 
Jackson's "Black or White" on your CD 
player and notice the difference. In- 
stead of copycat sounds and cheap 
tones, you hear real engineering. The 
difference is Bill Bottrell, one of the 
few engineers around who's not afraid 
to put real sounds, expertly recorded, 
up front, dry and in your face. His 
success proves that it's possible to 
achieve Grammy -nominated quality 
and top-of- the-charts impact. 

REP caught up with Bottrell at Toad 
Hall, his Pasadena, CA, studio, where 
he was working on his rollaround Neve 
8058 console, producing the new David 
Baerwald album. All of Toad Hall's 
equipment, including the console, is 
on wheels and can be used in either of 
two rooms. On the day we were there, 
he was working in the larger room, 
which boasts a high, peaked ceiling 
topped with a skylight, and a back wall 
lined like a library with hardbacked 
books. (Bottrell assured us they are 
just acoustic treatments We adjourned 
to an upstairs lounge overlooking the 
studio, where Bottrell could talk and 
also keep an eye on the session. 

RE P: This studio feels very comfort- 
able, like a living room. 
BB: People really like it here. We keep 
a very loose atmosphere. Sometimes 
things get done and sometimes they 
don't. I like it that way. I don't run a 
tight ship, on purpose. Technical con- 
siderations never take precedence over 
creative freedom considerations. The 
basic thing 1 try to do is just capture 
moments, put them on tape and put 
them out, unadulterated. Of course, 
for years earlier that wasn't the phi- 
losophy. The philosophy was to "engi- 
neer" things. 

Maureen Droney is a production manager and engineer 
based in Los Angeles. 
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1 
AMPEX 

GRAND MASTER 

AMPEX 

456 499 

L, 1 
ENGINEERED TO EXCEED all expectations, Ampex 499 Grand Masters Gold 

delivers low print through the lowest noise, lowest distortion, and highest output of any 

high -performance analog mastering tape. Not to mention superior mechanical characteristics 

to ensure problem -free tape handling on today's high -end transports. 

ALL WITH THE legendary consistency you've come to expect from Ampex Grand 

Masters 456. And all backed by the industry's most highly acclaimed service and support. 

So IF WHAT you really need is performance, and then some, go with Ampex. 

Grand Master 456 and 499 Grand Master Gold. 

AMPEX 
A MASTER OF ENGINEERING 

Ampex Recording Media Corporation 401 Broadway M.S. 22 -02 Redwood City CA 94063 ® 1991 Ampex Corporation 
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REP: You mean your philosophy? 
BB: My philosophy, and a lot of people's 
philosophy. To put their creativity out 
and to impose it on the record as an 
engineer, or even as a producer. I'm 
trying to get away from that. I'm trying 
to get away from "engineering" in gen- 
eral. I'm trying to just avoid it. Avoid 
doing it, avoid having the engineer do 
it. The engineer is still here, under- 
stand, but he or she should be a ghost, 
creatively. 

REP: Being transparent, you mean, 

were a couple of songs where the rough 
mix didn't have the right vocal on it or 
something, so we had to mix them. 
And we tried to get to the mental space 
where you're doing a rough mix, and 
we spent maybe 45 minutes doing the 
mixes. Because the tweaking, all the 
tweaking that's going on, I don't feel it 
anymore. I don't feel like it's valid. It's 
not honest. I think the tweaking has to 
come from the song, the music, the 
player and the performance. 

REP: So you believe a lot of the 
tweaking that's going on is 
coming from the ego of the 
engineer and not from the 
song? 
BB: Yeah. This is where it all 
started to go wrong, in the 
late '70s when engineers and 
producers started being al- 
lowed to impose their frus- 
trations as musicians on the 
records. And that never 
should have happened. Be- 
cause the artists know what 
to do if they are really an 
artist, and the producer 
should just set up a situation 
where the artist feels free to 
do what they do. The engi- 
neer should record it and get 
out of the way. I've seen way 
too many examples of engi- 
neers hijacking a project and 
imposing their small- minded 
technical feelings on a thing. 
Artists have been brain- 
washed to think that this is 
how it is. Because it's been 
this way for 15 years now. 
There's a whole generation 
of artists who think that's 
how records are made and 
they don't question it. 

between the music and the tape ma- 
chine? 
BB: Yeah. They are a presence person- 
ally, and they add to the mix of people 
in the room, and that's very important, 
but they don't attempt "engineering." 
They don't "tweak" things; they don't 
"get a sound." There's no such thing. 
You use good gear, the best gear. We 
use gear from the early '70s and late 
'60s - tubes or transistors, and you 
just put a mic up and record it. You 
don't bother any more than that. 

My last album, we didn't mix. Every- 
body knows you can never beat the 
rough mixes, right? Well, we actually 
acted on that and insisted on not mix- 
ing, because, yet again, we found we 
couldn't beat the roughs. We had them 
all on DATs, so we just used those. 

REP: That was the new Wiretrain al- 
bum, "No Soul, No Strain ?" 
BB: Yes. And there they are. There 
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REP: But there are so many 
engineers who are working with art- 
ists, or maybe we shouldn't call them 
artists, who don't know what they want. 
BB: Well, that's the phenomenon. Once 
you have this system set up where the 
artistry is spread thinner amongst 
more people, the producers and engi- 
neers, then the artist and the vision of 
the thing can be smaller and less sig- 
nificant. And that's what we've been 
having for a long time, with, of course, 
notable exceptions. And those excep- 
tions are the only records where an 
artist truly has a vision, and a reason 
for being in the studio, and knows it, 
and refuses to be fooled by the system, 
and keeps the technology out of their 
way, consciously, much to the dismay 
of the engineer, I'm sure. Those records 
usually turn out to be true statements. 
They have something to say. Whether 
you like that kind of music or not, it 
doesn't matter. You can hear it in a 
minute. Some records are honest, and 

some are manufactured bullshit. 
I'm as guilty as anyone else, but 

have at least spent the last 15 years 
learning these things. To me, the sound 
of an honest recording can be 1,000 
times more impressive than one that's 
heavily tweaked out with the lame ideas 
of an engineer using 20 or 30 $400 
boxes lined up in a rack. The challenge 
now comes from capturing something 
pure and simple and honest, and hav- 
ing it sound spectacular, bigger than 
life. And when you capture some mo- 
ment of people, or one person, or ma- 
chines doing something great, and it's 
good, you try to avoid the layering that 
tends to happen. You just leave it. If it's 
good enough, it will make the album. If 
we get enough better things, then we'll 
leave it off. 

It's not nostalgia, it's not a retro thing, 
or a roots thing, it's Just honesty. And 
I think that's where things should go ... 
and will go. 

REP: Tell me a little about your 
background. Did you start out as a 
musician? 
BB: I was a guitar player in high school 
and I gave it up, probably for similar 
reasons as most engineers. I was inse- 
cure and not up to the challenge of 
being a brilliant guitar player, so I went 
into engineering. In '85, I started pro- 
ducing with Thomas Dolby on "Aliens 
Ate My Buick," and as a producer I got 
my confidence back for being a musi- 
cian. Once I got away from the knobs 
and buttons and started judging musi- 
cal value, I realized, "I can do that," so 
I picked up the guitar and other instru- 
ments and started playing. 

TOAD HALL EQUIPMENT 

Neve Class A 8058 console, 
modified with 44 inputs 

Studer A800 Mark 1 

1 -inch 2 -track tube Studer on loan from 
Dan Schwartz 

Sontec DRC 202 limiters 
1176 limiters 

Neve 32264a limiters 
Dynamite limiters 
Massenburg EQ 

Yamaha Rev i reverb 
Quantec Qrs reverb 
Roland SRV reverb 

Neumann 1147, KM54, 
Schoeps M221F tube mics 

Tannoy SRM 10b monitors with 
Bryston 4b 

Snell type B monitors with 
Bryston 4b 

Tube Dynakit headphone 
power amps 
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One 515205 System fits all. 
This is the one. The one with the parameters and a lot more. So you added sense wires to the speakers. 

new speaker. The one with digital pro- can customize the sound to whatever And calibrating it is a simple set -it and 

cessing. The first one of its 

kind. It's the YST S1520S 

speaker system. And it's not at all what 

you're used to. 

First things first, let's talk YST. It 

stands for Yamaha Active Servo Tech- 

nology. It allows us to make some 

unorthodox cabinet tunings in the 

S1520S speakers. What you end up 

with is tight low- frequency output. 

And range that extends much lower 

than other speakers this size (all the 

way down to 50 Hz.). 

To all this we've added state- of -the- 

art digital processing. It's the C20 Digi- 

tal System Controller. And it makes 

situation you get into. Whether it's a 

picnic for the company big -wig or a 

convention for a thousand of them. 

The system also 

includes the Y20. It's 

the heart and soul 

of YST. The Y20 

monitors back EMF. 

While it electronically 

synthesizes param- 

eters for the woofer. The result is more 

precise woofer control with less distor- 

tion and less acoustic interaction 

between the drivers. 

The Y20 also gives you 

the ability to use any pro- 

fessional power amplifier you want. 

And because it's designed to fit right 

into the amp rack, there's no need for 

the system easily programmable. You 

can adjust and store EQ, delay, cross- 

over, time /phase alignments, security 
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forget -it procedure. 

Now back to that YST speaker. It's 

got a 15," high power, high sensitivity 

woofer with a carbon fiber impreg- 

nated cone. And the system is available 

with an inter- 

changeable, 

medium format horn 

in 60 or 105 degree 

versions. 

There is no other system 

like the YST S 1520S. It's the 

one that's digital. It's the one system 

that fits all. It's the one that's available 

from selected Yamaha dealers and 

contractors. 

YAMAHA 
^ 1991 Yamaha Curpunoon of America. Pmf..mon.l Audio Product. 

PO 1b.6600. Bur. V.r\. CJhdornu 90n21-m00. I%1.1521--9011 
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REP: That's mov- 
ing from engineer 
to musician, but 
how did you origi- 
nally move from 
musician to engi- 
neer? 
BB: I was in bands 
in high school, and 
we had worked in 
an 8-track studio. I 

was the amp guy in 
the band, and I 

could fix things. 
When I decided to 
get a job as an engi- 
neer, I went back to 
this studio in Hol- 
lywood. And the 
owner remem- 
bered me and gave 
me a job doing the 
lousy work - com- 
mercials, kids' al- 
bums, training 
films. I was never 
an assistant; I did 
get to jump right 
into engineering. 
But it was all old 
gear that didn't 
make much sense. 
Half the time I 

couldn't get signal 
to come out of the 
outputs. 

REP: While the client's sitting there 
looking at the clock? 
BB: Yeah, but everyone goes through 
that. 

REP: You did two records with ELO. 
How did that come about? 
BB: My first professional gig was work- 
ing at Soundcastle Studios. It was just 
getting started and I was the all- around 
engineer and maintenance and what- 
ever. Jeff Lynne came to town and was 
searching for a studio with a Harrison 
console and UREI monitors and we 
had that combination. And he wanted 
to use the house engineer to cut a 
demo! This was just a dream! I had 
been a huge fan of his and I knew all of 
ELO's albums. I liked tweaking records 
the way he did. So I got everything set 
up for him with all the sounds the way 
I thought Jeff would like them. And he 
did; he loved it! I got to mix one song on 
that album, and then on the next al- 
bum I mixed the whole thing. Then I 

engineered and mixed the next couple 
of albums. I learned a lot from Jeff 
Lynne. 

REP: I know an engineer who uses 
Pulp Culture from (Thomas Dolby's) 
"Aliens Ate My Buick" to check his 
monitors. 
BB: I'm really proud of that record. 
Thomas actually got a Grammy nomi- 
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nation for Producer of the Year, and 
I'm not sure why I didn't, since I was 
co-producer. It was some kind of tech- 
nicality. 

REP: How do you get so much silence 
on records? 
BB: Self-control - that's all it is. You 
leave the silence and don't try to cover 
it up. You have to have confidence in 
the silence. 

REP: Actually, I meant sonically. You 
get a very wide dynamic range. Do you 
use noise reduction? 
BB: No, I never use noise reduction. 

REP: Do you mix to digital? 
BB: I usually mix to analog 2- track. I'm 
trying out right now a Studer from the 
late 'S0s - 1 -inch tube. It's stunning! 
The problem is mastering. We'll have 
to carry it with us! 

REP: What did you mix to before you 
had this? 
BB: Ampex ATR, 1/4 -inch, 30ips. 

REP: Why don't you use 1/2 -inch? 
BB: I've never been happy with 1/2- 
inch because it has this awful head 
bump, and fringing ... 

REP: What's your basic drum track- 
ing setup? 
BB: Every song is different, but I have 
always used as few mics as possible. I 

would never mic every drum. 
I've always used the room mics, 
or near room mics, even when 
it wasn't fashionable. I've al- 
ways mic'd the drum kit as if 
it's one instrument, pretty 
much starting out with an over- 
head pair, a snare and a bass 
drum mic. I like my Schoeps 
tube mics for overheads, or one 
mono overhead U47 is a great 
sound. 

REP: Your records have great 
bass sounds. 
BB: Thanks. I have a bass pre - 
amp that I designed myself 
years ago. It's an extremely high 
impedence pre -amp, with great 
big capacitors on the output 
that allow it to go down to, I 

think, 4Hz. 

REP: You mean you told some- 
one what you wanted and they 
built it? 
BB: No, I built it myself. I used 
to have more time. It's a good 
thing it doesn't break, because 
I don't know what I'd do with- 
out it. It's just standard chips of 
the day, 5534s, but I found a 
circuit in one of the old applica- 
tions manuals that was for a 
high -input impedence modifi- 

cation to the chip. Other people were 
designing with FET chips, bi -FETs or 
whatever they were, which give you a 
high -input impedence, but those chips 
never sounded very good. It's prob- 
ably a known circuit to raise the input 
impedence of these things, but I raised 
it to 10MHz or something, so the bass 
pickup can plug in there and just bridge 
into it and there's absolutely no load- 
ing on the pickup, and it just blows in 
and out of the thing. Then it's got a full - 
on +24 output, and a little gain pot. It's 
like a buffer. It buffers the bass pickup 
from all the gear. I usually just plug it 
right into the machine or into a limiter. 
By the way, a (Valley People) Dyna- 
mite limiter is good for that, too, if you 
adjust the do offset wrong so every 
time it kicks in it gives a little dc thump 
on the output. 

REP: Those original Dynamites are 
great limiters. 
BB: Limiters are the coolest thing in 
recording, the strongest tool. You 
could choose a hundred different lim- 
iters for a hundred different jobs, be- 
cause they all do a different thing. It's 
much more powerful than tweaking 
equalization. 

REP: You and Patrick Leonard have 
cut some classic records together. How 
did you start working with him? 
BB: Madonna heard "Aliens Ate My 
Buick" and wanted to work with me. 
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She had Patrick call me to work on the 
"Like a Prayer" album, and Pat and I 

have worked together ever since. Pat's 
the one who conceived of "Toy Mati- 
nee," and, as part of the conception, he 
wanted me to produce. He wanted to 
be a musician in the band and he didn't 
want anything to do with producing. 

REP: You were both engineer and 
producer on "Toy Matinee." Kevin 
Gilbert's vocal sound is a real standout 
on that album. How it was recorded? 
BB: With a tube U-47, not mine, but a 
rented one, a Neve Class A mic pre - 
amp, a Neve limiter and right into the 
tape recorder. As a matter of fact, that's 
the chain for everything I do. (Laughs) 
No, just kidding. 

REP: Your vocal sounds are really 
dry and really present. What are you 
using mix -wise to achieve that? 
BB: Actually, it's what I'm not using 
mix -wise. Like reverb. Pavarotti can 
have reverb, but I'm just a rock 'n' 
roller, and somehow a concert hall 
doesn't have anything to do with it. I 

use a U-47 and a good amount of com- 
pression and avoid the temptation to 
boost the top end too much, and then 
just leave it alone. 

There's nothing else. People aren't 
used to hearing a raw vocal shoved 
right up in their face and turned up 
loud. Listen to "Highway 61 Revisited." 
That's my vocal sound. Try it. But you 
have to have a U-47 and you can't be 
afraid to compress the living daylights 
out of it. If you're an audiophile guy, 
then you'd better not compress it, but 
then your records will sound like au- 
diophile records, and that would be 
unfortunate. 

REP: What about drums? Are there 
any samples used to enhance Brian 
McCloud's drum sounds on "Toy Mati- 
nee"? 
BB: No, that's just raw drums. Brian is 
fabulous. 

REP: Your mic of choice for acoustic 
guitars? 
BB: Telefunken 251s and KM 54s, the 
tube version of KM 84s. Tube mics any 
chance you get, except for percussive 
things. 

REP: You knew Michael Jackson from 
the "Victory" album. How did you get 
together for the "Dangerous" album? 
BB: I had worked a lot with Michael in 
between, but nothing that came to 
fruition. He was producing this time 
and when he called me to work with 
him, I said, "Well, now I'm a producer, 
Michael," and so I produced. The great 
part about it was Michael asked me to 
do things I'd never done. I'd never 
been a songwriter, and he asked me to 
write songs. So now I'm a songwriter. 
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REP: And you're a rapper now, too! 
(on "Black or White "). 
BB: Yeah, I'm the rapper. I just kind of 
filled in things that weren't getting 
done. That song was sitting there with 
this big gaping hole for way too long 
and it was my production and my re- 
sponsibility. I was afraid it would get 
left off the album if it always had this 
big hole in it when people heard it. So 
I put the rap in, and it was meant to be 
a demo for somebody else to do the 
words. Michael loved it ... and he said, 
"I'm gonna leave it!" 

REP: Why is it credited "Rap perfor- 
mance: L.T.B." on the liner notes? 
BB: (Laughs) That's a reference to my 

suburban upbringing. It was going to 
be 'MC Leave it to Beaver'! 

REP: How long did you work on "Black 
or White "? 
BB: Stretched out, more than two years. 
This is totally opposite to how I told 
you I work, right? 

REP: What's one essential Bill Bottrell 
recording effect? 
BB: Brutal honesty. 

REP: At this point, screams from the 
studio below interrupted us and 
Bottrell had to depart to rejoin his 
session. 

Produced, David Baerwald, Un- 
titled as of now, A&M 1992. 

Produced, Wiretrain, "No Soul, No 
Strain," MCA 1992. 

Co- produced /Co- wrote /Co -engi- 
neered, Michael Jackson, "Danger- 
ous," Sony, 1991. 

Produced /Music, Madonna, "Truth 
or Dare," Miramax Films, 1991. 

Produced /Engineered /Co- wrote, 
Toy Matinee, "Toy Matinee," Warner 
Bros., 1990. 

Co- produced /Tracks, Madonna, 
"Dick Tracy," Warner Bros., 1990. 

Engineered /Mixed, Madonna, "Like 
a Prayer," Warner Bros., 1989. Nomi- 
nated for Grammy - Best Engineer- 
ing. 

Engineered /Mixed, Tom Petty, "Full 
Moon Fever," MCA, 1989. N o m i - 
nated for Grammy - Best Engineer- 
ing. 

Engineered /Mixed single, Travel- 
ing Wilbury's, "Traveling Wilbury's 
Vol. I," Warner Bros., 1988. 

Co-produced /Engineered, Thomas 
Dolby, "Aliens Ate My Buick," EMI, 
1987. 

Mixed album, Maurice White, 
"Stand By Me," CBS, 1985. 

Mixed single, Starship, "We Built 
This City," RCA, 1985. 

Engineered /Mixed, The Jacksons, 
"Victory," CBS, 1984. 

Engineered /Mixed, Dave Edmunds, 
"Slipping Away," 1983. 

Engineered /Mixed, ELO, "Secret 
Messages," CBS, 1982. 

Engineered /Mixed, ELO, "Time," 
CBS, 1980. 
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THE JUDGES WERE BLIND, NOT DEAF. 

BLINDFOLDED. TEN OF THE BEST EARS IN THE BUSINESS - 

PRODUCERS AND ENGINEERS - GATHERED FOR AN UNBIASED, 

COMPREHENSIVE KNOCK-DOWN DRAG-OUT AUDITION OF THE 

FOURTEEN BEST STUDIO REFERENCE MONITORS UNDER $1,000. 

TOA FINISHED AT THE TOP - AHEAD OF BOTH TANNOY AND 

YAMAHA. SURPRISED? YOU WON'T BE ONCE YOU'VE HEARD 

WHAT ARE FAST BECOMING AN ESSENTIAL PART OF BETTER 

STUDIOS EVERYWHERE. 

TOA ME -AV MONITORS. 

THE STANDARD AMONG 

STANDARD -MAKERS AT 

OPCODE AND EMU. 

FOUR TOA MODELS THAT ARE EQUALLY CRISP, CLEAN, BRIGHT. 

EMINENTLY TRANSLATABLE. AN OPTIMIZED FRE- 

QUENCY RESPONSE AND LOW DISTORTION DESIGNED 

EXPRESSLY FOR DIGITAL MIXING. A HUGE 120° 

SWEET SPOT ESSENTIALLY ELIMINATES OFF -AXIS 

COLORATION - SO 

EVERYONE IN THE 

ROOM RECEIVES THE SAME 

UNIFORM SONIC IMAGE. 

LISTEN TO THE EXPERTS. LISTEN FOR YOURSELF. 

BECAUSE YOU DON'T HAVE TO SEE TO BELIEVE. 

I 

These guys are just simulated judges. For complete test results 

right from the mouths of the ears that know, call or write for the 

EQ Magazine test reprint: TOA Electronics, Inc., 601 Gateway Blvd., 

South San Francisco, CA 94080.4151588 -2538 800/733-7088 
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"TOA monitors are 

nothing short of 

amazing ... and if 
you're looking for 

a wonderful reference 

monitor give these 

a listen." 

- George Petersen, 

MIX 

TOA is a clear 

winner ni freedom 

from monitor - 

Indn.`ed frequency 

coloration. 

"TOA came through 

with flying colors ... 

test liked in the rock 

category with the 

highest scores in the 

stereo image area." 

- EQ Magazine 

The right size and 

sound for every 

application - 
each is magnetically 

shielded for AV use. 
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THE MAKING OF 

MODERN 
DEALS 

These days 
record stores are 
overflowing with 
new acts. Most are 
unknown to the 
public until radio 
airplay and store 
visibility make 
them popular. But in 
many cases, what ap- 
pears to be an artist's de- 
but release may actually 
follow several lesser - 
known albums. How do 
new artists get recognition 
and record deals? Who is 
responsible for the devel- 

Eric Wenocur is chief engineer at KLM Video, Bethesda. MD. 
and a recording engineer. producer and musician in the 
Washington. DC area. 
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CASE STUDIES 
ON THE PROCESS 

OF 
GETTING SIGNED 

opment and promotion of 
an unknown artist? 
Although the record indus- 

try is certainly evolving in 
its way of doing business, 
some constants seem to 
remain. Budgets have be- 
come tighter (irrespective 
of today's slow economic 

climate), but certain la- 
bels are still willing to 
finance an artist that it 
believes will make 
money. Also, the num- 
ber of independently 
financed albums sub- 
mitted for distribution 
deals is growing. 

What follows are 
several case studies 

of the circumstances and 
record industry machina- 
tions that turned "un- 
knowns" into well -known 
recording acts, plus some 
guidelines for bringingnew 
artists into today's record 
industry. 
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SUZANNE VEGA 
When the right management, pro- 

duction talent and contacts are brought 
together behind a new artist, the re- 
sult can be record contracts and inter- 
national success. But success is rarely 
achieved overnight, and a well -con- 
structed business plan can make or 
break the process. Case in point: 

It is 1982. Long -time friends Ron 
Fierstein, a New York attorney, and 
recording engineer Steve Addabbo 
decide to start an artist development 
company. AGF Entertainment is formed 
to manage and produce new artists, 
including playing an integral role in 
shaping the artist's recorded sound. 
Considering their current careers and 
experience as working musicians, 
Fierstein and Addabbo feel well- suited 
to the task. They decide to concen- 
trate on finding and developing a single 
artist. 

In early 1983, Fierstein is introduced 
to a secretary and struggling musician 
named Suzanne Vega. Attending a live 
performance, Fierstein and Addabbo 
are impressed with Vega's songs and 
invite her to record some simple gui- 
tar and vocal demos at their expense. 
Although Vega does not fit their origi- 
nal notion of a first client, Fierstein and 
Addabbo think that her songs are ex- 
traordinary and that she could be suc- 
cessful. She is signed to an exclusive 
management and production deal with 
AGF. 

Musicians and songs are selected, 
and demos are cut by Addabbo. Using 
contacts developed through his music 
attorney, plus a lot of simple persis- 
tence, Fierstein begins the process of 
"shopping" the demos to record la- 
bels. Repeatedly, the A&R people re- 
ject his demo. At one point he gets a 
tape to Gil Friesen, then president of 
A&M Records, through a chance meet- 
ing with Cat Stevens' former manager. 
The tape is passed down to the A&R 
department and rejected. 

AGF decides to work on developing a 
regional following for Vega, and she 
begins performing live with a band, 
rather than solo. Press attention in- 
creases, and a few labels send A&R 
representatives to her gigs. In mid - 
1984, after receiving additional demos 
and press clips from AGF, Friesen sends 
New York A&R rep Nancy Jeffries to 
hear Vega. Fierstein welcomes this in- 
terest with high hopes and meets 
Jeffries at the club. 

Ironically, this opportunity almost 
becomes a disaster when the opening 
act, hearing that an A&R rep is present, 
refuses to leave the stage. Jeffries 
leaves, fed up, but returns later in the 
evening and really likes Vega. How- 
ever, she thinks that getting A&M to 

sign her might take some convincing, 
because Vega's material is hardly in 
fashion at that moment. They agree 
that it might help to suggest enlisting 
veteran producer Lenny Kaye to lend 
some industry experience to the 
project. Ultimately, Jeffries brings Jor- 
dan Harris, then head of A&R, to a gig 
and A&M decides to sign Vega, based 
on her clear artistic merit. 

0000000 0000 
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During this same period, a review in 
The New York Times hailing Vega as 
"the new Joni Mitchell" catches the 
attention of David Geffen, who con- 
tacts Fierstein about signing Vega to 
his label (although Geffen's A&R had 
passed on her earlier). Fierstein now 
has additional bargaining power, but 
decides to go with A&M because of the 
relationship they had already devel- 
oped. In November 1984, AGF signs a 
"firm" 2 -album deal with A&M on be- 
half of Vega. 

As is typical of a "recording fund" 
deal, AGF was given a budget (as an 
advance on royalties) to deliver a com- 
plete, finished package to A&M, while 
the label reserved the right of pro- 
ducer approval. In this case, the album 
was budgeted at more than $100,000, 
with the stipulation that Lenny Kaye 
would produce with Addabbo. AGF 
handled every aspect of the album's 
production, including all administra- 
tive, artistic and financial management 
tasks. 

"Suzanne Vega" was released in April 
1985. A&M had been one of several 
major labels that Fierstein had origi- 
nally targeted for Vega's music, but it 
had taken nearly two years to cut a 
deal (hardly unusual in the industry, 
as it turns out). The first album sold 
modestly, but Vega's second album, 
"Solitude Standing," with the major hit 
"Luka," sold 3.2 million copies world- 
wide. 

Interestingly, only 800,000 of those 
were sold in the U.S., thus validating 
the label's and Fierstein's commitment 
to developing a worldwide promotion 

strategy. According to Fierstein, AGF 
felt from the beginning that "Luka" had 
"hit" potential. When it did 
well on college 
and AOR (Al- 
bum Oriented 1 

Rock) radio, 
Charlie Minor, 
then head of 
promotion, 

began a 
Top 40 
c a m - 

paign that paid off. 
Changes in personnel at record 

labels are quite common and can 
wreak havoc with artists signed to 
the label. Vega's third album, "Days 
of Open Hand," probably would 
have done better than it did, but a 
major management upheaval at 
A&M coincided with the album's 
release. About the same time, an 
unauthorized remix of her single, 
"Tom's Diner," by an unknown duo 
called DNA, began to appear in Lon- 
don. The remix used Vega's original 
vocal over a dance rhythm track. 

When A&M heard what was hap- 
pening, it tracked down DNA and con- 
sidered getting an injunction to pre- 
vent further play of the cut. However, 
indications were that this cut could 
become a big hit. With Vega's agree- 
ment, A&M bought the master of the 
remix from DNA and released it as 
"DNA featuring Suzanne Vega." Al- 
though AGF and A&M realized that it 
might steal attention from the recently 
released album, the risk turned out to 
be worth it when the remix became a 
smash. In the end, according to 
Fierstein, the DNA episode was gener- 
ally beneficial for Vega's career, as 
well as earning her songwriter and 
artist royalties. 

AGF Entertainment now represents 
several artists, its second signing be- 
ing folk /pop singer songwriter Shawn 
Colvin (who Fierstein fortuitously "dis- 
covered" on the tour bus while Colvin 
was singing backup for Vega). 

CONCLUSION 
Foremost in the eyes of A&R execu- 

tives are concept and direction for the 
artist and a management team already 
in action promoting the artist. After 
all, an artist /management package is 
attractive to record labels. 

It is useful, if not critical, to have 
someone with credibility submitting 
tapes to A&R people. An attorney, 
manager, publishing company or 
record retail executive may serve this 
purpose. As the last case demon- 
strated, one shouldn't neglect, or al- 
low the record company to neglect, 
the huge international market when 
promoting and distributing an album! 
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THE TRIPLETS 
This deal has more to do with record 

industry machinations than pounding 
the pavement. It exemplifies the arbi- 
trary way deals can change, through 
no fault of the artist, manager or pro- 
ducer. However, an act with poten- 
tially wide appeal, particularly in new 
crossover markets, can be attractive 
enough to overcome industry politics. 

In mid -1989, producer Steve Barri, 
now vice president of A&R at Impact/ 
MCA Records, was working as a con- 
sultant for Capitol Records. A demo of 
The Triplets (sisters Sylvia, Diana and 
Vicky Villegas) had been sent to A&R 
executive Tom Vickers and was brought 
to an A&R meeting. At this time, the 
Triplets were signed to Elektra as a 
hard rock act, based on their entry in 
the MTV Basement Tapes, but they 

wanted to go in 
a different di- 
rection. 
Also, they 
were doing 
a lot of stu- 
dio and bi- 
lingual vocal 
work around 

New York. 
(They speak 

fluent Spanish.) Coinci- 
dentally, Triplets manager Steve Allen 
had also mentioned the group to Barri. 

Tom Whalley, Capitol's head of A&R, 
was interested in the group (the bilin- 
gual aspect was a plus for crossover 
potential), and had Barri follow up 
with Allen. The group was brought to 
Capitol for a live audition, and every- 
one was impressed with their songs, 
personalities and charisma. However, 
just before contract negotiations for a 
Triplets deal began, Capitol president 
David Berman decided to leave. 
Whalley was also considering leaving, 
and this was seen by Barri and Allen as 
a possible problem if the Triplets were 
signed to Capitol. 

Because Barri had been given the 
option to shop acts elsewhere if Capi- 
tol was not signing them, he took the 
demo tape to Ed Eckstein, A&R at 
Polygram. Eckstein was interested but 
had to wait for Capitol's decision. By 
now the contracts at Capitol were 
ready to go when Simon Potts took 
over A&R. Potts went to New York to 
see the Triplets live, but declined sign- 
ing for Capitol. 

Back at Polygram, Vickers had moved 
from Capitol and also encouraged 
Eckstein to sign the group. Polygram 
signed the Triplets to a 5 -album deal. 
Eckstein and Allen asked Barri to pro- 
duce the first album, based on the 
early demo tape. The album, budgeted 
at more than $100,000, was financed 
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through a typical "advance on royal- 
ties" deal. Allen and Vickers are listed 
as executive producers because of 
their input in putting the project to- 
gether. 

"...Thicker Than Water" was released 
in March 1991 and has sold more than 
200,000 copies, which is considered 
fairly successful for a first release (at 
least making back the recording ad- 
vance). The first single, "You Don't 
Have to Go Home Tonight," went Top 
10 on the CHR charts (Contemporary 
Hit, Top 40 format) and "Sunrise" 
reached the Top 10 on Adult Contem- 
porary. After a year of promotion, the 
Spanish language versions of the cuts 
are beginning to take off, with "Danc- 
ing in the Shadows" reaching the Latin 
Top 10 in early 1992. 

Interestingly, Barri feels that the best 
singles have not yet been released. 
One reason may be that the tunes re- 
corded later sound fresher to the A&R 
people, which removes emphasis from 
earlier tunes, which had been consid- 
ered potential hits. In support of the 
album, the Triplets have also made 
two videos. The first single reached 
the Top 10 on MTV and Top 2 on VH -1. 
A video will likely be made for the third 
single if it also moves up the Adult 
Contemporary charts. 

Record labels are always on the look- 
out for new ways to promote acts. 
Barri cites the examples of Gladys 
Knight appearing on the "Oprah 
Winfrey Show," and VH -l's airing of 
Bonnie Raitt's videos from "Nick of 
Time" as opening previously untapped 
markets for these artists. 

CONCLUSION 
These days videos can definitely 

enhance an artist's recognition and 
sales. However, videos are meant to 
support the songs, not replace them. 
Record companies do not expect inde- 
pendents to provide finished videos, 
and actually may prefer to produce 
videos for an artist after signing, thus 
retaining creative control. 

WAS (NOT WAS) 
The stereotypical scenarios of bands 

getting record deals usually involve 
luck and perseverance, not just talent. 
Even when resources are available, it 
may require exceptional measures to 
get that first break. Then, there is no 
guarantee of unconditional support. 

Anyone in the record industry should 
recognize the name Don Was, particu- 
larly since his production of Bonnie 
Raitt's Grammy winning album "Nick 
of Time." But his namesake band, Was 
(Not Was), had less than stellar begin- 

nings. As a struggling musician with a 
family in late '70s Detroit, Don 
Fagenson was nearly destitute. (In fact, 
said Don, he even considered "rob- 
bing a drycleaner.") 

In a final, desperate attempt to gar- 
ner some kind of musical success, Was 
contacted long -time friend and musi- 
cal cohort David Weiss, then jazz critic 
for The Los Angeles Times. Together 
with business partner Jack Tann, and 
generous Sound Suite studio owner 
John Lewis, they recorded a single, 
"Wheel Me Out," featuring Weiss' 
mother on lead vocal. 

"Wheel Me Out" was unusual in its 
blend of an R&B dance groove with 
heavy metal and jazz, a combination 
that would become a signature for Was 
(Not Was). Thinking that the single 
would go somewhere if he could just 
get it released, Was aimed his attack at 
Ze Records, a small label owned by 
Micheal Zilkha. However, he was stone- 
walled by the front desk secretary at 
Ze, and only Weiss' use of his L.A. 
Times credentials got their tape in to 
Zilkha. However, Was still had to hound 
Zilkha continuously for two months, 
even offering to forego payment to the 
band, just to get the single released. 

Finally, Ze released "Wheel Me Out" 
and it got airplay and good press in 
Detroit. It also became a cult hit in 
England where Chris Blackwell, head 
of Island Records, signed Was (Not 
Was) to a single album deal. "Was (Not 
Was)," which incidentally is Was' fa- 
vorite of their albums, was released in 
1981, with a hit single, "Tell Me That 
I'm Dreaming." But disagreements 
arose with Island over the band's con- 
cept, particularly the use of several 
different lead singers, and Was (Not 
Was) was picked up by Geffen. Geffen 
A&R rep Danny Heaps, taking a signifi- 
cant career risk, signed them to a multi - 
album deal, with the release of "Born 
to Laugh at Tornadoes" in 1983. 
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Once 
again, 
however, 
disagree- 

ments arose 
between the 

label and band 
over its direction, this time focusing 
on the difficulty in promoting an R&B 
band led by two white guys and fronted 
by two black guys. Before Was' second 
album was finished, Geffen dropped 
the band, so they went to England and 
signed with Phonogram. There, David 
Bates, head of A&R, viewed selling Was 
(Not Was) as a challenge. "What Up, 
Dog ?" was released in 1988, using many 
of the tracks recorded for Geffen's sec- 
ond album, with producer Paul Stavely 
O'Duffy brought in by Phonogram to 
help smooth out the production. 

After the single "Walk the Dinosaur" 
went Top 10 in Europe, American label 
Chrysalis picked up distribution. Quite 
ironically, Kate Hyman, Chrysalis' head 
of A&R, was the receptionist at Ze 
Records who years earlier had turned 
Don Was away. "What Up, Dog ?" is the 
album most familiar to the public but 
actually is the band's third. 

By the time "Are You Ok ?" was re- 
leased on Chrysalis in 1990, the staff 
that had supported "What Up, Dog ?" 
and helped push "Walk the Dinosaur" 
and "Spy in the House of Love" onto 
the charts, had left the company, and 
promotion of the new album was virtu- 
ally ignored. However, the remake of 
"Papa's Got a Brand New Bag" went 
Top 10 outside the United States. 

Was (Not Was) was originally con- 
ceived as a vehicle for Was and Weiss 
to get somewhere in the music busi- 
ness; "to make records together, but 
with better singers." It has evolved 
into a true band, with the key players 
having worked together for more than 
10 years. Although the band has had 
several hit singles, Was (Not Was) has 
yet to make significant money. The 
lesson: Hit singles do not necessarily 
generate financial returns; there must 
be an audience willing to buy albums. 
Unfortunately, Was (Not Was) on the 
whole does not fit the image of the 
people who buy such dance singles as 
"Walk the Dinosaur." On the other hand, 
Was and Weiss still marvel at their 
ability to earn a decent living record- 
ing their music. 

CONCLUSION 
Do anything and everything possible 

to get demos or masters in the hands 
of A&R. To paraphrase Don Was, "Deals 
are made when the right material 
comes to a receptive A&R person at a 
time when he or she is in a position to 
make something happen." Be persis- 
tent; an act must have determination 
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as well as talent. 
Artists who are purely "hit single 

driven" are not as likely to have a long 
recording career, yet will require a 
great deal of initial promotion (about 
$250,000 for a new act). Labels would 
like to sign artists with long -term po- 
tential, but this is certainly not a rule. 

Record companies are more inter- 
ested in artists with a following. If the 
act shows a sizeable base of fans, from 
live performances or an independent 

release, labels will take notice. (Often 
local record company personnel will 
notify A&R people of a promising act.) 
Likewise, demonstration of ability to 
sell many records regionally (in the 
tens of thousands) will get more atten- 
tion. 

Special thanks to the following people for they generous 
cooperation and insights: Steve Barn, Ron Fierstein, Chris 
Ghiardi, Peter Leak (manager for 10,000 Maniacs(, Dan 
Levitin, Jane O. and Don Was (hey. I owe you for the call). 

GENESIS 
OF A DEBUT ALBUM 

The artist calling himself E was signed by Polygram president 
Davitt Siegerson on the strength of demo tapes that he and co- 
producer (and occasional co- writer) Parthenon Huxley made to- 
gether. His debut album, "A Man Called E!," was released in March 
on Polydor. REP's music production editor, Dan Levitin, spoke 
with E and Parthenon about how they met, and he asked them 
about their approaches to self -production. 

REP: There's one thing I like about 
your records in particular. Maybe it's 
an insult for you as a writer, but I would 
think it's a compliment for you as a 
producer: The songs all have these 
parts of other songs in them - not like 
recycled hooks - more like nods in 
the direction of songs. It's like you 
have certain songs bouncing around 
in your head, and you used pieces of 
them. 
PH: I don't think it's insulting. I think it's 
natural for writers to do that. There are 
very few writers who could make an 
honest claim that they're not thieves. 
And I mean thieves in a benevolent 
sense. McCartney and Bowie have 
said it, that they have "borrowed" from 
others. 

What happens is (the ideas) get 
assimilated - I really feel like my solo 
record was my record. It's like with the 
Nirvana record - it's really fun picking 
out the Black Sabbath drum fills, but 
that's Nirvana. It definitely sounds like 
them. 

REP: In that way, E's record sounds 
a bit like yours. 
PH: Uh -oh. 

REP: There are some nice produc- 
tion things - melodic suggestions of 
other songs. For instance, on "Hello 
Cruel World" the bass line goes boom - 
boom -boom booda- boom -boom, like 
"Under Pressure." 
PH: Um -hmm. 

REP: Was that intentional or did it 

sneak itself in there? 
PH: We recognized it as "Under Pres- 
sure" after awhile, but it just kind of 
happened. It wasn't calculated; it was 
more organic. You'll notice ours isn't 
exactly the same. Anyway, it's hard to 
copyright an octave. 

REP: Then "I've Been Kicked 
Around" reminds me of the Little River 
Band song "Lady." 
PH: Well, the Little River Band was not 
something I would claim as an influ- 
ence. 

REP: Who are the musicians on the 
album? 
PH: E is playing keyboard, guitar; he 
did all the drum programming, har- 
monica - all the little weirdo things, 
like toy piano and synth strings. He's 
originally a drummer who taught him- 
self all these other things. I think that's 
really impressive. I have battle- of -the- 
bands pictures of him in high school 
where he's the singing drummer. I 

played some guitar, a couple of solos 
I think, and our engineer, Jim Lange, 
played some B -3 and accordian. It 

was really just the three of us and 
some friends. 

REP: Your own record didn't sell 
very well. And E has a very pop, 
mainstream songwriting style. It seems 
like he could have gotten a bigger 
name producer with a better track 
record. 
PH: Not on the budget we had. We 
wrote "Hello Cruel World" and 
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"Nowheresville" together and the 
demos we made of those impressed 
Davitt Sigerson at Polydor enough to 
give me the job. Davitt, of course, is 
the president of Polydor and he's the 
guy who signed E. 

REP: Where did you do those 
demos? 

for. It's not a dirty little alternative 
record; he's not that kind of artist. 
These are good, classic songs, and I 

think we did a good job of bringing 
them to life without being overly syr- 
upy. I think I'd be a little depressed 
if it sounded overproduced - if, for 
example, it had real strings on it. At 
the same time, it's a Hi -Fi record- 

ing that people 
might 
want to hear 
again and again. 

Standing, left to right: Jim Lang, Parthenon Huxley, 
seated: E. Photo by Allen Carrasco. 

PH: At MCA Publishing. Davitt's big slip through the 
interview of me (to produce the album) 
was "When do you guys start?" 

REP: Well, I mean, there's all this 
potential here for E. Why didn't he go 
for Wilson Phillips' producers? They 
might have spent 10 times as much, 
but he might have sold 10 times as 
many records, too... 
PH: I think E made the record he 
wanted to make. The demos charmed 
the pants off Davitt, and Davitt was 
adamant for us to just try to keep the 
spirit of the demos alive. I think we 
probably topped what we were going 

REP: Can you 
talk about what you 
spent on the 
record? 
PH: I guess I could. 
We made it for 
$40,000, not a 
penny more. 

REP: And that in- 
cludes... 
PH: Everything. 

REP: Cassette 
copies for the la- 
bel? 
PH: OK. Almost 
everything. 

REP: Rentals, 
studio stuff? 
PH: Yes. The label 
coughed up for the 
art work. 

R.E.P: Did you 
have a vision when 
you were record- 
ing for the type of 
radio market you 
thought E would 
slip into? 
PH: Well, I think that 
E will either be huge 
and cross over into 
about four different 
formats or he'll just 

cracks. 

R.E.P: When you're producing, do you 
package your sounds for formats? If you're 
going for AOR, do the guitars need to 
sound a certain way? If you're doing 
alternative, do the vocals and drums have 
to be...? 
PH: I think we started out to make an 
alternative record, but I don't think we 
made one. I would say my allegiances are 
to the alternative vibe. But E's songs are 
really straightforward. There's nothing 
subversive about them. I would call Bob 
Dylan, U2 straight -up pop songwriters, 
too. 

you. That's kind of 
radio goes for the 
Whether this record 
we shall see. 

I re- 
a l l y 
don't 
know 

w h a t 
kind of a 

record it 
is. I think it 

grows on 
scary, because 
instant punch. 
has that or not, 

REP: You mentioned subversive- 
ness. You're right; E doesn't have that 
subversiveness that Elvis Costello has. 
Elvis seems to try really hard to keep 
his songs from being pop, but E doesn't 
sabotage himself that way. 
PH: I don't think E has the same 
things to say that Elvis Costello does. 
E is basically what he's singing about, 
a sad, lonely guy. He has a real poetic 
talent for making what are sad songs 
kind of buoyant. I think that's the 
tension in the ablum. He's like the 
most pathetic guy I've ever loved 
because the album certainly doesn't 
bring you down to listen to it. But if you 
were to compile a psychological pro- 
file from these 11 songs, it shows a 
guy who's pretty skeptical, I guess. 

He's like the most 
pathetic guy I've ever 
loved because the 
album certainly 
doesn't bring you 
down to listen to it. 

REP: He seems as if he's still 
looking for love, at least. 
PH: Right. E's not rejecting love. He'd 
love to have it, but at the moment 
things are pretty bleak. 

REP: How did you hook up with 
Parthenon? 
E: Just by chance a woman at MCA 
Music had been interested in me, and 
I had said just for fun I would like to try 
co- writing with someone since I had 
never done that before. She sent me 
some tapes and one of them was 
Parthenon. "Hello Cruel World" was 
actually the demo Parthenon and I 

did. We fixed it up a little more, but 
almost the whole thing was what we 
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originally did. I couldn't see how any- 
one else who the record company 
was gonna come up with could do 
better than what he and I were coming 
up with on our own. We seem to 
complement each other well. He moni- 
tors all of the musical things, keeping 
me in pitch and the kind of stuff that 
I'm not so great at. I'm not a trained 
musician. I monitor keeping the heart 
and soul alive. 

REP: Didn't you want to work with a 
producer with a track record of hits? 
E: You're a kid from Virgina and it's 
nice to think you're working with this 
guy who's got all of these hits. I got 
really depressed about it at first, but 
once we were working, I was happy 
with what we were doing. Also, I 

figured I didn't have the money for that 
producer, and I guess I'm more ad- 
venturous than that. 

REP: How did you get connected to 
a record deal? 
E: I came out to California from Vir- 
ginia. I didn't know anybody at all, 
alone in the big city. After working as 

a career film extra for a year, I started 
working for a music magazine in Los 
Angeles. I was the receptionist by day 
and a writer by night. I did the local notes 
column because that way I could meet 
A &R people. I passed out tapes to every- 
body who could possibly have anything 
to do with the music business - three 
years of sending tapes to record compa- 
nies and getting rejected. 
I eventually met Carter at a party at Stevie 
Nicks' house. Carter wanted to sign me 
to Atlantic. He was doing A &R for them, 
then, but they didn't want to sign me, and 
Carter decided to leave A &R and go into 
management. Forawhile I dropped songs 
off to him until he finally decided to man- 
age me. 

REP: Do you use the Neil Young ap- 
proach to songwriting, where you don't 
listen to anything else at all while you're 
writing, or the Chrissie Hynde approach, 
where you lock yourself in a room with a 
Kinks album for a week and then see what 
comes out? 
E: I think I do both. When I'm working on 
my songs, that's all I'm listening to be- 
cause it occupies all my time. There just 

doesn't seem to be enough time to do 
anything but hear my songs. Then 
there are periods like now, where I'm 
painting and writing short stories and 
soaking in a lot of music. 

REP: That's you playing the hard 
rockin' solo in Misfits? 
E: The inspiration for "Fitting in With 
the Misfits" was Neil Young. I consider 
it 28 years of angst being vented in 10 
seconds. I'm a huge "Crazy Horse" 
fan. 

REP: Did you make lots of demos 
before making the album? 
E: "Are You and Me Gonna Happen ?" 
went through several versions on my 
4- track. We had a total of three demos, 
two or three years of that song sitting 
around and trying to find its legs. By 
the way, did you already talk to 
Parthenon? 

REP: Yes. 
E: Then I'd like to categorially state 
that everything Parthenon must have 
said is false. 
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THE 

7itia4e- %- rfa/ibizerit 
PERSON 

By RICHARD BUSKIN "It's one thing paying what the studio quotes as a rate, 
but you really can do a lot better for yourself," asserts Jill 
Dell'Abate, and she should know. After all, as one of the 
key participants in the steadily expanding field of pro- 
duction coordination, she spends a fair deal of her 
working time proving this very point. 

"Everybody should know that rates are there to be 
negotiated," she said, "and while the record companies 
obviously always try to get the best deal, specialists such 
as myself are better qualified to achieve this." 

Many people, especially those based in and around Los 
Angeles, are already familiar with the skills of a production 
coordinator, and others have heard about them. But there 
must also be a few who don't have a clue as to what the term 
refers to. So, for those of us who thought it was just a new 
marketing description for a console fader, here is a brief 
explanation: 

A production coordinator, in large part, is a trouble- 
shooter. This individual is hired by either a record com- 
pany, a producer or an artist to deal with any problems that 
arise during the course of a recording project, whether 
they're related to time, money or technology. Keeping 
everybody happy and everything running smoothly is the 
bottom line - hardly a simple task given the nature of the 
beast (or beasts) - and so the job requires heavy doses of 
experience, skill, patience, nerve and diplomacy. 

Producers, of course, have always had assistants, but 
production coordinators, with their broader range of ac- 
tivities, have only really evolved during the past couple of 
decades, and then mainly on the West Coast. Elsewhere, 
they are either thinner on the ground or nowhere to be 
seen. So, for someone such as Dell'Abate, based on the East 
Coast, the territory is still wide open. 

As a free -lancer since June 1991, Dell'Abate's involve- 
ment nevertheless stretches back to her first post -school 
days in 1986, when she landed the job of assistant to 
producer Russ Titelman at Warner Brothers Records. Im- 
mediately thrown into the deep end with the Steve Winwood 

Richard Buskin is a free -lance music and film puma.ist album "Back In The High Life," she soon found herself 
based in London traveling back and forth between office and studio, and 
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duly learning the ropes of production coordination 
courtesy of Titelman and the A&R administrator at 
Warner in Los Angeles. 

"Every record is different," she said. "With 
someone like Eric Clapton, for instance, there 
was a lot more personal involvement because 
he needed more attention. I mean, if you're 
from London, then you need help just getting 
around out here, and so in that case I'll be far 
more involved sorting everything out - 
travel, accommodations, even doctors' 
recommendations - and that's pretty 
much par for the course." 

Clapton's "Journeyman" record, in 
fact, was the last project on which 
Dell'Abate assisted Titelman before 
accepting Warner Music 
International's offer to become an 
A&R administrator. She had al- 
ready embarked on a few out- 
side projects while working for 
Titelman, but she felt that she 
would like to give herself a 
more rounded perspective 
by seeing things from a 
record company's point 
of view. 

Eighteen months 
later, armed with 
greater experience and 
more outside clients under her 
belt, she felt confident enough to free- 
lance as a production coordinator, boosted 
by a lengthy project with Phil Ramone, who was 
producing Phoebe Snow. This would allow her the time to 
properly set up her own business and help others, booking 
and negotiating studio time and rental equipment, taking 
responsibility for paying the technicians and musicians, 
administering the budget and overseeing every aspect of the 
recording. 
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IS IT WORTH IT? 
"I always save money on a 

project," Dell'Abate said. "Always. 
I'm sure there are people who put 
records together with no 
problem, but I could prob- 
ably do it for a lot less 
money. The record compa- 
nies, the A&R administra- 
tors, like to hire me because 
of this, and they're the ones 
who initially pay me, even 
though it is the artists who 
ultimately foot the bill be- 
cause I'm being paid on 
their budget. This really 
doesn't end up making any 
difference, however, be- 
cause I usually save them 
the same amount as my 
salary within the first week 
or so. You have to know 
what you're doing. Aside 
from this, when people are 
also busy with other jobs, 
they don't have the time to 
negotiate properly. 

"Some of the producers 
who have been around a long time, 
such as Russ Titelman and Phil 
Ramone, are used to the personal 
attention and like you to be with 
them constantly. Newer producers, 
such as Hugh Padgham, prefer me 
not to be there. I would be in the 

way if I was in the 
studio all the 
time, and he's 
quite happy to 
look after him- 
self. He just 
wants me to set 
up the project, 

negotiate the rates, get the equip- 
ment in, make sure his travel is 
exactly the way he wants it, orga- 
nize the musicians' payment, and 

major studio here, as well as the 
major equipment companies that 
all know me on a first -name basis. I 
know the bottom -line rates. I know 
the top -line rates. I know if it's a 
huge budget how much I can afford 
to pay, and I know if it's a small 
budget how little I can afford to 
pay. Sometimes if we can't even 
afford to pay that little, I know how 
far I can go below that as a favor." 
Having recently worked with 

Production coordinator Jill Dell'Abate with Dennis Muirhead of Muirhead Management. 

Keeping everybody 
happy and everything 
running smoothly is 
the bottom line -- 
hardly a simple task 
given the nature of 
the beast (or beasts) 
-- and so the job re- 
quires heavy doses of 
experience, skill, 
patience, nerve and 
diplomacy. 
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then call me if there are any prob- 
lems. I'll talk to him on a daily basis 
and I'll pop in every other day for 
an hour, but that'll be it. 

"I will start with a specified bud- 
get, and it's then my job to sit down 
with the producer and make sure 
that we can do it for that money. 
We'll break everything down spe- 
cifically, and I'll know exactly what's 
going to happen, right down to what 
equipment is going to be rented, 
what the format is - whether it's 
24 -track analog, 48-track analog, 
Dolby SR, digital - where it's going 
to be done, who's going to be work- 
ing on it, and so on. I then put 
together a comprehensive budget, 
which is submitted to the record 
label for approval. Once that is 
approved, it's then really up to me 
to make sure that that's what we 
spend. 

"My relationships with the stu- 
dios in New York are very good; I 

know - and am often friends with - the managers at almost every 

Padgham on a couple of Stateside 
recording projects, Dell'Abate has 
cemented ties with his manager, 
Dennis Muirhead, and set up a re- 
ciprocal arrangement whereby 
each can assist one another on both 
sides of the Atlantic. Production 
coordination has yet to take off in 
the U.K., and so having acted in this 
capacity for its own roster of pro- 
ducers and engineers during the 
past few years, Muirhead Manage- 
ment is now looking to do the same 
for outside clients. 

EXPANDING FIELD 
Jane Austin is Muirhead 

Management's production coordi- 
nator, and she thinks that it is only 
a matter of time before her line of 
work becomes commonplace in 
major music markets outside of 
America. "It's just a case of the 
record companies, the technicians 
and the musicians over here learn- 
ing how much they can benefit from 
it," she said. "It is in all of their best 
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Aphex Modular System . 
One S i z e F i t s A l l 

Whatever your signal processing needs ... 

touring sound, post production, record- 
ing, broadcasting, fixed installations ... space 
problems are a fact of life. But, once hooked on 
Aphex signal processing, people have an insa- 
tiable appetite for more and more ... taking 
more and more space. Which is why we devel- 
oped the Aphex Modular System. 

These modules feature all the processing 
power and performance of their standalone 
counterparts, including servo- balanced inputs 
and outputs. You can fit 11 modules in our 
3RU Model 9000R rack *. And, they are compat- 
ible with the dbx® 900 Series. 

Here's a brief rundown on these powerful 
tools: 
> NEW! Parametric EQ - Three overlapping 

bands of fully parametric equalization, each 
with 15dB boost or cut. Peak or shelf filter 
shapes on each band (an Aphex first) allows 
for even greater tonal possibilities! This new 

EQ represents the next generation in audio- 
phile tone shaping. 

> Aural Exciter° - the signal enhancer that in- 
creases intelligibility, presence, clarity and 
detail. 

> Compellor® - the intelligent compres- 
sor /leveler that controls levels as if an engi- 
neer were riding faders. 

> ExpressorTM - a full featured compres- 
sor /limiter that lets you tailor the sound 
your way. 

> Expander /Gate - simply the world's finest 
gate ... no one has ever met our $10,000 
challenge to find a better gate! 

> And more to come! 
See your nearest professional audio dealer 

to rack up more processing power per inch 
than ever before! 

Circle (17) on Rapid Facts Card 

'External power supply required. 

APHEX SYSTEMS 
Aphex is proudly American...100% owned, engineered and manufactured in the U.S.A. 

11068 Randall Street, Sun Valley, CA 91352 (818) 767 -2929 
Aphex. Aural Exciter and Compellor are registered trademarks of Aphex Systems Ltd. 

dbx is a registered trademark of Can Ion ElectronicsCorporation. 
.:Aphex Systems 
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interests, and once they have expe- 
rienced this, I am sure it will be a 
fairly standard practice. 

"Because of our experience han- 
dling our own producers and engi- 
neers, we are well versed at 
Muirhead Management in giving 
them all of the assistance that they 
require before, during and after a 
recording project. Following on 
from this, we also enjoy good rela- 
tionships with a large number of 
studios, record and equipment 
companies all over the U.K., and so 
we are in the position to know what 

With the competition 
among studios fiercer 
than ever, and prices 
anything but fixed, 
Dell'Abate is always on 
the lookout for those 
previously unmentioned 
extra charges that have 
a nasty habit of pop- 
ping up on invoices. 

the best deals are and how to get 
them. 

"Jill and I have already collabo- 
rated together on a few projects 
and trust each other's abilities, and 
so wherever possible we put work 
each other's way. When your own 
clients are traveling across the At- 
lantic, it's reassuring to be able to 
place them in the hands of some- 
body else and know that they are 
going to be well and reliably looked 
after." 

Taking care of all prearrange- 
ments is one thing. Ensuring that 
they are realized, however, is quite 
another. With the competition 
among studios fiercer than ever, 
and prices anything but fixed, 
Dell'Abate is always on the lookout 
for those previously unmentioned 
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extra charges 
that have a 
nasty habit of 
popping up on 
invoices. It 
may be stan- 
dard for many 
studios to 
charge extra 

for certain items of in -house equip- 
ment - "floating gear" - but what 
she finds totally unacceptable is 
the practice of charging for goods 
or services that have never been 
requested or, indeed, provided. 

"You constantly have to be 
watching every little thing," she 
said, "things that wouldn't normally 
be noticed by those working on the 
project. I mean, when Phil Ramone 
is working he doesn't have the time 
to sit there and go through every 
invoice at the end of the day in 
order to check all of the charges. 
There have been times when a stu- 
dio has placed a bowl of fruit in the 
control room, and at the end of the 
day I've looked on my food receipts 
and seen that we've been charged 
for it! That's ridiculous to me, and 
while it may only be a little thing it 
all counts when you're trying to 
maintain a budget. 

"There are a lot of times when I'll 
sit down and say, 'Well, wait a sec- 
ond. If we negotiated $2,500 for the 
48 -track digital machine for a week, 
why am I now being asked to pay 
$1,000 for one day? That's wrong. 
I'm not paying this. Change it.' 
Things like that happen all of the 
time, and so you constantly have to 
stay on your toes." 

SCHEDULE MONSTERS 
"Another important factor is the 

organizing of schedules so that you 
make optimum use of the studio 
time," Dell'Abate said. "If, for in- 
stance, you are using a percussion 
player and you want to use him on 
three tracks, make sure beforehand 
which tracks these are. Don't bring 
him in, send him home, bring him 
back and pay his expenses twice. 
That's just waste, and you have to 
be aware of all these things right 
throughout the project. 

"At the end of the day, everyone 
wants to save money and everyone 
wants the project to run smoothly. 
You know that you have to work 

within a certain framework, and if 
an artist, for example, were to ask 
for something that was beyond what 
was called for, I would probably 
speak with the producer first and 
then we'd end up going to the record 
company. If a producer blatantly 
disregards the rules and goes wildly 
over budget, however, I can't be 
held responsible. I can only keep 
control of a project inasmuch as 
they have to stick with what they 
originally said they were going to 
do. 

"Then again, a free -lance pro- 
ducer doesn't usually want that to 
happen. He wants to be hired again 
by the label and wants to prove that 
he can do an effective job. So, until 
now, I haven't had a problem where 
someone has been particularly ag- 
gressive or hostile toward their 
record company or their producer. 
This is the situation which they 
each have chosen, so I don't find 
myself caught in the crossfire of 
conflicting interests." 

Recent work has included a 
steady stream of projects with the 
likes of Sony Music, WEA, SBK and 
A&M. Despite an average workload 
of three concurrent projects, and 
the confidence to handle up to five 
jobs at any one time, Dell'Abate is 
nevertheless aware of her limita- 
tions in terms of her geographi- 
cally linked expertise. She finds no 
difficulty, for instance, in oversee- 
ing a project that is carried out in 
New York and Los Angeles, but she 
readily admits that there is no rea- 
son for someone to hire her when a 
recording is taking place entirely in 
California. 

"I know that I'm really good at 
what I do and I don't believe that 
there's anyone better than me, at 
least on the East Coast," she said, 
"but this is the area where I special- 
ize and that is why people come to 
me. In the future, of course, I could 
find myself managing producers, 
engineers and the like -a lot of 
coordinators end up doing that - 
but right now I'm perfectly content 
with what I'm doing. I've only just 
started, and so I'll think about di- 
versifying in a year or two." 

Jill Dell'Abate can be contacted at 203 -532 -0379 or 212 -362- 
9068. Jane Austin can be reached at Muirhead Management 
at 011.44 -71 -351 5167; fax 011.44.71 -352 1514. 
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OPEN YOUR EYES 
IT'S THE ONLY WAY TO BELIEVE 

THAT YOU'RE LISTENING TO GENELEC 1O31A'S! 

"FIRST TIME I'VE SWITCHED NEAR FIELD MONITORS IN 10 YEARS!" 

- GEORGE MASSENBURG ON THE 1031A 

THE GENELEC 1031A IS A TWO -WAY 

ACTIVE MONITORING SYSTEM WHOSE 
PROFILE IS ONLY SLIGHTLY LARGER . . . 

THAN THIS PAGE. 

Suggested retail: $1,499 each 
Free field frequency response: 48Hz - 22kHz (± 2dB) 
Max. peak SPL @ 1m from the engineer: >120dB 
Drivers: 8" woofer / 1" metal dome tweeter 
Bass amplifier power output: 120W 
Treble amplifier power output: 120W 
Weight: 26 lbs. 

GENELEC® 

TEC 
TECHNICAL EXCELLENCE 8 CIEATMTY 

1992 NOMINEE 

Tehtaantie 17, SF -74100 lisalmi, Finland - Tel. Int +358 77 13311 - Telefax Int +358 77 12267 
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By MIKE JOSEPH Processing. By itself, the word conjures 

up images of altered audio states - swirling 
effects and twisting sonic signatures. Rang- 
ing, phasing, echoes and reverbs. Without 
processing, heavy metal would lack its 
thunder and Broadway sound designers 
would paint their soundscapes from a black 
and white pallet. 

But other functions also fall into the realm 
of processing, such as dynamics, equaliza- 
tion, time delay, active panoramic position- 
ing, ambient space generation, aural enhance- 
ment, pitch shifting and signal mixing. In the 
strictest terms, any analog audio signal that 
has been converted to digital bits and bytes, 
via a Motorola 56001 (or the any one of a 
number of other -brand or proprietary digital 
chips) has been processed. 

Changing a signal's level or pan position in a 
stereo spread involves rewriting the code 
entirely. And rewriting code involves minus- 
cule delays, as the signal is sampled and 
held, altered and rewritten. It can become 
quite involved just tracking the steps a digital 
signal goes through merely to have a few dB 
shaved off. 

The units we evaluated - two from Sony 
and one each from Lexicon, Ensoniq, 
Dynacord, ART, Digitech, Yamaha and Roland 
(other companies queried were either out of 
the medium target price range or declined to 
play) - all convert the signal to digital code, 
at different clock rates and bit counts, in 
order to process and present. All are stereo 
in and out (except the Ensoniq, which, as 

necessarily the most expensive, perform 
excellently while accomplishing multiple 
tasks. To say the least, we were quite 
surprised to discover how well some of 
these mid -priced wonders performed 
overall, in light of the processing power 
they contain. In short, we found that digital 
processing has certainly come a long way 
since the seminal Yamaha SPX 90 set the 
world on its ear a few short years ago. 

ilea 
Virtually all of the current effects proces- 

sors use algorithm structures - groupings 
of code into "modules" that, when cross - 
connected in different combinations, allow 
specific assignable parameter adjustments, 
providing the attributes of a program, 
patch or "sound." Remember the older 
keyboard synthesizers, in which different 
modules (LFO, waveform oscillators, 
bandpass filters, etc.) could be "patched" 
together to create different types of 
modifiers? If an LFO drove an amplifier, you 
might get a tremolo effect. If it drove a Y- 
axis modulator, you would get vibrato. If a 
waveform split was "beat" against its 
original in or out of phase, the result would 
be comb -filtered phasing, or, with regen- 
erative delay, flanging or a chorus. 

Similarly do modern digital processors 
derive their effects. Simpler single digital 
processes, such as echoes, phasing, 
flanging, chorus, EQ, basic dynamics 

we'll sec later, offers far advanced multichan- 
nel flexibility), and most, owing to their price 
positioning in the $440 to $2,100 range, allow 
direct connection from musical instruments 
as well as placement in a send /receive loop, 
balanced or otherwise. 

A number of the units can perform multiple 
functions simultaneously by proportionately 
spreading their DSP resources among 
different effects. Several of those with limited 
processing power compromise fidelity for 

Mike Joseph is editor of R.E.P. flexibility to some degree. Others, not 
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control (gating, compression, expansion), 
etc. might use a single code module, or 
algorithm, to create their effect. Group two 
or more algorithms together, and complex 
effects may be created. Inter -patched 
delay, reverb, EQ, and dynamic gating 
allows a gated reverb with a long pre -delay. 

Some effects, such as warble -free, pure - 
tone pitch shifting, are harder (read: more 
processing power required) to achieve. 
Pitch shifting involves sampling and 
holding a given digital word in a register, 
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reading it back at a different clock or 
sample speed, and splicing the non - 
real -time ends together without a 
glitch. Unique ways are created to 
"fill the hole" or lose the overage, 
where extra bits must be derived or 
lost. A box that provides pitch 
shifting, delay, EQ and reverb 
simultaneously certainly isn't doing 
it with one DSP chip, or isn't doing it 
very well if it does. It takes horse- 
power to get the better, more 
complex sounds, without giving up 
the quality aspects of audio we 
expect - wide dynamic range and 
signal bandwidth, low distortion, 
perceived clarity, brightness without 
harsh artifacts, and so on. 

All models had extensive MIDI 
control and routing capabilities. And 
most of the MIDI- performance 
controls and general remote-control 
capabilities were so complex they 
could support an article unto 
themselves. For reasons linked to 
the space and time continuum, we 
will forgo MIDI control evaluation 
within this analysis. Generally, these 
models had switchable input /output 
levels, or medium adjustable values 
so as to interface with both the pro 
and MI universes. All had unbal- 
anced 1/4 -inch phone plugs, except 
the ART (balanced and /or unbal- 
anced 1/4 -inch) and the Sonys, 

offered features not available on the 
others. 

Raw fidelity was also more difficult 
to determine than one might imag- 
ine. How for example, do you 
compare two different reverb 
timbres (from among forty -five 
choices in a given box)? Bringing one 
device's sound in -line with another 
might require cranking in 8dB of top 
end from a second algorithm and 
altering the diffusion and reflectivity 
parameters altogether, and then 
what are you listening to? Not the 
original patch. 

So too dynamics. What are you 
hearing on a dynamics algorithm 
when you are adding back 20dB of 
front -end gain to be able to hear the 
fidelity of the 20dB of compression 
occurring at a 10:1 ratio. Yes, we 
found out: hiss and hum. The 
console's? The device's? The single 
coil guitar's? The mic preamp's? 
There's more to it than lifting the 
leads and shorting the inputs. We 
tried to match, after all, real life, ugly 
as it may appear sometimes. 

In the final call, much of what we 
discovered was evaluated subjec- 
tively. There is no real way to 
measure the distortion properties of 
a stereo delayed chorus, or the 
frequency response of a pitch - 
augmented, compressed bright plate 

Harmonizer (with all the Mod 
Factory and sampling options), 
which we used as a reference 
standard. As I've been heard to say, 
every car is fast until you get it next 
to a faster car. The H -3500 is just 
such a vehicle-it doesn't get much 
faster than that. 

Sources used during the evaluation 
included a Kurzweil K2000 keyboard, 
with its excellent percussion and 
instrument samples (deftly manipu- 
lated by Doug Wilding, REP and 
Live Sound! circulation manager); 
assorted Gibson and Fender electric 
guitars abused by this author and 
then taken direct; a Roland drum 
machine (driven to distraction by 
Anthony McLean, REP features 
editor); and a Sennheiser MD -441U 
microphone. (Thank you, Donna 
Gibbons, for your vocalistic contri- 
butions!) McLean was also the 
resident guru of algorithm alchemy 
and decipherment. Every shop needs 
one ... 

The evaluated processing devices 
are listed alphabetically, with a 

description of their active functions 
and capabilities, as well as our 
subjective wrap -up. Because of the 
quantity of information presented, 

OCESS NG 
which additionally had balanced XLR 
connectors. One upgrade available 
from Dynacord, called a DRP 20 "X," 
also offers balanced XLRs. 

We tried to compare the devices on 
equal terms, for example, reverb 
tonality mano y mano, chorus depth 
and freedom from noise, or EQ range 
and flexibility. But of course, many 

with no HF damping and a steep - 
slope downward expansion (soft 
gate) on the trailing tail. It was what 
we heard, in comparison to the dry 
signal, on a pair of excellent moni- 
tors, in a controlled and familiar 
environment, that evaluations were 
based on. 

For a subjective comparable 
standard, we also had an ace- in -the- 
hole. Eventide kindly donated a 
brand new, fully rigged H -3500 Ultra- 

we will cover the Lexicon, Sony, 
Roland and Yamaha units in next 
month's Power Processing, Part Two. 

If a specific device catches your 
eye, we highly recommend that you 
contact the manufacturer to find 
your nearest dealer and that you 
give them a visit and a listen. We 
guarantee it'll be worth your time. 
Until you've played with the current 
crop of processors, you don't know 
what you've been missing! 
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ART (Applied Research and 
Technology) DR -X 2100 

DESCRIPTION: Proprietary 24 -bit VLSI ASIC 
with more than 60 effects and 115 factory 
presets. 200 memory locations total (90 for 
user memory). Unlike the other units, effects 
are generated using both analog and digital 
circuitry. Seven categories of algorithms 
exist: analog effects, signal frequency shap- 
ing, swept/modulated effects, natural re- 
verb, gated reverb, delay and utility /level. 

The unit has sampling and pitch shifting 
capabilities, reverb, vocal enhancement, ro- 
tary effects, equalization, panning, built -in 
guitar tuner and tone generator. Some ef- 
fects can be stacked (pitch transposing and 
reverb), but multiple simultaneous digital 
effects are limited. It is a single rack space 
unit intended for live performance and pro- 
duction. 

RETAIL PRICE: $619. 

FUNCTIONS AND EFFECTS: Compressor, 
distortion, equalizer, expander /noise gate, 
reverb, ambience, delay, pitch transposer, 
auto panning, harmonic excitation, flange/ 
chorus, special effects. 

CONTROLS: Encoder wheel; preset, param- 
eter, value, enter, add effect, delete effect, 
title edit, MIDI, recall, store, bypass, edit 
mode, utility, and sampler record /arm and 
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Plate Reverberation Algorithm 3 (Sony DPS -R7) as evaluated in July R£ P. 

eters: wood /rug mix, master effect level to 
100 %; reverb type (Room 3), pre -delay in or 
out, decay time, HF damping to 100 %; posi- 
tion (direct to indirect sound field mix) to 
100 %; LPF (HF cut) by frequency knee, 
diffusion to 100 %; and reverb level to 100 %. 
The flexibility in varying the sound quality is 
good. 

The reverbs suffer slightly from chitter and 
grit but are bright when you want them to be 

and dense enough to be real. Some warble or 
"bounce" was evident on certain programs, 
although it was hard to isolate the cause: 
DDL? Subtle chorus? Auto panning? For 

effect of the Drive, expansion and compres- 
sion actions. Again, not the quietest we have 
heard. 

CHORUS /FLANGE /PHASE OFFERED: Every- 
thing from deep notch sweeps, tunnel -like 
and regenerated, to fat, warm or trebly cho- 
ruses are possible. DDL and verbs are com- 
bined with most of these as factory presets, 
although they can be minimized or (mostly) 
removed to suit taste. 

EVALUATION: As with many instrument - 
intended processors, the flanging and cho- 

rus effects are important, and no 
doubt much effort was put into 
getting them right. Our guess is 

that these are analog effects, so 
the sound is rich and deep but with 
slightly more noticeable noise. 
Many had gates or expanders as 
part of the presets. The sounds 
were not always crystalline bright 
and clear, but they were definitely 

good on direct instruments. One thing we did 
determine: the Rotating Leslie program, a 

combination, we believe, of flange, pitch 
shift, DDL and whimsy, would be better off 
disincluded. 

trigger buttons; single input and output level 
sliders; no power switch. 

INTERFACE: Two 1/4 -inch unbalanced input 
jacks, 1M12; two 1/4 -inch balanced /unbal- 
anced output jacks, 60052 and 1kí2 respec- 
tively; two 1/4 -inch footswitch jacks; MIDI 
in, out and through DIN jacks. 

REVERBS OFFERED: Halls, rooms, cham- 
bers, plates, gated reverb. 

EVALUATION: Most of these reverbs are 
part and parcel of factory presets that in- 
clude DDL, filtering and dynamics integral. 
The basic reverb sounds, though, are gener- 
ally pleasant to work with and listen to. 

Although not the quietest raw algorithms 
(compared to other units or the H -3500 at 
many times the price), the quality is good, 
and the range of adjustability is comprehen- 
sive. For example, preset 3, the vocal cham- 
ber, provides the following variable param- 
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critical work, this may be a problem. Noise 
and background hiss was evident on the Big 
Drum Kit and several other verb patches, 
possibly because the front -end "Drive" level 
and compression are part of many of these 
programs. 

The same modulated noise appeared on 
the Diet Chorus and Spinning Space pro- 
grams, all using the Drive compression pa- 
rameter. Some combination delay and cho- 
rus programs suffered equally. Not all patches 
were noisy, and the hiss or modulation 
amount could be minimized by altering the 
dynamics, EC/ or level parameters. 

DELAYS OFFERED: Various and assorted 
slaps and cluster returns, as well as DDL 
(also found as part of many other presets). 

EVALUATION: As expected, this "easy to get 
right" effect as featured on the DR -X is 
flexible and functional. Some breathing on 
these and other programs gives away the 

DYNAMICS (COMPRESS /EXPAND /GATE) 
OFFERED: An analog algorithm exists for 
compression, which means certain presets 
include the Drive parameter mentioned above 
(pre -gain boost, such as a guitar amp might 
have with a preamp level or overdrive con- 
trol), slope (ratio, from 1:1 to hard limit, and 
two reverse settings), attack (2ms to 50ms) 
and release (500ms to 2sec) times, and 
output level adjustment. It is unclear whether 
these dynamics are before or after the digital 
processing. A noise gate, with simple 0 to 
100% threshold range adjustment, is lo- 
cated in the last step of the signal chain. 

An analog expansion function allows thresh- 
old range and ratio (1:1.5 to 1:5) to be set 
within a given preset, separately variable 
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from the compressor functions, although 
the detector is shared (attack and release 

settings effect both). 

EVALUATION: Within reverb, chorus, pitch 
shift and some room ambience presets, 
judicious use can provide just the right amount 
of punch or sustain. Not really recommended 
for stand -alone vocal or guitar work separate 
from the effect. In certain programs, com- 
pression modulated the existing noise level 

noticeably. 
The noise gate works as predicted, with a 

generally smooth, positive engagement. 
Smoother functions could be found with the 

expander, which acted fine inside the effects 

chains we tried. Because of some noise 
incumbent in stacking analog and digital 
effects, the expander contributed greatly to 

the perceived quietness of the unit in many 

settings. Some breathing was identifiable. 

EQUALIZATION OFFERED: Algorithms (in- 
tegral as part of many presets) are featured 
for 7 -band equalization ( ±15dB from 40Hz 
to 10kHz), and low pass filtering, selectable 
by knee frequency (30 choices). 

EVALUATION: Nothing fancy here. The algo- 
rithms are part of the preset sounds, before 
the digital processing. As such, they are best 
used as tailoring within effects. To this appli- 
cation, they were effective. The 7 -band equal- 
izer displays in bar graphs. 

PITCH SHIFT OFFERED: Fixed partials and 

ascending or descending, with or without 
DDL, verb, etc. Choice of smooth, normal or 
fast processing is provided, varying the de- 

lay (processing) time and, of course, affect- 
ing the quality of the transposition. Range is 

up or down one octave. 

EVALUATION: The pitch shift fidelity was 

generally good, although simple. The effect 
is best left as a timbre coloring to bass, 
guitars, synths and maybe some percus- 
sion. Not the best for stand -alone 
vox. as some warbling is evident. 

OTHER EFFECTS OFFERED: 
Tremelo, panning, harmonic ex- 
citer algorithms, rotating speaker, 
bizarre echoes, pitch shift 
arpeggiations, upward /downward 
spirals, ricochets. Also, a unique, 
built -in guitar and bass tuner and 
tone generator allow utilitarian con- 
venience for you stringed instrumentalists. 

of the noise performance, especially be- 

cause of the presence of analog effects, 
although the presence of hiss and breathing 
are usually not real drawbacks. Some of the 

presets are more receptive to outside noise 

(especially in a unbalanced environment with 
other digital gadgets or video monitors/ 
screens around). Gates and expanders are 

part of many of these susceptible presets, no 

doubt for this reason. Be warned. 
The received manual was photocopied and, 

although generally complete, contained some 
inaccuracies. It was rough but thorough. The 

LCD window, even with an angle adjustment, 
was difficult to read from too far above or 

below. 
The flexibility allowed in stacking different 

algorithms together provides a large palette 

of potential textures. The overall musicality 
of the device was good, and we would sug- 
gest it for use either as an instrument inter- 
face (effects right off the axe) or in a medium 
level sound reinforcement aux loop. It is 

probably not the piece to hook up to your 
balanced +4 NEVE sends, but as a guitar or 
keyboard do- everything box, or even as a 

vocal subgroup processor, the ART per- 

CONTROLS: Compare, store, scroll direc- 
tion, title, utility, bypass, parameter buttons; 
input, output and mix potentiometers. 

INTERFACE: Two unbalanced /balanced 1/4- 

inch TRS jacks for inputs and the same for 
outputs, two footswitch jacks, MIDI in /out/ 
thru DIN jacks. Input levels and impedances 
are +18dBv max and 40k12, respectively, 
with the output delivering +18dBv max with 
a 5112 source impedance. 

REVERBS OFFERED: Studio, club, cham- 
ber, hall, room, arena, gated reverb, reverse 
reverb. 

EVALUATION: Although not all the program- 
mable presets have every parameter func- 
tion available for alteration, the capability to 

vary the sound to taste is excellent. Param- 

eters provided include decay time, pre -delay 
time, HF damping, accent envelope (adjusts 
reverse reverb envelope accent), reflectivity 
(diffuse vs. hard reflective surface balance), 
room volume (0.1 for closet -sized space, 1.0 

for Taj Mahal), room size (selects between 

studio, club, chamber, hall or arena) and 

ER PROCESSING 

forms well. And some of the sounds were 

even downright wonderful - the Mellow 12 

String preset, for example, is stunning! 

DIGITECH DSP-256XL 

DESCRIPTION: Proprietary HISC 20 -bit VLSI 

digital processor provides 17 different ef- 
fects algorithms, stacking up to four simul- 
taneously. 256 program locations are di- 
vided into 128 factory presets and 128 user - 

definable patches. Reverbs, modulated ef- 

position (close to distant reverberative field 

mix). 
The basic sounds of the unit are quite good, 

with no harshness on the regular verb set- 

tings (some on reverse settings), and a 

warm, smooth full decay available, with lots 

of tonal variation possible. 
Some slight background noise buildup is 

evident on the Ambient Snare, Cathedral and 

Opera House settings, and a rise in hiss is 

traceable to the bottom (counter -clockwise) 
positioning of the input attenuator, but most 
programs are quiet. 

EVALUATION: These are definitely effects 
for effects' sake. Use at your own risk! Again, 
the Leslie effect is especially dicey. The tuner 
and oscillator are a nice, convenient touch, 
however. 

WRAP -UP: The DR -X 2100 is intuitive to use, 

clean enough for most basic production 
work, and the price is right. The verbs are 

generally smooth and deep. It is important to 
optimize the gain staging to get the most out 

fects, delays and equalization are supported, 
in stereo, with 88dB SNR. 16 -bit linear PCM 

conversion is used for the A/Ds and D /As. 

RETAIL PRICE: $439.95 

FUNCTIONS AND EFFECTS: Ping -pong, 
multitap and slap -back delays; chorus; flang- 
ing; large and small rooms; gated, reverse 

and "ultimate" reverbs; 9 -band graphic and 

3 -band parametric EQs; low pass and comb 
filter; digital mixer and stereo imaging. 

Overall, the reverb quality is very musical. 
The ambient presets were quite good. The 

Early Reflections room ambience setting 
deserves special mention. In short, there's 
something here for everyone. 

DELAYS OFFERED: Two ranges, up to 750ms 
and up to 1,500ms. 

EVALUATION: Parameter adjustability in- 

cludes delay level, feedback amount, sepa- 

rate right, center and left multitap delay 

times, and multitap feedback delay (a return 
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to the multiple delay effects). As imaginable, 
most delays are straightforward and easy to 
do. The 256's delay settings are clean and 
work well. Considerable flexibility is pro- 
vided, with delay combinations available on 
other algorithms. 

CHORUS /FLANGE OFFERED: Both chorus 
and flanging are created by modulating one 
leg of a split signal, adding variable amounts 
of delay and /or regeneration, and recombin- 
ing the signal. Other related effects are of- 
fered as presets, such as I Love Leslie and 
Rotary Organ (rotating speaker). 

EVALUATION: Generally, the many chorus 
and flange programs work well. Everything 
from bright to dark is offered, with the 
majority being quiet, clean, well spread and 
usable right out of the box. The one excep- 
tion? You guessed it ... the rotating speaker 
effect. This has to be one of the roughest 
Leslie imitations ever heard 

DYNAMICS OFFERED: Gate only, with en- 
velope. decay time and mix level parameters 
adjustable. 

EVALUATION: No surprise here -the gate 
functions exist primarily as part of the gated 
reverb programs, which, because of the 
complex nature of the reverb decay, diffu- 
sion slope, etc., can't really be judged sepa- 
rately. In context, however, the gates work 
very well, with flexibility and no identifiable 
side effects. 

EQUALIZATION OFFERED: Stand -alone ste- 
reo graphics (in low -, mid- and high -boost 
program versions) and several parametric 
presets (which are really just 3 -band sweep 
EOs with no "Q" parameters). 

EVALUATION: The graphic equalizers are 
clean and moderately quiet (not great), but 
suffer from being too gentle, whether using 
the low -boost or high -boost program. In a 

number of graphic settings, it was impos- 
sible to tell which band was having 15dB 
boosted, even when punching the Compare 
button in and out. Pretty gentle. The so- 
called parametrics were better. 

WRAP -UP: The DSP -256XL is an 
all- around, high -quality reverb, 
delay and modulation effects de- 
vice, easily at home in a middle 
level studio. A number of the pro- 
grams really shine, although some 
fall short of perfection. Not all of 
the settings are as quiet as they 
should be for critical studio pro- 
duction work, but for most activi- 
ties, such as live sound or on- 
stage/in- studio instrument use, the 
Digitech performs well. 

The controls are among the most 
straightforward and intuitive we found (we 
never referred to the manual for navigational 
pointers), and the parameter groupings and 
control flexibility were wonderful. 

'NPL, - a OUTPUT R 

Multi4Algorithm phaser,,delay,chorus, panning reverb(RolandRSP-550)aseualuatedin JulyRD? 

The manual itself presents the different 
program's signal flow in easy -to- understand 
drawings, equating the parameter functions 
to separate stacked effects boxes, intercon- 
nected and cross -patched. For those who 
like to read, the clarity of the manual's easy - 
to- follow pictures and clear functional de- 
scriptions make life easy. 

DYNACORD DRP 20 

DESCRIPTION: An NEC -manufactured, 
Dynacord -designed, 32 -bit floating point chip 
powers this 2- channel (2 x mono or full 
stereo) multi- effects processor. The DRP 20 
features 16 -bit converters, and comes with 
100 factory preset programs and 128 user 
memory locations. 

There are 26 algorithms in the programs, 
which include reverb, echo, chorus, flanger, 
doubler and multitap delay. Special features 
include mono RCA tape in and out jacks for 
saving program setups to analog tape, a 

power cord ground lift switch, and param- 
eter indications switchable between relative 
numerical values (0 to 100) and dBs. The unit 
occupies two rack units of space. 

RETAIL PRICE: $2,195 

FUNCTIONS AND EFFECTS: The programs, 
called Effects Structures by Dynacord, in- 
clude 2- channel Echo, VCO -Echo Stereo, 
Plate Reverb, Room Reverb, Echo + Plate, 

(additive reverb, in essence), Freeze Manual, 
Plate Reverb & Gate, Room Reverb & Gate, 
Gated Reverb, Echo & Gated Reverb, Multitap 
2x3, Multitap 2x6, Multitap Presets, Stereo 
Flanger and Stereo Chorus. 

Additionally, gating and bass /treble pa- 
rameter adjustments are available inside pro- 
grams, but not individually. 

CONTROLS: Single stereo input level; input 
sensitivity switch (line vs. instrument); edit 
effect and parameter buttons; select scroll, 
factory and user program selection, mute, 
MIDI setup, bypass, parameter wheel, enter, 
copy, compare and store buttons; single 
output level control and power switch. 

INTERFACE: 1/4 -inch unbalanced pair of 
inputs and outputs (XLR balanced available 
in the DRP 20X model), input level and 
impedance 3V max and 50kí2, respectively. 
Output level 1.55V nominal. Three remote 
switch jacks for bypass, step along and 
mute. MIDI in and thru jacks. RCA tape in and 
out jacks for data backup. 

REVERBS OFFERED: Room reverb, hall, 
plate, live space, gated reverb. Parameters 
offered include pre -delay, reverb type, re- 
flection clustering, reverb onset delay, tran- 
sient buildup, room geometry (cathedral, 
cave, tube, cube, shattering), room size in 
CBM, decay time, high and low damping, 
gate or reverse threshold, time and release, 
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Echo + Room, VCO /Echo + Plate, VCO /Echo 
+ Room, Echo + Live Reverb, L= Echo /R= Plate, 
L= Echo /R =Room, L= VCO /R= Plate, L +VCO/ 
R +Room, L= Echo /R =Live, Freeze Automatic 

and freeze triggering type. 
EVALUATION: The Germans must be used 
to bigger rooms than we are. To wit, their 
small room titles call up parameters indicat- 
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ing spaces thousands of cubic meters in 

volume. We would call their big rooms cathe- 
drals or gymnasiums. 

Generally, the DRP 20's reverb programs 
really shine. They are very quiet, thick, 
smooth, extremely variable from dark to 

bright, flexible in sizes and dispersions of- 
fered, and easy to navigate through. The 

room ambiences are superb, with special 
merits going to Safe Sex 1 and 2 and Conga 

Room - nice, intimate, musically colored 
spaces (they sounded great on guitar, piano, 

voice and drums). We really liked the wooden 
floor and carpet parameter attributes. 

The gated and reverse reverbs are also 
exceptional - extremely quiet, chitter -free, 

uncolored (unless you want them to be), and 
most important, usable. Worth a mention is 

factory preset 65, labelled Reverse Snare FX, 

which is a gated plate with the unique prop- 
erty of taking on the pitch of the source, 

tunnel -like, as if the verb were filtered through 
an auto -tuned VCF. Simply lovely. Also good 
were the non -linear reverb decays - very 
contemporary and, again, appropriate to the 

sources. They sounded great in musical 
context. 

DELAY OFFERED: Assorted slapbacks, 
doubles, multitaps and cluster returns, sepa- 
rate and as part of various reverb presets. 

EVALUATION: The DDL effects are clean and 

simple, with good flexibility offered in level, 

spacing and return locations. Not as variable 
as some units, which offer full panoramic 
positioning, feedback amount and level on 

each return, the Dynacord lets you do just 
about anything you might want, quickly and 

cleanly. 

CHORUS /FLANGE OFFERED: Stereo cho- 
rus and flanging, with and without delay. 

EVALUATION: The factory presets offered 
are somewhat anemic - either shallow and 

simple, or exaggerated with too much regen- 
eration and tunneling. However, by extensive 
fiddling with the parameters, some useful 
effects can be derived. All told, however, the 

chorus is not quite up -to -par with other 
companies' offerings. 

Chorus and flange parameter adjustments 
include left and right level, treble, bass, 

modulation depth and speed, intensity and 

feedback, the latter two both in and out of 

polarity. 

DYNAMICS OFFERED: Only gating, as part 
of the room and plate reverb settings. 

EVALUATION: The gating and reverse re- 

verb functions, integral to many of the pre- 

sets, work flawlessly, providing effective and 

extremely usable decay envelope manipula- 
tion. 

EQUALIZATION OFFERED: Tone (treble re- 

sponse tilt), bass and treble are featured as 

part of the presets. 

EVALUATION: The tone adjustments and 2- 

band EQ as offered up on the presets provide 
gentle brightening of the effected signal. 
They appearto be shelves with gradual slopes, 
fixed in frequency. They are smoothly effec- 
tive in turning a full- sounding plate, say, into 

a bright percussive plate, when further dis- 
persion and damping adjustments are added. 

WRAP -UP: The pedigree and intent of the 

Dynacord is evident in the fact that the 
program presets arrive favoring a fully wet 
balance. This is a device designed to be 

inserted into the sends and receives of a 

console, although instrument levels and us- 

age can be addressed. The strength of the 

DRP 20 lies in the reverb quality, which is 

excellent by any standards. The fidelity, tim- 
bre, tonality and freedom from noise are 

reminiscent of a top -end Lexicon, as is the 

adjustability and ease with which a good, 

usable setting can be derived. 
The DDL effects are good. The choruses 

and flanging effects, however, leave some- 

thing to be desired. It's not that they are bad, 

once set up. It's just that they lack those 
certain somethings - call them depth, 
sparkle and imaging - that so many of the 

full dynamics control, equalization, believ- 
able rotary speaker effects, vocoder, aural 

enhancer and inverse expander. 
Unlike most other devices, any given DSP 

chip can be dedicated to performing one 

function entirely, and then the combinations 
of processors can be stacked or cross - 
patched. Entire signal chains can be created, 
for example: compression /expansion /gating, 
followed by equalization, into room ambi- 

ence and then plate reverb. 
More than 400 effects presets exist, deter- 

mined by which processor configuration is 

selected, with 200 factory programs resi- 

dent in ROM and 200 RAM locations avail- 

able for user edits. A dedicated 128kbyte 

computer is onboard to navigate and control 
the system. The unit is two rack spaces high. 

RETAIL PRICE: $1,495. 

FUNCTIONS AND EFFECTS: Algorithms 
available to each of the four processors 
include the following: small room reverb, 

large room reverb, small plate, large plate, 

hall reverb, reverse reverb, gated reverb, 

non -linear reverb, non -linear reverb 2, 

multitap delay, dual delay, tempo delay, VCF- 

much less expensive analog and digital boxes 
do so well. In their favor, the modulation 
effects are extremely quiet. 

All in all, the Dynacord would be an excel- 
lent unit to have available on a tracking or 
mixing session, no matter the high quality of 

equipment used alongside. This is a top- 
notch performer, by any standard. 

ENSONIO DP /4 

DESCRIPTION: The DP /4 parallel effects pro- 
cessor is not your typical digital device. It 

achieves multi -effect capabilities by matrixing 
four discrete inputs through four discrete 
DSP processors to four discrete outputs. To 

complicate matters, virtually any combina- 
tion of the above can be created: one input to 
four processors in series (or parallel) to 

stereo outputs; or 2 x stereo into two DSPs, 

each pair into 2 x stereo; or a stereo input 

paralleling two mono inputs into discrete 
DSPs, then into discrete outputs. Got it? The 

Ensoniq is roughly equivalent to having two 
dual -mono (or a pair of stereo) processing 
devices in one package. 

The unit uses 16 -bit conversion, and four 
24 -bit proprietary DSPs (with a total of 40 

MIPS of power!), and features more than 30 

algorithms available to each one simulta- 
neously. Because of the huge amount of 
processing power available (two to four times 
that of competitive units), many effects, 
unattainable elsewhere, are possible, includ- 
ing digital mixing to stereo, tube guitar amp 

distortion (you have to hear it to believe it!), 

distortion, guitar amps 1, 2 and 3, speaker 

cabinet, tunable speaker, rotating speaker, 
EQ- chorus -DDL, EQ- vibrato -DDL, EQ- 

panner -DDL, EQ- flanger -DDL, EQ- tremelo- 
DDL, phaser -DDL, 8 -voice chorus, flanger, 

pitch shifter, pitch shift-DDL, EQ- compres- 
sor, inverse expander, de- esser, ducker - 
gate, parametric EQ, aural enhancer, vo- 

coder, sine wave tone, pitch shift (2U), and 

3- second delay (2U). 

CONTROLS: Four input and four output level 

controls; write /copy, cancel /undo, scroll, 
select, edit/compare and system /MIDI but- 
tons; a master and A, B, C and D bypass/ 
active configuration buttons; and a power 
switch. 

INTERFACE: Four unbalanced input and out- 
put 1/4 -inch jacks, two TRS 1/4 -inch 
footswitch and control voltage pedal jacks, 

and MIDI in /out/thru DIN jacks. Input and 

output impedances are WO and 2.6kft 
respectively. 

REVERBS OFFERED: Small room reverb, 

large room reverb, small plate, large plate, 

hall reverb, reverse reverb, gated reverb, 

non -linear reverb. 

EVALUATION: By configuring the proces- 
sors so that inputs 1 and 2 drive DSP A and 

B and feed outputs 1 and 2, respectively, it is 

possible to address the reverb programs (or 

other individual effects) discretely. When 

one engages all of the processors in a single 
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or stereo source configuration, too many 
options exist: compression, expansion, gat- 
ing, equalization, DDL and reverb simulta- 
neously in a simple configuration! 

The reverb algorithms by themselves are 
very good - full, dense, with only the slight- 
est touch of edge or chitter in some of the 
more widely spread diffusion and decay defi- 
nition settings. Considerable flexibility is pro- 
vided thanks to the large number of alterable 
parameters. The hall reverb patch, for ex- 
ample, provides the following adjustments: 
mix (wet to dry), level, decay time (up to 250 
seconds), two diffusion parameters, pre - 
delay time, HF bandwidth, HF damping, LF 

decay time, position balance (0 -100 for three 
locations - close, middle and far field), two 
early -reflection parameters (time, level and 
send to reverb), primary send, detune rate 
and depth, and decay definition. 

By varying the basic algorithms (room, 
hall, plate, etc.) and adjusting the param- 
eters, it is possible to fine -tune the verbs to 

sounds we have ever heard, bar none. The 
scary part is there are so many options from 
which to choose! Any of the couple of dozen 
presets available from the multiple configu- 
ration setups are excellent, before you even 
start manipulating the parameters. 

DYNAMICS (COMPRESS /EXPAND /GATE) 
OFFERED: Compressor, expander, gate as 
part of the same algorithm, all available 
simultaneously. 

EVALUATION: We wouldn't trade in our 
1176s, but for digital dynamics control, these 
are very effective. They are best realized as 
part of other algorithm combinations - for 
example, feeding guitar amp emulators (add- 
ing sustain and tube distortion), holding a 

chorus patch signal at one volume, or play- 
ing with reverb dynamics on drums or per- 
cussion. 

In context, the compressor provides every 
control (and then some) that an analog unit 

exactly the sound you want. Overall, very 
impressive. 

DELAY OFFERED: DOL, dual delay, multitap, 
tempo delay. 

EVALUATION: As with all of the other algo- 
rithms and combinations achievable, there is 
so much adjustment capability present that 
you can't merely state that the delays are 
good or bad. Suffice it to say, if you can hear 
a delay sound in your head, you can create it 
with the DP /4. And they can be as quiet, 
bright or deep as you want. 

CHORUS /FLANGE /PHASE OFFERED: Avail- 
able are stereo chorus, flange and phase 

provides, including a gain reduction bargraph 
meter. As with many nudge -button digital 
devices, however, operations are slowed 
down by having to scroll to different window 
displays to adjust separate input drive, thresh- 
old, attack and release parameters. 

The downward expander and gates are 
both quite good, with the added advantage of 
their being available full time, along with the 
compressor. And although we didn't play 
with them extensively, signal ducker, inverse 
expander and de- esseralgorithms exist, avail- 
able for use along with any other algorithms. 
Can you say "comprehensive "? 

The quality of the dynamics control is very 
good, but unless it is part of a general DP /4 
signal processing chain (for example, an 

EQUALIZATION OFFERED: A number of dif- 
ferent types of equalization are available. 
Some are part of other algorithms (from the 
several swept frequencies with variable Q of 
the tunable speaker, to the shelved bass, two 
peak/dip mids with Q and adjustable high - 
band shelf that is part of the de -esser 
sidechain). Others stand alone, such as the 
dedicated stereo rumble filter or 4 -band fully 
configured parametric. Remember, four pro- 
cessors in series, each running an EQ algo- 
rithm, would provide 16 bands of selectable 
parametric control! 

EVALUATION: The musicality and strength 
of these equalization bands is quite good. In 

combination with other algorithms, the EQ 

allows tonal variation, which can make or 
break a sound. Alone or in a processing 
chain, the EQ sections perform well. 

PITCH SHIFT OFFERED: Three pitch shift 
algorithms are available - pitch shift/DDL, 
1U (unit, or DSP chip) pitch shift, good for 
doubling or flavoring, and 2U pitch shifting. 
The latter, using a "splicer- type" algorithm, 
employs a second chip to detect waveform 
zero crossing points, providing smoother, 
less glitchy audio. 

EVALUATION: The 2U algorithm provides 
excellent sound quality, with shifting t1 
octave. The fidelity is good enough to stand 
alone. The other programs, whether used 
individually or as part of reverb, chorus or 
vocal enhancement patches, are effective in 

stereo vocal or instrument spreads, or used 
as gentle background colorings. Either way, 
with two separate tunable pitches available in 
the algorithms, and the ability of 1U patches 
to select smooth or fast transforms, you will 
be tempted to use the effect on a large 
number of sources. 

OTHER EFFECTS OFFERED: Vocoder, Auto 
Wah Wah, Mutron, guitar amps in rooms 
(amazing - from Marshall stacks cranked 

up to "11" to a Fender Champ on a 

metal folding chair, you'll swear 
they're real!), speaker cabinets, 
thunder and rainstorms, aural en- 
hancer, rotating speaker (with in- 
ertia control), tone and noise gen- 
erators, space effects, weirdo 
undefinable creations, etc. i = t 

* i S it 

c_, _._.....,... 

. 

shift, with or without active panning, com- 
pression, EQ, DDL, reverb, rotating speaker 
(with inertia control!), tube guitar amplifier, 
tunable speaker, pitch shift, etc., etc., etc. 

EVALUATION: No matter which effect cho- 
sen, whether dry (one DSP processor) or a 

fully stacked plate (no pun implied), these 
are without a doubt the best modulated 
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electric guitar track feeding the compressor/ 
expander, then a chorus, into a guitar amp 
patch and onward to a reverb program), you 
might still would want to use your analog 
outboard for the quality stuff. There's still 
something special about a tube or discrete 
detection circuit, with all due respect to 
digital emulation... 

EVALUATION: If you can think of it 

and understand the physical fun- 
damentals and operation of the 
box well enough, you can realize 
your wildest sonic fantasies. When 
it comes to creating sounds - 

real or imagined - the Ensoniq excels. 

WRAP -UP: This device is a sound designer's 
dream. And it does far too much to fully 
cover within our dreaded space limitations. It 
is extremely flexible, with wide dynamic 
range, generally low background noise and 
wonderful musicality. The reverbs and pitch 

Continued on page 64 
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tizove. 

Descent Into Chaos... 
OrATime For 

Change? 
By David Scheirman 

The sound reinforcement industry has 
perhaps never been so volatile. 
Whether it's the major touring indus- 
try sound market, or special events 
and regional rental work, or installa- 
tion contracting, or the consulting corn - 
munity, all aspects of the sound busi- 
ness as we know it seem to be, some- 
how, "different " - unstable, wildly fluc- 
tuating, unpredictable. "Things just 
don't seem to be the way they used 
to," one sound company owner com- 
plained to me recently. "It's hard to 
predict anything. Even my regular cli- 
ents seem edgy." 

Although the 1992 concert touring 
season is on its way to a recovery from 
last year's unusually slow period, all 
phases of the sound industry show 
signs of being in a state of flux. A chang- 
ing game, unexpected moves, differ- 
ent players, subtle differences. 

Is it just the sound industry that is in 
transition? Or is it all of society? To 
judge from recent global events (the 
Persian Gulf War, collapse of the Berlin 
Wall, dissolution of the USSR, civil war 
in Yugoslavia, rebellions in China, Af- 
ghanistan and now Thailand), some- 
thing seems to be in the air. In our own 
country, the unsettling Los Angeles 
riots and the unprecedented popular- 
ity of an independent Presidential can- 
didate (Perot) show that we Ameri- 
cans are not immune to changes. 

To some, it might seem to be descent 
into chaos. To others, it might seem a 
time for new opportunities. Perhaps it 
is both. A major touring sound com- 
pany loses one of its premier clients to 
a competitor after a 14-year relation- 
ship ... another major company loses 
key management and engineering per- 
sonnel who leave to form a spin-off 
new startup company ... a major in- 
stalled- system concert venue switches 
sound system suppliers to an out-of- 
town company after many years of 
local service ... an upstart, unknown 
young band goes from clubs to sta- 
David Scheirman is REP's live sound consulting editor and 
president of Concert Sound Consultants, Julian, CA. 

dium tour offers in one year's time ... a 
major speaker manufacturer offers tour 
support by way of providing multiple 
speaker enclosures directly to a per- 
forming artist, thus rankling the big 
P.A. rental firms, who view it as unex- 
pected competition in a soft market ... 
a new theme park venue rips out one 
type of brand -new speaker system at 
multiple sites and installs a competi- 
tive one ... a rock festival is held inside 
the Kremlin walls ... corporations hire 
heavy metal acts for company sales 
meetings while heavy metal concert 
clubs switch over to presenting big 
band and supper -club music ... an au- 
dio software program is marketed in 
the U.S. by a speaker manufacturer, 
while in the U.K. that company's 
distributor's major competition has 
rights to the same program ... a touring 
sound company starts a successful 
permanent installation division while 
an established installation contract- 
ing firm purchases 'a sophisticated 
rental sound system. It has all hap- 
pened since the first of the year. If this 
doesn't sound like an industry "in tran- 
sition," then I don't know what does. 

Something that seems like chaos to 
some can mean an open door for new 
opportunities to another. When things 
are thrown into chaos, big changes are 
often the result. Yet, many of us are not 
prepared psychologically, financially, 
or logistically to cope with too much 
change in a short time period. 

In his book "Chaos: Making A New 
Science" (Penguin Press, 1987), author 
James Gleick states: "Where chaos 
begins, classical science stops ... chaos 
is a history of discovery. The new sci- 
ence (of chaos) has spawned its own 
language ... chaos breaks up the lines 
that separate scientific disciplines." 

In other words, disorderly chaos in a 
system or structure, whether it is in 
nature (wave theory, wildlife popula- 
tions, weather patterns, and such) or 
in human affairs (economics, scien- 
tific development, or social events) 
often heralds the onset of a new order, 
a different way of being ... a situation 
that is not only changing, but that has 
already changed. In short, chaos often 
means revolution. 

What are some revolutions or turn- 
ing cycles that we see in the sound 
industry today? What is happening 
with live sound operations, with tour 
support, with audio product develop- 
ment and manufacturing, with system 
rentals, with concert acts, with event 

venues, that is unexpected, unplanned 
for and that leads to a feeling that 
"everything's falling apart ?" 
*Public expectations: Due to higher 
fidelity in consumer electronics, audi- 
ences know the difference between 
good and bad sound more so than ever 
before. It's harder to fool the guy who 
bought the ticket. 
Data processing and communica- 
tions: More of us know even more about 
who is doing what, where the action is, 
what companies are bidding on what 
installation jobs or concert tours, 
who's in trouble, what's new. 
*Intelligence versus bulk: Huge, dumb 
sound systems and companies are 
being joined or replaced by smaller, 
component -based "intelligent" inte- 
grated systems and precision smaller 
companies that rely on digital control, 
advance planning and national sup- 
port networks to respond quickly to a 
changing marketplace. 
Mass versus information: Audio gear 
becomes smaller, lighter, more com- 
plex, with less bulk and weight, more 
internal precision parts and "smarts." 
'Market saturation: More vendors are 
providing the same services and com- 
modities (whether power amplifiers 
or fully- staffed concert P.A.'s) ... the 
low bidder becomes 'king.' 
*Global marketplace: Japanese and 
European products flood the U.S. 
American products are sought in these 
same countries. Developing nations 
want it all from everywhere. 
'Time compression: Even though time. 
hasn't really 'compressed' itself, the 
rate of change has increased in all 
realms. More is expected, more 
quickly, with less time than ever be- 
fore to do it in. 
Knowledge gap: The distance between 
high -technology wizards and the rest 
of the population widens. Specialists 
are urgently required and jealously 
guarded. Education needs increase 
faster than do the education systems 
that exist to spread the knowledge. 

Does the above all lead to a pattern of 
chaos? Not necessarily. The road crew 
member, the pro audio manufacturer, 
the house soundman, the P.A. com- 
pany manager, the system designer all 
can look at their own situations and 
find chances to either let things "fly 
apart," or they can learn to grow and 
profit from new opportunities. 

If chaos does indeed herald a time of 
new discovery, then perhaps there are 

Continued on page 63 
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MIXING IN 
OSCOW 

By DAVID SCHEIRMAN 

Once upon a time, 
sound system engi- 
neers and operators 
in the Soviet Union 
had a hard time get- 
ting the right tools to 
do their job. There 
were few sources of 
modern audio equip- 
ment, and what engi- 
neering and manu- 
facturing resources 
there were in the 
country often went 
into making products 
for the military and 
aerospace industries. 
Trade restrictions 
and political situa- 
tions made travel, 
product importing 
and information ex- 
change difficult. 

SOUND REINFORCEMENT 

As the Soviet satellites 
in Eastern Europe began to flex their 
economic muscle in the 1970s, the 
Soviet Union started to develop 
sources of audio electronics gear. Com- 
panies in such countries as Hungary, 
Yugoslavia and Czechoslovakia began 
to produce signal processing equip- 
ment, solid -state power amplifiers, 
mixing consoles and speaker compo- 
David Schema') is 1.1-E-P's live sound consulting editor and 
president of Concert Sound Consultants. Julian, CA. 
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(Above) H. Petrovich, audio director for 
the Vakhantgov Theater, located on cen- 
tral Moscow's Arvat Street, at his Studer 
mixing console. 

nents. These system elements found 
their way into installed sound systems 
within the Soviet Union as the national 
state traded such raw materials as 
minerals, fur and oil for manufactured 
goods from its European partners. 

By the 1980s, trade with Western 
Europe was no longer as difficult. Elec- 
tronic equipment manufacturers in 
England, France and Germany, for ex- 
ample, were able to export tieir prod- 
ucts into the Soviet Union with less 
difficulty than during the peak of the 
Cold War. Other companies, including 
Studer, Siemens and Philips, found the 
Soviet Union to be an enthusiastic 
market for condenser microphones, 
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.1 the once- ominous Iron Curtain 
Nlic at the rapidly changing 

p'41,,reeinforcement industry. 

nd nomic upheaval at the time - revolu- 
tion, world war or coup. 

te- Today, a Moscow theater directory 
as- lists more than 50 establishments, gov- 
rn- ernment and private, presenting ev- 
es, erything from "Madame Butterfly" and 
any- "Don Quixote" to "King Lear" and 

o on "Othello," from a Prokofiev ballet or a 
nal Beethoven Symphony to "Swan Lake." 
co- Jazz, rock and 'new art' concerts are 
n a commonplace, with events being 

staged nightly in any available 
space: hotel lobbies, cafes and 
empty warehouses. 

Often, the price of admit- 
tance is so high that only tour- 
ists can afford to attend. For 
example, a jazz brunch featur- 
ing the New Moscow Jazz Band 
was advertised for Sunday, 
March 1, 1992, at the Hotel 
Savoy in Moscow. Ticket 
prices were (U.S.) $30, then 
the equivalent of 3,000 rubles - about two months' salary 
for the average Russian 
worker! 

Let's look at a few examples 
of how Russian soundmixers 
were doing their jobs as of 
February 1992 and how they 
are doing it. 

state of flux, and currency exchange is 
a no-man's -land of changing laws, un- 
known values and other dilemmas. 

The Russian people have always 
placed a high value on the cultural 
arts, regardless of governmental situa- 
tions. Opera, theatrical performances, 
ballet and orchestral productions have 
been staged in Moscow throughout 
the past century, with few interrup- 
tions because of any political or eco- 

THE VAKHTANGOV TREATER 

COME FOLK OPERAS 
On Arbat Street, close to a 

huge building that Stalin had 
erected to house his Foreign 
Ministry offices, the 
Vakhantgov Theater has pre- 
sented popular folk theater 
productions since near the 
turn of the century. Seating 
approximately 1,200 people, 
the venue has a thrust 
proscenium stage with com- 
pact orchestra pit and three 
balconies. High in the top bal- 
cony at the rear wall sits a 
sound booth, where I found 

audio director H. Petrovich manning a 
Studer mixing console. 

The theater also boasts Studer tape 
machines and has a small room dedi- 
cated to sound effects and vocal re- 
cordings. Tesla graphic equalizers 
manufactured in Hungary and a Czech - 
made wireless microphone receiver 
the size of a window air -conditioning 
unit competed for space within the 
crowded booth. 

The resident theater company was 
presenting its popular version of "Prin- 
cess Turandot," a politically slanted 
romantic comedy that has been a local 
favorite since the Communist revolu- 
tion in 1917. Petrovich said that keep- 
ing a good stock of fresh recording 
tape on hand had been a problem for 
him and that he needed more reliable, 
compact RF microphone systems. 

Located directly across the street 
from one of Moscow's oldest estab- 
lished classical music schools, the 
TchaikovskyConservatory's Great Hall 
presents programs nearly every night 
of the week. A variety of symphony 
orchestras and world- renowned guest 
soloists appear on the wooden stage in 
front of a massive pipe organ. Large 
framed portraits of the world's great 
composers line the walls, and the chan- 
delier holders are cast in brass and 
shaped like treble clefs. 

Loudspeaker voice 
coils, compression 
drivers and tube -type 
power amps were all 
built from scratch and 
were in service for 
more than 25 years. 

Attending a performance by the 
Sophie Nerie Symphony Orchestra 
with guest artist Cheng Song, a fea- 
tured pianist from China, I noticed a 
collection of expensive microphones 
suspended above the musicians, even 
though the natural acoustics of the 
warm, wooden hall seemed to pre- 
clude the use of any sound reinforce- 
ment. Poking around in a hallway, I 

located the mic -line termination point. 
All of those Neumanns and AKGs were 
routed to a Studer broadcast console, 
in use to present a real -time radio mix 
to listening Muscovites at home. 

A cheerful, professional woman op- 
erating the desk advised me that she 
had received audio training in England, 
having spent five years working with 
the BBC in London. She now was re- 
sponsible for doing remote broadcast 
and recording dates for the radio sta- 
tion, and she specialized in orchestral 
music. She previewed a few input chan- 
nels over a pair of Hungarian -made 3- 
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MIXING IN 

*MOSCOW 
SOUND REINFORCEMENT 

way monitor speakers set 
against the wall. Her wish list 
included acoustical treat- 
ment materials for some of 
the rooms in which she had 
to work. 

THE INSTITUTE OF ART & 
MUSIC: SYMPHONIES TO 

HEAVY METAL 
Housed in a former govern- 

ment building that once was 
the headquarters for the 
Soviet's Air Defense Ministry, 
college courses taught here 
feature everything from mod- 
ern dance to music composi- 
tion, painting to stained -glass artwork. 
The students are exposed to a variety 
of new ideas, in addition to having the 
chance to study traditional art and 
music programs. 

A compact 'institute hall' seating 
perhaps 500 is used to present student 
programs that range from stand -up 
comedy to heavy -metal bands. Large 
left and right line arrays were hung 
from the ceiling flanking the 
proscenium stage. A student techni- 
cian said that they had assembled the 
speaker boxes using compo- 
nents imported from Greece 

A symphonic music mixing specialist poses at her Studer broadcast console during 
radio mix for a Moscow station. She learned her craft while on staff for five years w 
BBC. 

and Italy: 18 -inch and 12 -inch 
cone loudspeakers and bul- 
let -type compression tweet- 
ers loaded into ducted, modu- 
lar enclosures. 

While an electric guitar class 
was in progress down the hall 
(carefully studying English 
metal guitar licks over head- 
phones), and a symphony or- 
chestra ran through pieces 
for an upcoming program on 
a nearby stage, an aerobics 
class worked out in the stu- 
dent lounge with music 
played over a massive disco- 
type system, built on a foun- 
dation of horn -loaded bass 
cabinets. 

SPECIAL EVENT SOUND, 

CORPORATE -STYLE 
In one central Moscow meet- 

ing hall with a long, low ceil- 
ing, I found audio and lighting 
technicians preparing for an 
upcoming meeting and din- 
ner -dance show that night. It 

9 E P June 1992 

was a common scene: A corporation 
was hosting a fund -raising dinner to 
benefit a local charity, receiving pub- 
lic- relations benefits while serving a 
good cause. In this case, the corpora- 
tion was McDonald's, and the charity 
was a local relief fund for orphaned 
and homeless children. 

A cheerful sound technician dressed 
in a white lab -style coat showed me his 
Dynacord mixing console equipped 
with a large multipair disconnect. The 
desk could be operated off one side of 

the room for dinner events such as t 
or located in the center of the hall 
pop -style music shows. All loudspeak- 
ers in use were also manufactured by 
Dynacord. 

A facility executive said that the hall, 
although still officially owned by the 
government, is looking for ways to 
market itself as a private meeting space - for rental by outside companies for 
lectures and conventions, as well as 
other special events that will help to 
generate revenue. 

The Institute's disco-style stage in the student lounge, featuring enough hardware to shake 
the walls. Loudspeaker components and cabinets are sourced from Greece, Hungary and 
Italy. 
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"It has been a long 
and complex process 
... since our country's 
politics have been 
undergoing many 
changes recently." - Victor Kondakov 
INSIDE THE KREMLIN: 

NEW TECHNOLOGIES 

In 1961, the Soviet Union's major gov- 
ernment assembly building in Mos- 
cow, the Kremlin Palace, needed a new 
sound system. Because of the political 
situation and trade restrictions, the 
Soviets had to construct everything 
themselves, from mixers to power 
amplifiers to loudspeaker enclosures. 
For the record, the multiarray system 
that was installed 30 years ago in the 
Kremlin Palace featured five gargan- 
tuan enclosures, each 15 feet tall and 
weighing more than 1,500 kilograms. 
Loudspeaker voice coils, compres- 
sion drivers and tube -type power amps 
were all built from scratch for that 
install and were in service for more 
than 25 years. In 1985, that system was 
overhauled, upgraded and a new con- 

Installed in 1985, the Kremlin Palace's Siemens mixing console is 27 feet long. 
Operated by staff tonmeisters, the console has separate sections with different 
input and output modules to serve lecture, theatrical and orchestral events. 

sole from the German manufacturer 
Siemens was installed. 

The console, still in use, is an aston- 
ishing nine meters long (about 27 feet) 
because of three different sections in- 
cluded for different types of programs: 
congress lectures using special seat- 

back speakers on each of the 6,000 
chairs, theatrical productions using 
the five main arrays, and symphonic 
programs that use the room's 250 hid- 
den, distributed ceiling speakers for 
artificial ambience. The console is op- 
erated by the facility's staff 

Hey Glenn, what do you do with your 56K? 
Glenn Meadows is the president of Masterfonics Inc. in Nashville, Tennessee. 

His mastering credits, 350 of which have achieved Gold /Platinum status, 
include: Alabama, Hank Afiliams Jr., Dan Fogelberg, and Reba McEntire. 

Recent 56K projects include: Steely Dan Gold Extended /MCA Reba Mc- 
Entire /MCA and Sawyer Brown Curb /Capitol. He has been mastering since 
1973. 

'The 56K has made my life much easier. In an effort to find a digital mastering 
system suitable to my needs, I evaluated several other systems on different 

platforms. The 56K proved significantly easier to use and faster to learn, as well 

as very quick to do the type of edits I normally did with analog tape. 

The playlist in SoundStage is the most intuitive I have seen. I use it daily for quickly changing the song order on compact 
discs, as well as reassembling songs for different required mixes. What used to be done in a day with tape can now be 

done in minutes with the 56K. 

I've seen the competition... used it..., and in my opinion, there is no better 2 track mastering solution on the market today." 

di 

di m 

digital recording system 

A Professional System. 
A Reasonable Pricetag. 
Still S1995.00. 

LurLC 
DCdC n 

SLJSLC'Ì-ÌS 
PO Box 5074, York, PA 17405 717 843 6916 Fax 717 854 8319 

Circle (21) on Rapid Facts Card 
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MIXING IN 

*MOSCOW 
SOUND REINFORCEMENT 

pro audio technologies, including 64 
dual -channel power amplifiers from 
Crest Audio, linked to an IBM- format 
computer with Crest's new NexSys sys- 
tem network interface, one of the first 
such system installations anywhere in 
the world. It also features computer- 

stocked audio testing facility that in- 
cludes equipment from Bruel & Kjaer 
and Audio Precision 

"We are interested in having the very 
best audio system possible here," said 
Kondakov when I visited his private 
office and test lab. "It has been a long 

and complex process to have 
this system designed and in- 
stalled, since our country's 
politics have been undergo- 
ing many changes recently." 

Next on the Kremlin 
Palace's wish is list is a new, 
automated mixing console. 
Proposals from both 
Neumann and Neve are un- 
der consideration. With the 
new openness emerging in 
Russian society, and with 
economic reforms and inevi- 
table growth on the horizon, 
the doors may open soon for 
a greater amount of exchange 
between the Soviet Union and 
the United States, both tech- 
nologically and culturally. In 
fact, if Mr. P.P. Nilov, direc- 
tor for the Kremlin Palace, 
gets his wish fulfilled, Mos- 
cow residents may soon be 
able to line up for tickets to 
see such Broadway -style pro- 
ductions as "Phantom of the 
Opera" or "Cats." 

"We have the ideal facility 
The studio control room in the Kremlin Palace features a Studer console and tape machines. 
The facility's sound director, Zoya Boltneva, is at left (in green sweater). 

tonmeisters, who blend a knowledge 
of classical music and acoustics. Most 
are 50 to 60 years old. 

The Kremlin Palace boasts an on -site 
recording studio facility, which is used 
to handle the live recording of orches- 
tral and dramatic productions along 
with the playback of tapes and special 
effects for some shows. 

A modern Studer mixing console and 
multitrack tape machines are avail- 
able, along with compact disc and DAT 
systems, signal processing from Ameri- 
can and English manufacturers Lexi- 
con and Calrec, and even a pair of 
Auratones for near -field monitoring. 

"We are going to be doing more dif- 
ferent types of shows in here as time 
goes on," said Zoya Boltneva, sound 
department director for the Kremlin 
Palace. "We recently had an Italian 
opera here ... lecturers from Japan, the 
USA and Europe ... and we hosted our 
first rock concert inside the Kremlin. 
Then, we had a 5-day rock festival 
featuring Russian bands, produced by 
Stas Namin, an independent concert 
promoter. We had some damage to 
our upholstered seats, but the pro- 
gram certainly did draw large, enthu- 
siastic crowds." 

In 1991, the facility received a new 
sound reinforcement system that in- 
cludes some of the latest in American 
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controlled equalizers from Industrial 
Research Products, and AKG's com- 
puter- controlled Delta Stereophony 
digital signal 
processing 
system for 
audio image 
localization. Loud- 
speaker sys- 
tems in- 
stalled by 
West Ger- 
man con- tractor 
Janssen 
Light & 
Sound Line 
include MT- 
4 Manifold 
enclosures 
and smaller 
DeltaMax 
systems 
f r o m 
Electro- 
Voice. Com- 
pact AE -2 

here to present almost any 
type of entertainment event," Nilov 
told me. "Our stage size, electrical fa- 
cilities and technical crew are capable 

Tucked away in a 'secret' audio testing lab are the latest items from 
Bruel & Kjaer and Audio Precision. Shown from left are Kremlin 
Palace sound director Zoya Boltneua, author David Scheirman and 
chief sound engineer Victor Kondakov. 

units from 
Apogee are used as center fill units on 
the huge stage, with its 100 -foot -wide 
proscenium opening. 

The facility's chief sound engineer, 
Victor Kondakov, maintains a well- 

of handling most anything. We look 
forward to some exciting shows in the 
future." 
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REP: H49494 
Analog Tape Deck 
Timing Problems 
By M. Raymond Jason 

Last month 1 examined that insidious 
and idiosyncratic problem of analog 
recording known as wow and flutter. 
Two other analog-only problems, prob- 
ably not addressed on your ATR's 
specification sheet, are timing accu- 
racy and long -term timing consistency. 

TIMING - TWO VARIABLES 
The elapsed time, speed and length 

of a segment of tape are related by the 
following equation: 

Elapsed time = length /speed 
On first examination, this appears to 

say that timing and speed are inversely 
proportional, which would indicate 
that a "speed" problem and a "timing" 
problem are in fact no more than dif- 
ferent names for the same problem. 
But the "constant" of this "proportion- 
ality" is tape length, which, because of 
tape's unavoidable and significant lin- 
ear elasticity, should not be assumed 
constant. That is, when performance 
is critical, tape timing must be consid- 
ered a function of two variables: speed 
and length. 

THREE VARIABLES FOR LENGTH 
Three factors influence a tape's effec- 

tive length. In decreasing order of im- 
portance they are tension, humidity 
and temperature. As a rule of thumb, 
one second of error in a 30- minute 
program results from a tension change 
of three ounces, a humidity change of 
50 %, or a temperature change of 30 °F. 

Of these factors, only tension is un- 
der your control during maintenance 
and alignment. An in -line tension gauge 
is the best and quickest way to check 
tension, and it should be part of your 
toolkit. But also include a thermom- 
eter and a hygrometer. 

CAPSTAN/PINCHNOLIER PROBLEMS 
The second variable in the timing 

equation is speed, which, on most 
ATRs, is controlled by the capstan/ 
pinch -roller system. Any deviation 

M. Raymond Jason is an electronic engineer at National 
Public Radio in Washington. DC. 

from perfect rotational velocity or per- 
fect capstan diameter will show up as 
a timing error. 

For ' /4- inch -diameter capstans, varia- 
tion between diameters of just 0.0001 
inches (0.1 mil or 100 micro-inches) 
will result in timing differentials of 1.5 
seconds per hour (regardless of tape 
speed). Manufacturing tolerances can 
vary by several tenths of mils, and tape 
wear can reduce capstan diameter by 
mils. 

Half -inch capstans, although more 
expensive and prone to greater flutter 
given their slower rotation, exhibit half 
the timing error of i/4-inch capstans for 
the same diameter difference. Use a 
micrometer accurate to 0.0001 inches 
to measure all of your ATR capstans, 
then calculate the expected timing dif- 
ferentials with the following formula: 

Error (sec /hr) = 3,600 
°capstan - °ref 

°ref 

Tape slippage from a dirty, damaged 
or poorly adjusted pinch- roller will 
enlist the tension differential across 
the capstan as an additional speed 
factor. Avoid this out-of-control situa- 
tion by ensuring that all tape opera- 
tors know how and when to clean the 
capstan and pinch -roller, and by check- 
ing pinch -roller pressure and supply/ 
takeup tensions as part of routine main- 
tenance. 

These days it's difficult to find an 
ATR that does not employ a crystal 
reference for capstan velocity. An ac- 
curate frequency counter (applied at a 
point in the capstan drive circuit that 
will not load the oscillator) will tell 
you how the crystal circuit is doing. 
Accuracy should be at least 0.01 %. 
Your ATR's service manual should pro- 
vide proper voltages, waveforms and 
frequencies to look for in the capstan 
drive circuit. 

If your ATR uses an ac- referenced 
(hysteresis- synchronous) capstan 
motor, then the accuracy of your cap- 
stan velocity is in the hands of the 
local power utility, and there isn't much 
more to say about it. 

TWO KINDS OF SYMP1ONS 
Timing problems give rise to two 

kinds of symptoms: timing error and 
pitch error. Both are often present 
simultaneously, but this need not be 
the case. Here are two examples of 
how a timing error might present it- 
self: A program, carefully produced to 

run precisely 30 minutes, ends up run- 
ning 10 seconds over; or the best takes 
of a recording turned up at opposite 
ends of the same reel of tape. You 
splice them together and the second is 
off pitch. 

Either of these symptoms can be 
caused by either of the two major 
sources of timing error described 
above: tape -length variation or incor- 
rect capstan diameter. 

TROUBLESHOOTING WANG PROBLEMS 
Timing problems almost always show 

up as relative problems between two 
ATRs. First of all, which two ATRs are 
involved and which of the two has the 
problem, if not both? For ATRs that 
use constant -torque drive to the reel 
motors (an older, lower -tech prede- 
cessor to constant- tension drive), tim- 
ing problems are also common from 
the head to the tail of a reel on the 
same machine. 

The previous equation provides a 
quick check of whether differences in 
capstan diameter account for the ob- 
served timing problem. For an overall 
check, sensitive to all sources of tim- 
ing error, simply compare the play- 
back frequency of a 10kHz recorded 
tone on each of your machines. In- 
clude measurements at the head and 
tail of a full reel to uncover differential 
tension problems. The following equa- 
tion translates the frequency differen- 
tial into a timing differential: 

Error (sec /hr) = 

3,600 
frequency 1 - frequency 2 

frequency 2 

You'll need a stable oscillator, and 
frequency drift should be less than 
1Hz per minute. To achieve this stabil- 
ity, most oscillators must be on for 
about an hour. You'll also need an 
accurate and stable frequency counter 
capable of reading 5 -digit frequencies 
in increments of 1Hz. To create a refer- 
ence tape, choose an ATR with con- 
stant- tension reel drive, a well -aligned 
transport, and a pinch -roller and cap- 
stan in excellent condition. Thoroughly 
clean the tape path. After allowing 10 
or 20 seconds of recording time at the 
head of a full reel of tape (for tensions 
to stabilize), record one minute of 
10kHz tone at nominal level. In using 
the tape for measurement, allow time 
for the transport under test to stablize 
before reading the frequency. 
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The Need 

For Speed 

By Rick Schwartz 

With a fast enough computer and well - 
designed hardware, you should never 
have to wait for a workstation to do 
something. It should be waiting for 
you. We are entering a time where the 
operator will be the limiting factor - 
not the equipment. With this in mind, 
we need to consider new ways of im- 
proving ourselves. 

MOUSE = SNAIL 
Ask a professional typist how the use 

of a mouse affects their typing speed. 
You may be surprised by the answer. It 
goes something like this: "The mouse 
is useful for selecting items on the 
screen, but avoid using it more than 
you need, because it forces you to take 
your right hand off the keyboard where 
it belongs." Fortunately, only a small 
part of the time we spend editing sound 
involves naming files, but the point is 
well taken. 

TYPING TRAUMA 
If you don't already know how to 

type, then learn. It's never too late. It 
drives clients crazy to watch someone 
hunt -and -peck around a keyboard. 
There are good instructional typing 
programs available that will get you 
up to speed in weeks (Try "Mavis Bea- 
con Teaches Typing "). Unless you are 
already a 10-key expert, spend some 
time training on the numeric keypad 
as well. After typing several hundred 
8-digit SMPTE addresses, you will wish 
you had. 

THE KEY(S) TO SPEED 
You can save time if you don't use the 

mouse to select menu commands. Pull - 
down menus are useful for new users, 
but the menus are too slow to be used 
in a fast -paced session. This is why 
most applications include keyboard 
equivalents for popular editing com- 
mands, such as cut and paste. A key- 
board equivalent is a shortcut that 

Rick Schwartz ,s a contributing editor to R -EP and director 
of post production at Post Complex. Los Angeles. 
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involves a modifier key pressed along 
with one or more other keys. Com- 
mand and control are popular modi- 
fier keys; others are option and shift. 
Use software such as QuickKeys or 
ResEdit to create keyboard equiva- 
lents for every command you use on a 
regular basis. Print out the list of com- 
mands and study it until you have 
memorized each one of them. 

FINGER FATIGUE 
Although it's important to make your 

keyboard equivalents easy to memo- 
rize, it is far more important that they 
are selected with ergonomics in mind. 
Place similar commands in the same 
area of the keyboard so they can easily 
be reached by the left hand. Try to 
make it so you never have to take your 
right hand off the mouse, except to 
name a file. To keep enough editing 
keys in reach, you will be forced to use 
modifier keys. 

We are entering a time 
where the operator will 
be the limiting factor -- 
not the equipment. 

To make your keys easier to remem- 
ber, pick a convention and stick with 
it. For example, if option z is used to 
zoom in, make option + shift z equal to 
zoom out. Continue to use option + shift 
to perform the opposite of a plain op- 
tion command. I know this sounds a bit 
confusing, but it will become second 
nature before you know it. 

Also, use command keys for making 
things easier to reach. By mapping the 
' +' or ' =' key on the numeric keypad to 
a colon, you can quickly type SMPTE 
addresses, saving two keystrokes per 
colon (plus the time you spend mov- 
ing your hand on and off the numeric 
keypad). 

FUN WITH FUNCTION KEYS 
If your keyboard has function keys, 

use them. Function keys are ideal for 
commands you don't use often, be- 
cause they are harder to reach than 
other keys. You can have up to 60 
commands on a single row of function 
keys, by using modifier keys along with 
the function key. Use them for setting 
up digital I /O, time code, preference 
selection and sequences of command 
keys. 

MACRO -MANIA 
Think about the kinds of things you 

do every day, such as setting up a 
digital interface to record from a DAT 
machine or striping time code. You 
should use macros for anything that 
you do on a regular basis. A macro is a 
sequence of keyboard commands and 
mouse actions. When macro software 
plays back a sequence, it will repeat 
the keystrokes as fast as the machine 
can take them. In most cases, things 
move so fast you can barely see what's 
happening. Macros are real client 
pleasers. 

THE WAITING GAME 
1 have always been amazed to see 

how long clients will wait for a reel 
change on an analog system. The con- 
stant activity keeps them occupied. 
Most digital workstations have no vis- 
ible moving parts. Waiting a few sec- 
onds seems to take forever. 

There are several things you can do 
to pick up the pace of a session. Al- 
ways let the clients know what you are 
doing. It makes them feel as if they are 
part of the session, instead of an out- 
sider. Most people are a little alien- 
ated by the technology. The more un- 
derstanding they have, the more en- 
joyable their experience will be. Al- 
ways let them know why they are wait- 
ing and what the benefit will be. Most 
people will take a little extra time if 
they can see and hear the benefit. 
After a while you may even find them 
getting into the act by telling you to 
move this "blob" there or shorten "such 
and such." Visual editing helps them 
to understand. 

SEEING IS BELIEVING 
After a while, you will be able to make 

edits without even hearing the pro- 
gram material. This really amazes cli- 
ents who are used to working with a 
blade. Learn to identify hum, hiss, digi- 
tal clocking and dc offset problems, 
lip- smacks, rumble, phase and pops 
from the waveform display. Of course, 
you always should check every edit 
before going on. 

KNOW THY SYSTEM 
Spend some quality time with your 

system until you know everything 
there is to know about it. Know its 
strengths (so you can flaunt them) and 
its weaknesses (so you can avoid 
them). Use work -arounds to avoid 
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problems and get around limitations. 
Make sure you know the use and rea- 
son for every button and command on 
your system. Sometimes clients will 
ask you to do the strangest things. You 
need to have as many tricks up your 
sleeve as possible. Never pull out an 
owner's manual during a session un- 
less you want your client to lose all 
faith in your abilities. 

SCREEN ORGANIZATION 
Keep your screens organized, so you 

know exactly where everything is. It is 
important to adopt some type of filing 
and naming convention. Before you 
start a project, create folders for each 
spot. It takes a little extra time to put 
things in the right place, but you will 
be glad you did several hours into a 
session. Avoid naming like things with 
similar titles. When the disk operating 
system puts them in a list, it normally 
sorts them alphabetically, visually 

truncating after so many characters. 
Abbreviate when possible and keep a 
written log of your naming rules. 

Some people like to add a brief pYef ix 
to separate sounds by group - for 
example, DIA, MX and FX. It's normally 
better to segregate different spots by 
folder, because their names tend to be 
long. I always add an asterisk to sounds 
that I create so I remember to archive 
them later. Later, I can search and 
locate them easily. If you share a sys- 
tem with other users, make sure to 
label each folder with a trash date. 
(i.e., Save until 6/21.) 

STARTING FRESH 
It's much better starting with a freshly 

initialized disk. After some use, the 
low -level format on the disk starts to 
wear off and you may start having 
sector problems. Formatting a disk 
guarantees the directory will be free 
from problems and the disk is fully 

Schizoid Pro 
Audio Toolbox 

- 
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O, oar J 
Talk about multiple per- 
sonalities - the all new 
ARX DI -6s can do so 
much we don't know 
where to start. 
The DI -6s is 6 active 
Direct boxes, a 6 into 1 

mixer, and a 1 into 6 
splitter. Adjustable chan- 
nel gain from oo through 
to +15 dB. All balanced 
XLR connectors. All AC 
mains powered. All in a 
compact one RU package. 
Add to this a headphone 
out, individual Audio 

ground lifts, plus a 
Master level control, and 
You can see why we call 
it a true Pro Audio tool- 
box and problem solver. 
So don't leave this useful 
little devil on the shelf in 
our warehouse get it 
out working at fixing 
your audio problems. 
Once it gets started, 
you'll wonder how you 
survived without it. 
So don't wait; audition 
the DI-6s soon. 
The best just got better. -__ar ICY Z 

R 

Systems 
In the II.S.A: Phone 714 -649 2346 Fax 714 -649 3064 
In Australia: Phone 61 -3-555 7859 Fax 61 -3-555 6747 

In S.E Asia: Phone 65 733 3465 Fax 65 734 2116 

Accurate Compact Professional 

Circle (23) on Rapid Facts Card 

erational. It also makes it easier for 
the disk operating system to locate 
files, which sometimes translates into 
improved performance. 

OTHER TIPS 
If you have a large monitor and work 

a lot with waveforms, try to keep your 
windows as small as possible. It takes 
much longer to draw a 19 -inch win- 
dow than it does to draw a 4 -inch 
window. Also, make sure you have the 
latest version of software, but never 
use beta software on a paid session 
(unless you are prepared to lose a 
client). 

Don't stop here. There are many 
other ways to improve your speed. 
Learning to operate a digital worksta- 
tion is not that much different from 
playing a musical instrument. Lots of 
practice will always pay off when it 
comes time to perform. 

CHECK ALL YOUR AUDIO 
IN ONE RACK SPACE 

mn 4.4 .- 
trn n!rOin 

I., o of MSM configurations 

Only the Wohler MSM Series lets you... 
Monitor levels for up to 20 audio sources at a glance. Tri- 
color, 10- segment LED display instantly indicates signal level 
and potential overload problems. VU or PPM selectable, with 
DIP -switch calibration presets at -6.0, +4, and +8 dBv. 
Detect stereo -to -mono phase cancellation problems in up to 
10 stereo pairs by substituting IPI- I indicators. Relative 
intensity of top (green) and bottom (red) LEDs reveals the 
'phase' (polarity) relationship between signals of a stereo pair. 
Left and Right LEDs indicate signal present and overrange. 
Overrange thresholds are presettable. 
Mix phase and level in same chassis, with level metering and 
'phase' indication for up to five stereo pairs. Or leave windows 
empty to form groups related to system layout. For example: 
3 groups of 4 channel meters under a triple video monitor. 

Call or write today for details on the MSM Series and the 
Wohler AMP Series of monitor panels -- amplifiers and speakers 
in one unit for hi -fi sound in one or two rack spaces! 

MW0ler Technologies 
Innovative Audio Monitoring Sy,tcm, 

1349 Kansas Street San Francisco 94107 / 415- 285 -5462 Fax 415 -821 -6414 

Circle (24) on Rapid Facts Card 
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REP: 

Technology and 
Politics 
By Tim Sadler 

Most topics that stir the online com- 
munity are controversial. And during 
leap and election years, controversy 
and politics seem inseparable. So it 
was that I posed a "hot" topic cur- 
rently popularized in the press under 
the rubric of the electronic town meet- 
ing (ETM); a concept not dissimilar to 
what we are doing with the REP: On- 
Line forum on CompuServe. 

Potenitally, if the ETM concept takes 
hold, today's power brokers may be- 
gin to loose their grip, whole new para- 
digms of mass media production/ 
distribition could evolve and the ETM 
might end -run the ossified status quo 
of the communications industry. 

I'd hoped to avoid political implica- 
tions and stick with technology issues. 
But politics and technology seem in- 
separable these days as most political 
messages are produced, transmitted 
and recieved via audio /video technolo- 
gies, while dramatic changes continue 
in how information is engineered, pro- 
duced and delivered. 

So the call when out like this: 
Message: #8735, S /14 REP Magazine 
Date: Thu, May 21, 1992 9:47:25 a.m. 
Subject: Electronic Town Meetings 
From: Tim Sadler [REP] 75300,3142 
To: All 

At the risk of becoming embroiled in 
a discussion of the candidates, I am 
curious what you, as regular users of 
this interactive online medium, think 
of Mr. Perot's idea of policy formula- 
tion by electronic town meetings via 
interactive television? 

As it happens, I live in a town in New 
England that uses the town meeting - 
type of government. While it is some- 
times cumbersome and often boister- 
ous, no one could say that it is not 
representative of the community's will. 

As participants in this online com- 
munity, we know that the technology 
necessary to implement the ETM (Elec- 
tronic Town Meeting) exists. And while 
voter validation must be considered, 
it is an issue well within the resources 
of current technology. 

Tim Sadler is president of IntraMedia, a media software 
consultancy and Sysop of REP: On -Line. His Compuserve 
address is 75300,3142. 
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Here, in the online community, we 
make our feelings known every day to 
hardware manufactures, software pub- 
lishers, editorialists and even some- 
times our elected representatives (re- 
member the CongressGram). So why 
not use ETMs to take the pulse of the 
country? 

Any takers? - Tim Sadler, Sysop, 
REP: On -Line 

What follows is a sample of the thread 
and passions that have begun to un- 
ravel on REP: On -Line ... 
Message: #8835, S/14 REP Magazine 
Date: Fri, May 22, 1992 7:44:17 a.m. 
Subject: #8795 -ETMs 
From: John Egenes 76427,3172 

I know that the tech is here 'now' to 
do this, but it isn't friendly enough yet. 
When I first got into this MIDI stuff (and 
other computer -related things) I was 
affected like most others. About half 
the time I was infuriated with the learn- 
ing curves and lack of standards. 
Things are getting better and better, 
but buying a new synth is still an in- 
timidating thing. 

When you buy a new telephone, you 
don't even have to read the manual to 
be able to use it. They're all standard. 
Same goes for driving a car. All differ- 
ent, but all the same. When the tech- 
nology for ETMs gets to this point, 
we'll have them. In fact, I don't think 
we can 'stop' them. 
Message: #8924, S /14 REP Magazine 
Date: Tue, May 26, 1992 8:44:24 a.m. 
Subject: #8835 -ETMs 
From: Tim Sadler [REP] 75300,3142 
To: John Egenes 76427,3172 
Reply: #8962 (1 reply) 

Yes,I think the interface plays a larger 
role than might be obvious. Can you 
give us some thoughts on what an 
interactive TV interface might look like 
and how it would work? 
Message: #8962, S /14 REP Magazine 
Date: Tue, May 26, 1992 6:52:04 p.m. 
Subject: #8924 -ETMs 
From: John Egenes 76427,3172 

Offhand, I'd say it might be a TV with 
a simple menu in the corner, also car- 
rying live coverage of whatever event 
might be taking place. You could have 
a remote unit (clicker) that pointed at 
the screen and moved the cursor 
around to choose what you want. Or, it 
might be as simple as giving you mul- 
tiple choices (yes =1, no =2, to vote for 
Joe Shmoe, hit #3, etc.) much like voice 
massaging telephones do now. There's 
a unit for my satellite dish called a 
"Video Pal," which lets me subscribe 

on the spot to pay per view stuff. I 

don't see that it would be a big jump to 
having something like that -that lets 
you interact. But back to the actual 
interface; I think an on- screen menu, 
that's simple and straightforward, op- 
erated by either a remote, or touch - 
screen, or both. 
Message: #8847, S /14 REP Magazine 
Date: Sat, May 23, 1992 1:32:09 a.m. 
Subject: #8736 -ETMs 
From: James Chandler Jr. 74406,2107 

Excuse me for getting a bit abstract, 
but I think the main challenge for elec- 
tronic government is designing in the 
proper amount of damping, Q, or what- 
ever relevant engineering term we wish 
to use. One of the main advantages of 
the American system over the last 300 
years has been ability to change in a 
moderated fashion. Not changeless, 
like lead, or instant change, like 
supercritical uranium. Regulated 
change. 

In electronic control systems, too 
slow feedback runs the car off the road 
from under -steer (Republican). Too 
fast feedback runs the car off the road 
from over -steer (Democrat). Critical 
damping is the proper amount of re- 
sponse to changing conditions. The 
problem with a mass electronic vote: 
It's too fast. If something weird hap- 
pens internationally (like IRAQ) or na- 
tionally (like LA riots), the media gets 
everyone pumped up. If responses are 
polled and acted on within 24 hours, 
mass hysteria will give non -optimal 
solutions, and probably get us in 
deeper stook than we were in to begin 
with. The ponderous method of present 
courts and legislatures may in fact be 
too slow, but excessively fast correc- 
tions can be as bad or worse. 

POSTSCRIPT 
You have to think of online discus- 

sions as episodic. Almost every mes- 
sage generates new questions that will 
be addressed in subsequent messages. 
If this discussion seems unfinished, 
that is because it is. By the time you 
read this in the magazine, we will have 
moved on to the next subjects of inter- 
est .... maybe on to copy -code protec- 
tion and tape tax. Join us on 
CompuServe's REP: On -Line Forum 
and get involved in the debate, wher- 
ever you want to help take it. 

To receive your free CompuServe introductory Membership, 
courtesy of REP, call 1- 800-524 -3388 and ask for represen- 
tative #232. Tell them you're an REP subscriber. REP's 
CompuServe editorial address is 7530 -3141. 
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The Next Genera lion 
By Pete Caldwell 

What would you say the most signifi- 
cant change has been in the audio 
recording industry in the last 20 years? 
Digital recording? Computer control? 
Diversification? Audio for video post - 
production technology? 

I would say that one area has under- 
gone a change even more fundamental 
than the technological revolution, and 
this area has been more far -reaching 
than the wildly diversifiying market- 
place where we do business. 

What could be more dynamic than 
technology and the marketplace? Why, 
people, of course. And what is so dif- 
ferent about the people in the record- 
ing studio business today? How are 
they different from the way they were 
20 years ago? Read on, and the truth 
shall ad to your burden. 

The c. .9 engineer at our studios is a 
man of some broad experience in the 
ways of audio. As did so many of us, he 
began in the '60s and worked his way 
through live broadcasts and records 
and ads and TV sound and heaven only 
knows what all, learning and creating 
the technology as he went along. He 
was asked by NARAS to speak on a 

panel for students who were studying 
to become recording engineers. One 
student asked him how he would sug- 
gest that they prepare to become re- 
cording engineers. 

Our wise panelist thought for a mo- 
ment and then said, "Here's what you 
do. Go home, stay up all night, and 
listen to the same song over and over." 
This is funny because it is, in part, true. 
It is also a little bit jaded, again be- 
cause it is true. Apart from this it illus- 
trates a point. There is a wide gap 
between these kids who are seriously 
trying to formally educate themselves 
to follow in our footsteps and this wise, 
talented technician of an earlier gen- 
eration. He may have a degree in elec- 
trical engineering and in music, but he 
had never heard of a degree in audio 
recording sciences or in commercial 
music. They didn't exist 20 years ago. 

When I discussed this article with 
Mike Joseph, the editor of REP, he 
listened to my premise, and then he 

Pete Caldwell is the SPARS chairman of the board and 
president of Doppler Studios, Atlanta. 

said, "You're right. When I started out, 
I got a 4 -track and recorded everything 
and everyone I could find." We all did. 
That's how you did it back then. You 
just started. You hung around. You 
swept the floor. You learned by your 
mistakes. You made tapes at home. 
You improvised your own career path, 
your own curriculum, your own pro- 
fessional agenda, because there were 
no well -traveled paths to follow. 

Well, things are different today. For 
better or for worse, there are alterna- 
tives to winging it. The last 10 years 
have seen an incredible proliferation 
of formal recording schools and edu- 
cational programs of every sort. This 
is partly a trendy thing and an attempt 
by educational institutions to attract 
students. Most of all, it's a coming of 
age for our industry. There is a stamp 
of legitimacy on anything that has a 

college course named after it. Perhaps 
now my mother will stop asking me 
what I want to do when I grow up. 

On the surface this would seem to be 
a good thing - more aspiring engi- 
neers and technicians with more train- 
ing. Unfortunately, this is an area of 
considerable controversy. The prob- 
lems, some say, are as follows: 
1) Colleges and educational programs 
are pumping out students at a rate that 
far exceeds the industry's needs. 
2) Graduates haven't learned anything 
about the "real world" of recording. 
3) The quality of the graduates is un- 
even, some pretty good, some border- 
ing on dysfunctional, thereby cheap- 
ening the credential of the degree. 
4) Perhaps most important, the expec- 
tations of the graduates from the pro- 
grams are too high. Studio owners say 
these kids expect to graduate, get a job 
and start mixing hit records just like 
that. Alas, there is some truth in these 
criticisms, but, as always, we tend to 
spend so much time saying what is 
wrong with something that we cease 
to acknowledge what is right with it. 

What is right with all of this, it seems 
to me, is a great deal: 
1) Our industry is growing in many 
different ways. Certainly not many of 
these students will end up mixing hit 
records, but a good number will end 
up in audio careers that exist today or 
will exist tomorrow, but were unheard 
of 20 years ago. 

2) The fact that applicants have col- 
lege degrees does not mean that we 
won't employ many of the same train- 
ing techniques that we have always 

used to teach them "real world" re- 
cording. We can still start them sweep- 
ing the floor if we like. Most are willing. 

I will, however, suggest that it's a 
good idea for all of us to take a close 
look at our in -house training programs, 
some of which are a cross between hell 
week and a medieval rite of passage. 
3) The quality of graduates from edu- 
cational programs at all levels and in 
all fields of endeavor is uneven. Still, 
certain institutions on the whole are 
going to rise to the top and produce 
better -equipped candidates than oth- 
ers. This alone will be helpful in hiring, 
but the existence of these programs 
will never replace the personal inter- 
view or on- the -job training. 
4) Finally, the question of attitude and 
expectations is testy. The schools are 
caught between the desire to attract 
students and the reality of the job 
market. Most of the good programs 
are quite frank with their students when 
it comes to discussions of career 
progress scenarios beyond the degree. 

This is the present situation, and 1 

suggest to you that this is the most 
significant change in the audio record- 
ing industry in the last 20 years. l have 
always thought that people are the 
most important element of this indus- 
try, not technology, and here we have 
a whole new generation of recording 
professionals who are being educated 
expressly for careers in this industry. 
How our industry absorbs this fact 
and these graduates will determine 
the character of audio recording in the 
next two decades. 

SPARS has spent a lot of time with 
educators. We have more than 30 Edu- 
cational Associate Members. We meet 
regularly with educational members 
to discuss these and other issues. 
SPARS is about to release to members 
a paper titled "Audio Recording Studio 
Organization" for use in curricula de- 
sign and course study context. 

Our industry should welcome these 
educators to our ranks. We should all 
establish contact with schools offer- 
ing recording programs in our respec- 
tive areas and offer assistance and 
feedback. Twenty years ago we were a 

fledgling industry. Today it is these 
educators who have the fledgling pro- 
grams. Some are pretty good right now, 
and all are getting better fast. 

The Society of Professional Audio Recording Services is the 

industry's best source of business information. For details on 

activities or membership, contact SPARS at 4300 10th Ave. 

N.. Lake Worth. FL 33461; 407- 641 -6648; fax 407 -6428263. 
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TIME CODE 

DISTRWüYZED 0 

HANDS ON: 

By RICK SCHWARTZ 

._. 

THE BRAINSTORM 
SR -15 

DISTRI PALYZER 

Om 0.0.0ii 

though there are many synchro- 
nizers and time code readers or gen- 
erators on the market, few devices 
exist that help us identify and correct 
problems we may encounter. The 
Brainstorm SR -15 Distripalyzer is one 
such device. It consists of three tightly 
integrated time code problem -solvers 
in a small package. it's called the 
Distripalyzer because it includes a dis- 
tributor /reshaper, pilot tone stripper 
and time code analyzer. Let's start 
with the distributor /reshaper located 
in the center of the unit. 

Analog tape recorders have a hard 
time recording and reproducing digi- 
tal signals, meaning square waves, such 
as time code (See Figure 3). Badly 
rounded edges make the time code 
hard to read and almost impossible to 
accurately resolve to. The reshaper in 
the SR -15 straightens the edges, elimi- 
nating amplitude distortion. It also 

Rick Schwartz is a contributing editor to REP and director 
of post production at Post Complex, Los Angeles. 
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causes output levels to remain consis- 
tent, regardless of input level fluctua- 
tions. 

The SR -15 incorporates the same re- 
shaping circuitry as the existing and 
popular SR -1, but it has five individu- 
ally buffered outputs instead of one. 
Buffered outputs are important be- 
cause waveform distortion can occur 
when the signal is loaded down too 
much, as is the case when you mult it 
to different devices using a patch bay. 
Its built -in distribution amp is perfect 
for sending clean code to console au- 
tomation systems, synchronizers, a 
MIDI interface, hard disk workstation 
or whatever else needs it. 

The reshaper also helps to prevent 
crosstalk by providing several rise time 
settings. Try the square wave setting 
for high -speed reshaping or when feed- 
ing a time code reader directly. For all 
other applications, use the SMPTE or 
EBU settings, which help to reduce 
crosstalk and signal bleed. The 
reshaper works at any speed, forward 

Lo I 

or backward. It also reshapes code 
before it is fed to the analyzer, so 
amplitude distortions won't be re- 
flected in your measurements. 

DISPLAYING DROPOUTS 
The time code analyzer in the SR -15 

does three things. Foremost, it checks 
the format, frame rate and stability. 
Next, it checks for proper video phase. 
Finally, it checks for errors. The first 
time you feed time code into the SR -15, 
the unit displays the number 24, 25 or 
30fps, indicating frame rate format. 
After two seconds the device starts 
reading time code. 

There are two readouts in the ana- 
lyzer section. The top readout displays 
time code and user bits. Below that is 
a 4 -digit display that shows frame rate 
and field rate. On the side are four 
LEDs labeled ASCII, COLOR FRAME, 
DROP FRAME and VIDEO CODE. The 
ASCII LED shows whether user bits are 
ASCII or hex. COLOR FRAME shows the 
presence of a color flag. The DROP 

o 
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FRAME LED shows the presence of a 
drop frame flag, but also warns against 
a missing flag or the presence of a false 
flag. The VIDEO CODE LED shows 
whether the time code is properly 
phased with video. 

It's like a SMPTE 
magnifying glass -a 
great diagnostic tool 
that allows the user to 
try things several ways, 
in order to find out 
which works best. 

Time code errors are detected by a 
microprocessor that checks for bad 
sync words, discontinuous addresses, 
repeated frames, dropouts and video 
loss. As soon as the SR -15 detects an 
error, its main display will start blink- 
ing and indicate the error type. It keeps 
the first error in memory until you 
reset it. When you stop tape or inter- 
rupt input, the main display indicates 
where the error occurred. When code 
is reapplied, it resets the unit to start 
analyzing the code again. 

Although our evaluation unit did not 
have it, future models will include a 
manual reset button. Earlier units can 
be reset by switching to "user" and 
then back to "code." The decision to 
only remember one error was made to 
keep the unit easy to use and to keep 
the price down. However, the RS -232 
option enables a complete report to 
be printed (See "Hardware Options," 
page 58). 

FIELDS AND FRAMES 
The video input on the rear panel 

allows the unit to reference to a video 
signal. The SR -15 will differentiate be- 
tween synchronous, out-of-phase and 
drifting time code. When the reader 
display switch is set to "user," the SR- 

15 shows the alignment of time code to 
video sync, specifically, which time 
code bit number is aligned with the 
video field 1, line 5. If the unit displays 
'bit 79' and is not changing, the code is 
"synchronous" (See Figure 4). 

This condition is sometimes hard to 
find in the real world. As long as video 
drive is within a few bits of 79, you 
shouldn't have any serious problems 
-assuming it stays on that bit num- 
ber. This condition is called resolved, 
but out-of-phase, and is indicated when 
the VIDEO CODE LED blinks mostly on. 
If the number in the display drifts, you 

shouldn't use the 
code because it 
is asynchronous. 
This condition 
will be confirmed 
by the VIDEO 
CODE LED blink- 
ing mostly off. 
When there is no 
video reference 
present, the 
VIDEO CODE LED 
is off. 

THE STRIPPER 
Pilot tones are 

often used in film 
work and as a 
time code safety. 
In the event your 
time code track 
becomes dam- 
aged, you can still 
resolve the tape 
using the sync 
tone. The SR -15 
can extract a pi- 
lot or sync tone 
from any source, 
including time 
code, video or ac 
mains. Unlike 
some other 
units, the SR -15 
extracts a tone 
that is synchro- 
nous with its 
source. If the 
source is time 
code, the zero 
crossing of the 
sine wave will 
line up with the 
end of the sync 
word. For video, 
it corresponds to 
Field 1, Line 5 of 
the video source. 
For mains, it lines 
up with the zero 
crossing of the ac 
mains. 

SYNCIRIONICOY 
The SR -15 will 

Time Code Error Report: 

* ** FORMAT * ** 

30 Drop Frame 
User bits: HEX 

00000000 
** VIDEO REFERENCE ** 

Present 
V Drive at Bit 39 
* ** START TIME * ** 

09.03.48.08 

** ADDRESS ERRORS ** 

09.04.48.16 Dropout 
09.10.31.27 Change in color status 
09.10.36.05 Bad sync word 
09.10.36.13 Discontinuous ascending 
09.10.37.00 Change in count format: 30 
09.10.38.02 Discontinuous ascending 
09.11.13.19 Bad sync word 
09.11.13.23 Discontinuous ascending 
09.11.13.24 Invalid address 
09.11.14.00 Change in count format: 24 
09.11.26.19 Bad bit 
09.11.26.23 Change in color status 
09.11.26.23 Bad sync word 
09.11.26.28 Dropout 
09.11.26.27 Change in user status flag 
09.11.26.29 Invalid address 
09.11.27.00 Invalid address 
09.11.27.01 Change in user status flag 
09.11.27.02 Change in count format: 25 
09.13.45.02 Change in color status 
09.14.26.14 Bad bit 
09.14.26.14 Code stopped 

SUMMARY 
VIDEO SYNC: Not Resolved to Video 
Parity Bit Active 

END TIME 
09.14.26.14 

Figure 1. The comprehensive time code error report can be 
sent to an external printer or computer. 

generate either a 
sine or square wave field rate sync 
tone. Sine waves are better suited for 
use with analog machines, because 
they are easy to record and they bleed 
less. Square waves sometimes work 
better on digital audio workstations or 
digital multitrack machines. 

In an audio post -production situa- 
tion where you are locked to a video 
reference, you want your sync tone to 
be locked to the same source (59.94). 
But when you are stripping from a 2- 

inch machine with time code, refer- 

ence the sync tone to time code and 
not to a video reference. If you always 
strip from code referenced to video 
sync, the two signals will be exactly 
phased and will not drift. 

By the way, it's always a good idea to 
print time code at the same time you 
print sync, so that any variations will 
be common to both sources. 

INSTALLATION 
The SR -15 should be permanently 

installed into your synchronization 
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chain and always be on -line. This way 
it can detect time code errors immedi- 
ately, before you commit any record- 
ing to bad time code. To install the 
unit, first patch the output of your 
master time code source into the rear 
panel input of the SR -15. Next patch 
the outputs of the distributor /reshaper 
to reading equipment or to all slave 
machines. 

About the only thing 
this box does not do is 
to analyze VITC, but 
that would likely double 
its price. 

In a typical audio -post situation, this 
would include a J -inch video work 
print, 2 -inch multitrack, -inch 4-track 
and maybe even a digital audio work- 
station. Striping through the SR -15 al- 
lows the user to simultaneously make 
several copies with individual output 
level control. The front panel input 
select switch makes it easy to com- 
pare the signal coming off tape to the 
original source. You may be surprised 
by the difference between the two, 
especially with videotape machines. 

The SR -15 works in balanced or un- 
balanced systems. Although pin polar- 
ity will not affect time code, it can 
cause a pilot tone error of frame, if 
Pin 3 on the XLR connector is not high. 
A video signal is used by the analyzer 
to verify the phase of the time code 
and also to extract a pilot tone. Con- 
nect your external video reference to 
the rear -panel VIDEO IN jack. The 
"video loop" allows the video refer- 
ence to be patched through to the 
input of your time code generator if 
needed. The SR -15 also has a 7551 ter- 
mination switch if needed. 

HARDWARE OPTIONS 
Although the SR -15 has only been 

shipping since January, the company 
already plans a number of hardware 
options. Through an RS -232 port, the 
unit will send a comprehensive time 
code report to an external printer or 
computer. The report will list each 
error, along with its address and de- 
scription, as well as the format type 
and SMPTE start and end times. (See 
Figure 1.) 

Also included with the RS -232 up- 
grade is an internal beeper and error - 
detection event relay. The relay can 
be used as a remote enunciator, which 
could show the difference between 
good and bad code. A simple modifica- 

tion could allow the relay on the SR -15 
to stop a tape machine when a time 
code dropout occurs. The estimated 
cost of the RS -232 upgrade is approxi- 
mately $100. A video option for the SR- 
15 is also planned. The spare BNC 
connector on the back of the unit will 
be used for a multiformat composite 
sync generator. 

DOCUMENTATION 
The manual is written for working 

professionals who don't have time to 
read about the history of time code, 
but who need to find an answer fast. It 
is filled with charts, illustrations and 
wiring diagrams. Many sections are 
followed by brief, yet interesting tips. 
The only thing missing is a summary 
chart that lists every type of time code 
problem, its effect on your project, 
and, most important, how to fix it. 

TIME IS MONEY 
The base price of the SR -15 is $1,095. 

Although the unit is not cheap, it will 
quickly pay for itself by eliminating 
time code -related downtime. During 
our evaluation, our studio was having 
problems with a client's tape drifting 
out of sync. We quickly patched the 
output from the multitrack into the SR- 
15 and hit the play button. Immedi- 

Continued on page 60 
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Figure 2. Signal flowchart for the SR -15 showing the reshaping, analyzing and stripper functions. 
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SOMETIMES 

30 EQUALS 29.97 

Ican't tell you how many times 
I have attempted to explain the 
difference between standard and 
color frame rates, only to get a 
puzzled look. This is especially 
true when I mention that even 
though a videotape says it has 30- 
frame -count format, it almost al- 
ways has a 29.97fps rate. How can 
you tell whether a tape was actu- 
ally striped with true 30 -frame 
code? Most studios can't. 

Striping time code normally oc- 
curs at the same time the assis- 
tant engineer is putting up mics, 
making patches and preparing his 
morning cup of coffee. Little 
thought is given to the matter until 
hours latter when problems show 
up. Sometimes it takes a while to 
get far enough into a project until 
the drift in sync becomes obvious. 
Bad time code can turn a simple 4- 
hour session into a 10 -hour night- 
mare. 

There are too many types of syn- 
chronization problems: mixed 
frame rates, non - reshaped code, 
time code dropouts, an unresolved 
master or even an improperly set 
drop -frame flag. If you have the 
luxury of striping a tape yourself, 
the tape will lock while it is in your 
studio. But unless you carefully 
follow a number of precautions, 
there is no guarantee it will lock in 

another studio. 
What about a master that you 

didn't stripe? How should you 
stripe the slave if you can't tell 
what frame rate the master was? 
There must be some way of ana- 
lyzing time code to make sure it is 
OK - and pointing the finger if it is 
not. This is an issue, because he 
who causes the problem usually 
pays for the problem. 

There are many time code horror 
stories, including the generator 
that drops three frames instead of 
two, or the one that has a drop - 
frame flag, but non -drop code. 
We've even heard of some early 
MIDI boxes that would drop four 
frames one period and then none 
the next. The overall frame count 
was correct, but the way it was 
getting there was totally absurd. 

Caveat emptor, or get a Brain- 
storm. 

38 VIRTUAL TRACK 

HARD DRIVE RECORDING 

ON A PCIAT? 

MICROSOUNDTr. ` 

Now the power of 38 virtual track audio recording 
and mixing is yours! Use MicroSound for: 

Music production 

Video and film post -production 

Sound effects 

Radio /TV spots 

CD. CDI, CD -ROM & multimedia 

Dance mixes 

All your audio applications will turn out clean and crisp 
with phase linear, -100 db noise floor quality and trans- 

parent audio recording. All editing is saved on 
MicroSound's hard drive for DDD mastering and first 

generation sound quality from start to finish. And talk 

about fast -any delete is done or undone in 0.1 second! 

Whether for home or studio, MicroSound has a system to 

fit your needs and budget. MicroSound workstations are 
available from under $8.000 to $15.000! A CD recorder is 

optionally available to give you a CD- capable mixer for 

under $30.000! Or add MicroSound to your existing PC- 

AT for under $4,000! 

_MISISIZES= 

te4 WIú 

S! 
Micro Technology Unlimited 

156 Wind Chime Court 
Raleigh, North Carolina 

USA 27619 -'06' 

Telephone: (919) 870 -0344 
Fax: (919) 870 -7163 

Call, write or fax today for your free MicroSound brochure 
Circle (26) on Rapid Facts Card 

THE INDUSTRY BIBLE. 

NORTH AMERICA'S ESSENTIAL MUSIC BUSINESS 

AND PRODUCTION DIRECTORY. 

SOURCEBOOK is the most widely used directory in the business, containing over 8700 listings in 

70 categories including labels, producers, distributors, managers, publishers, agents, 

attorneys, recording studios and much more. 

554.95. CALL (800) 472-7472 FOR ORDERS. VISA /MC/AMEX ACCEPTED. 
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Figure 3. Depiction of wavelorn displays showing reshaping capabilities of SR -15 on original signals off analog tape (left) and 
end result (right). 

Continued from page 58 
ately, it became clear that there were 
several problems with the tape. The 
video sync light was blinking mostly 
off and the frame rate was drifting all 
over the place. The clients could clearly 
see the problem. 

A common miscon- 
ception is that if a tape 
has SMPTE time code, 
there is no way to have 
problems. This couldn't 
be further from the 
truth, of course. 

As it turned out, a project studio had 
striped the tape with time code gener- 
ated from an inexpensive MIDI inter- 
face device that had no stable refer- 
ence or house sync. A common mis- 
conception is that if a tape has SMPTE 

time code, there is no way to have 
problems. This couldn't be further from 
the truth, of course. 

The time code analyzer in the SR -15 
gives you instant feedback, so you know 
about any potential problems early in 
a session. And clients can immediately 
see where the problems really lie (such 
as on their own tapes). Often, if a stu- 
dio discovers problems with a client's 
tape several hours after the beginning 
of the session, it becomes the studio's 
problem. If problems are found within 
the first few minutes, however, it's the 
client's responsibility. 

CAVEATS 
The SR -15 is constructed of quality 

components, but there are several 
small nits. In order to simultaneously 
display SMPTE and frame rate, a small 
window was used. Also, the SR -15 uses 
an external 8.5 ac power supply. This 
box costs too much to use a wall wart. 
Let's hope that Brainstorm will offer 
an IEC -type ac jack after it obtains UL 
approval. Speaking of requests, the 

SR -15 is a great diagnostic tool, but it 
does little to solve the problems that it 
flags. I would like to see products from 
the company that address the prob- 
lems of frame -rate conversion and 
phase correction. 

SUMMARY 
Once in a while, a product comes 

along that is so useful and innovative, 
you wonder how you've gotten along 
without it. The Brainstorm SR -15 is 
that kind of product. It's like a SMPTE 
magnifying glass -a great diagnostic 
tool that allows the user to try things 
several ways, in order to find out which 
works best. 

About the only thing this box does 
not do is to analyze VITC, but that 
would likely double its price. Although 
some of the LED displays are non- intui- 
tive, the presence of a "good code" 
LED is idiot proof. The SR -15 is power- 
ful, easy to use and essential for any 
studio that uses time code. 

Circle (100) on Rapid Facts Card 
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Figure 4. To be synchronous with video, the beginning of each time code word must coincide exactly with the beginning of the 
video frame it describes (i.e. time code bit 79 lines up with video Field 1, Line 5). 
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What The World 
Needs Now ... 

By Laurel Cash -Jones and Fred Jones 

Just when you thought that the world 
of recording was becoming a safer 
place, yet another new (and incompat- 
ible) digital format is being introduced 
to you. However, this may not be such 
a bad idea! 

Let us explain this seeming paradox. 
As you are probably aware, at least 
two of the most popular digital for- 
mats that are in your professional re- 
cording environment (DAT and CD) 
started their rather complicated life 
as consumer items. 

Although these products have been 
greatly enhanced with other features, 
such as time code, there are some in 
the professional world who are more 
than a little concerned that we are 
perhaps limiting ourselves by adapt- 
ing these consumer devices to fit our 
needs. Furthermore, they think, we 
are compromising (sound quality), in- 
stead of creating them specifically for 
use in what can sometimes be a very 
challenging environment. 

Take location sound recording. DAT 
has been experimented with quite fre- 
quently over the past several years, 
with results ranging from spectacular 
to disappointing. As we all know, the 
road is a dangerous place for any type 
of electronic device. Many a frustrated 
engineer, confronted with a device that 
has just screwed up a perfect take, has 
tossed one of these wonders into the 
nearest lake or over a cliff for revenge. 

Ever since the introduction of digital 
recording, the people at Nagra- 
Kudelski were being pressured to in- 
troduce a digital equivalent of the then 
industry- standard Nagra recorder for 
use on location recording. When Nagra 
did not jump on the DAT bandwagon, 
the recording universe (as small as it 
is) was surprised. Evidently, Nagra 
wouldn't introduce a digital recorder 
for field use until it found a format that 
would be superior in sound quality, 
and at least as stable and as rugged as 
the analog machines that it was cur- 
rently producing. 

For several years, the folks at Nagra 

Laurel Cash -Jones is an editorial consultant to REP and a 

tree -lance writer. Fred Jones is a tree -lance engineer, pro- 
ducer and writer. 

have shown various prototypes of digi- 
tal recorders at assorted trade shows 
to mixed reviews. The recording in- 
dustry, which is known for its infinite 
patience and understanding, said, 
"Why not just come out with a DAT 
machine with time code ?" 

"No," was the Nagra answer. "We want 
something better." 

During this period of time, the video 
and film industries were going through 
growing pains with the clamor of 
people wanting better audio. New 
video formats, such as Dl and D2, were 
being introduced. These new formats 
had four digital audio channels with 
"CD- quality" sound. 

Field engineers were wanting to cap- 
ture more than two channels of audio 
in the field - time code, sync, cue 
tracks and audio. Nagra was watching 
from the wings, all the while trying to 
develop a product that was more than 
just an adaptation of another format 
that would only serve the industry in 
the short run. In other words, when 
Nagra introduced its new format, it 
would stand the test of time. 

Well, the waiting is over. Nagra has 
introduced a new machine for location 
recording that could set the standard 
for years to come. Yes, it is a new and 
incompatible format to the rest of the 
recording world, but it also offers the 
professional field recordist more reli- 
ability and features than anything else. 

Unveiled at the 1992 NAB show in Las 
Vegas, the Nagra -D is a dual- format, 4- 

channel or 2-channel, battery- powered, 
portable, digital recorder. Using a he- 
lical scan rotary head open reel de- 
sign, the Nagra -D employs 5 -inch reels 
of 1 /4-inch digital tape on which you 
may record up to 58 minutes in the 4- 
channel mode, or one hour and 56 

minutes in the 2-channel mode. It al- 
lows 7 -inch reels and a larger cover 
optionally. 

The Nagra -D gives you extremely high 
resolution because of its 24-bit record- 
ing format, with playback at 18 -bit. 
There is a planned upgrade of the A/D 
converters to 20-bit when lower power 
consumption A/D convertors become 
available. Four bits per channel are 
allocated to command data presented 
at the AES /EBU digital I /O. 

One advantage to the open reel ro- 
tary head format is the access to the 
heads for cleaning, plus it allows for 
editing in the field with a razor blade. 
In addition to the four discrete audio 
channels, there are three longitudinal 
audio tracks that supplement the digi- 
tal ones: a control track, which can log 
markers indicating the start point of 
each helical scan; a time code track 
that conforms to SMPTE /EBU video 
and cinema standards; and a cue track. 

The cue track can receive a mix of all 
four digital channels, record commen- 
tary information via an external cue 
mic, or encode Dropout Files Manage- 
ment Data /ECC (Error Correction 
Code). 

The tape speed is 3.89ips for 4-chan- 
nel operation; the 2-channel speed is 
1.98ips. And the unit comes with an 
industry- standard 2 -hour Betacam bat- 
tery pack! Level and fade pots are con- 
centrically mounted with the outer 
ring controlling the channel signals 
and the inner ring controlling the fade 
function. All channels' fade controls 
can be grouped and controlled by a 

single knob. 
The fade function actually puts a fade 

control signal onto the tape. This sig- 
nal then fades the audio without actu- 
ally affecting the audio. This also al- 
lows you to switch in or defeat a fade 
during subsequent playback, in case 
the director changes his mind. But we 
know that never happens in the real 
world, right? 

Although other manufacturers have 
jumped into the world of location re- 
cording, nobody has more experience 
than Nagra. Most of us in the industry 
want compatibility of formats. We also 
want the best quality equipment to do 
our job. Perhaps Nagra may teach us 
the value of patience. If this unit per- 
forms as well as those that have pre- 
ceded it, it deserves the serious con- 
sideration of the professional record- 
ing community. 
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SONITECH DSP -BASED INTERFACES 

Sonitech's new DSP-based interfaces 
allow SPARCstations, PCs and VME- 
based systems to run speech, audio, 
telephone and multimedia applica- 
tions. The Stereo Audio /Telephone 
Interface Box and the Digital Audio 
Interface use a serial port that pro- 
vides a direct interface with Sonitech's 
TMS320C30 -based SPIRIT -30 DSP 
boards and with most other digital 
signal processors with serial ports. 

The SAIB is a 16-bit stereo A/D and D/ 
A converter with dynamic range of up 
to 80dB. It includes a built -in anti - 
aliasing filter, is fully software pro- 
grammable for input and output sec- 
tions for gain, sampling rate (8 to 48kHz) 
and word size, and features three op- 
tions for the input and four options for 
the output. 

The DAI is a simple interface to CD 
players or DAT decks using either S/ 
PDIF or AES /EBU interconnections. It 
supports input and output rates of 32, 
44.1 and 48 ksamples /sec (stereo) and 
audio word sizes of 16 to 24 bits. Out- 
puts can be synchronized to inputs or 
independently operated, or external 
syncronization for multi -track appli- 
cations. 

Circle (102) on Rapid Facts Card 

NAKAMICHI DAT RECORDER 

Nakamichi's 1000 DAT tape system 
boasts a 4 -head design and features 
fast, gentle tape loading and a unique 
half -load position. The new DAT's op- 
erational system includes a calibrated 
ROM system, glitch cancellation cir- 
cuitry, 2 -speed twin -PPL digital audio 
interface and an auto-calibration A/D 
converter. 

The 1000 also employs Nakamichi's 
exclusive F.A.S.T. (Fast Access Station- 
ary Tape Guide Transport) mechanism. 
A major departure from VCR -derived 
designs, this patented design not only 
ensures more precise and reliable tape 
positioning, but also quickly estab- 
lishes the required alignment each time 
a tape is loaded. 

The total system is comprised of a 
Digital Audio Recorder, a Remote Con- 
troller and a Digital Audio Processor. 
Multiple recorders can be connected 
to a single audio processor and each 
processor can be loaded with multiple 
I/O formats. Digital level meters and 
digital muting circuitry are standard. 
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BEYERDYNAMIC SUPERCARDIOID MIC 
Beyerdynamic's M 424 is a miniature 

supercardioid dynamic mic incorpo- 
rating TG-X technology and neodynium 
magnets. While physically small, the 

M 424 provides high sensitivity, a 
tight polar pattern, fast transient re- 
sponse plus the capacity to withstand 
high SPL sound sources. 

The 424 Series is designed to provide 
superb intelligibility for a variety of 
miking assignments including instru- 
ment miking applications within a re- 
cording/sound reinforcement environ- 
ment, a broadcast studio or intercom 
talkback. A pre -mounted slim profile 
gooseneck version is designated as 
the SHM 424. 
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ALLEN & HEATH MIXING CONSOLES 

The Allen & Heath GS-3 series of mix- 
ing consoles is designed specifically to 
interface with the latest generation of 
studio equipment and multitrack tape 
machines. Available in 16 x 8 x 2 or 24 
x 8 x 2 standard in -line formats, there is 
an optional 8-channel expander allow- 
ing both 16-and 24-channel, 8 -bus stan- 
dard sizes to be expanded to a full 32- 
channel format. 

The GS-3 also offers an on -board MIDI 
mute automation system called the V4 
plus, which features FET switching for 
silent muting of channel, monitor, and 
effects sends and returns. The V4 also 
has programmable function keys that 
are capable of "learning" most MIDI 
commands to allow remote access and 
control of virtually any MIDI device 
including tape transports and sequenc- 
ers while sending and receiving MIDI 
program change, etc. 

The in -line format and routing facili- 
ties allow up to 32 -track recording and 
mixdown to 2 -track mastering ma- 
chines without the need for re- patch- 
ing. Four dedicated stereo effects re- 
turns and two signal paths per channel 
provide a maximum of 40, 56, or 72 
inputs with EQ available for mixdown. 
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DIGIDESIGN TAPE BACKUP 

The Digidesign ProArchive 8mm 
(DAT) tape backup unit combines a 
storage capacity of 5Gbytes and data 
transfer rate of 500kbytes /sec to de- 
liver advanced storage capacity (over 
16 track -hours of continuous digital 
audio data without data compression) 
and advanced upload /download speed 

in a three rack -space unit. The smaller 
ProArchive 4mm can store up to 
2Gbytes of uncompressed data with a 
data transfer rate of 233kbytes /sec in a 
black two rack -space case. 

Included with each ProArchive unit 
is the ProArchive software, an applica- 
tion designed to simplify the task of 
backing up the huge data files nor- 
mally associated with digital audio and 
video. When used in systems with a 
Pro Tools System Accelerator, both 
ProArchive models support back- 
ground backup and restoration, leav- 
ing the computer available for editing 
audio data or other general tasks. 
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EAW NEARFIELO MONITORS 

EAW's MS103 and MS63 Ultimate Fi- 
delity Nearfield Systems were designed 
for high level reproduction in the near 

field. Both are 3 -way systems incor- 
porating a 12 -inch (MS63) or 15 -inch 
(MS103), woofer, a 6 -inch carbon fiber 
midrange cone driver, and a soft dome 
tweeter. To maintain dispersion at a 
constant 120° from 500Hz up, the MS 
Series tweeter is coupled to the air 
using a specially designed WGP 
waveguide. 
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ACOUSTILOG SPEAKER SWITCHER 

Acoustilog has introduced the S5-4 
speaker Switcher, a 4- position speaker 
selector for studio use. The S5-4 will 
connect three pairs of small speakers 
and one pair of large speakers using 
only a single stereo amplifier. It fea- 
tures automatic equalizer switching, 
speaker fuses, low- frequency speaker 
protection level trims and remote con- 
trol capability. 
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APOGEE CONVERTER SYSTEM 

Apogee Electronics Corporation's PS- 
1000 power supply unit combines with 
the company's popular AD-500 and 

DA-1000E portable reference convert- 
ers and the RM -1000 rack -mount car- 
rier frame to create an integrated digi- 
tal audio converter system intended 
for CD mastering, digital workstations 
and video post production suites. 

Because both converters are pow- 
ered by the flexible PS -1000, this Apo- 
gee system can operate anywhere in 
the world on 100, 120, 220 and 240V 
mains supplies. 

Circle (109) on Rapid Facts Card 
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AUDIO SYSTEM DESIGN USA 

Audio System Design USA has intro- 
duced its new Sherman GX- Series 2 
line of concert sound reinforcement 
systems. Designed for high -power ap- 
plications, the Series 2 systems, which 
include the GX- Commando S2 and GX- 
B218/S2, feature upgraded compo- 
nents. The GX- Commando /S2 has been 
improved with a 2 -inch HF compres- 
sion driver, a 7 -inch horn -loaded Kevlar 
cone with increased power handling 
for mid -range, and two 15 -inch bass 
drivers with 4 -inch voice coils and dual 
suspension for extended low -fre- 
quency. The GX- B215/S2 and GX -B218/ 
S2 sub -bass systems use similar dual 
15 -inch and 18 -inch drive units for ex- 
tended low -frequency power handling 
performance. Series 2 systems can be 
configured for use in bi -amped or tri- 
amped applications. 
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CEDAR SPLIT RECOMBINE SYSTEM 

CEDAR Audio has produced the Ce- 
dar Split Recombine System. Available 
as a real -time software module that 
may be loaded onto any existing CE- 
DAR System, this module reduces many 
of the amplitude distortions intro- 
duced by digital and analog recording 
and transmission errors, microphone 
crackle and breakup, FM radio crackle 
and interference, line spikes and digi- 
tal errors. The module will also re- 

move embedded crackle, small 
scratches that have been distorted by 
low -pass filtering and the distortion or 
signal breakup caused by groove wall 
damage. Working entirely in the digi- 
tal domain, the module operates at all 
industry standard sample rates. All 
processing is performed in real -time. 
And, if needed, the module may be 
operated as a 'black box' - process- 
ing audio material as it is played from 
the source directly to the mastering 
medium. 
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NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS ACCELERATOR 

BOARD 

National Instruments has released 
the NB- DSP2305, the company's latest 
high -performance digital signal pro- 
cessing (DSP) and analysis accelera- 
tor board for Macintosh II and Quadra 
computers. With the NB- DSP2305 and 
any of the company's NB Series plug -in 
data acquisition boards, system de- 
velopers can acquire analog and digi- 
tal signals and perform numerically 
intensive data processing and analy- 
sis operations in much less time than 
with the Macintosh processor alone. 
The new board has a 40MHz version of 
the TI TMS320C30 32 -bit floating -point 
DSP chip and a NuBus master interface 
that can directly access Macintosh 
NuBus boards. 
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Fo, a catalog and a list of orc, 60 

dealers in the USA and Canada, contact 

Magnetic Reference Laboratory, Inc. 

229 Polaris Ave., Suite 4 

Mountain View, CA 94043 
1415) 965 -8187 

The MRL Calibration Graph is your proof of 
the quality control that goes into every MR L 

Reproducer Calibration Tape. We guarantee 
each one to exceed the performance 
requirements of IEC, NAB, AES, and EIA 
Standards. 

MRL Calibration Tapes are designed and 

supported by experts in magnetic recording 
and audio standardization ... we helped write 
the standards. Each tape comes with 
detailed instructions and application notes. 

The MRL catalog includes tapes for all studio 
applications. In addition to the usual spot. 
frequency tapes, we make single -tone tapes, 
rapid -swept frequency tapes, wideband on 

1 /3rd octave-band pink random noise tapes, 
and difference-method azimuth-setup tapes. 
Most are available from stock. 

Live & Direct 
Continued from page 45 

things to look forward to that we can 
only imagine. Who will invent the ideal 
computer -controlled audio system 
network? Or the perfect acoustical in- 
terface between speaker system and 
listening audience? Or an affordable 
digital mixing console that works well? 
Or the package tour heard 'round -the- 
world? Or the wireless system that 
sounds better than cable? Or the 5- 
pound, 2500W amplifier? 

A sound industry climate such as 
today's is reminiscent of two decades 
ago ... a time when the music industry 
and public taste were changing to a 
more active, boisterous style. 

We don't know if we can look forward 
to chaos or dissolution, or innovation 
and progress ... but one thing is for 
certain: We can look forward to change, 
coming from unexpected directions. 
What to do? 
*Be open to new information. Learn, 
become educated, be a student again. 
Don't hang on to excess baggage. 
Whether obsolete equipment or rusty 
skills, make room for the new. 
Link up, network, co-support, joint - 
venture, and cooperate. Use your as- 
sets to prepare for growth and to re- 
spond to new opportunities. 
Whether personally or corporately, 
be open to the future. Help create it. 

Circle (25) on Rapid Facts Card 
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64441 Else. 

SOFTWARE 

LONE WOLF VIRTUAL STAGE SOFTWARE 

The Virtual Stage is a dramatic 
breakthrough for show setup and 
control. It combines the powerful 
Virtual Stage Software and Lone 
Wolf's fiber optic -based MIDITap, the 
MediaLink network hardware. Users 
can now view, configure and control 
entire show setup instantly. A graphic 
interface provides user -definable and 
factory- supplied icons for every de- 
vice in your system. All setups can be 
graphically or textually printed out 
for future reference. Complex setups 
and routings can be recalled instantly. 
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AUDIO ANIMATION TRANSMISSION - 

OPERATING SOFTWARE 

Audio Animation has released Ver- 
sion 2.2 Paragon- transmission -Oper- 
ating Software. This software en- 
hancement is being supplied to exist- 
ing paragon- transmission owners at 
no charge and will be included as 
standard equipment with each unit 
that leaves the Audio Animation cor- 
porate facilities. 
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MACSPEAKEHZ 

True Image Audio recently released 
Version 2.5 of the MacSpeakerz loud- 
speaker design application for Macin- 
tosh computers. Significant improve- 
ments in this upgrade package in- 
clude two available choices for the 
frequency response scale: the origi- 
nal 0dB Mode and new dB SPL Mode, 
which is read with frequency re- 
sponse plots and displays predicted 
SPL of the subsystem versus fre- 
quency. The dB SPL scale will also 
predict how loud the speaker will 
play at any power level entered in the 
Input Power field of the Driver and 
Subsystem Parameters window. This 
feature is used to derate system 
power below the driver's maximum 
thermal power rating to avoid violat- 
ing the excursion limit for any driver 
mounted to a particular enclosure. 

Version 2.5's revised analysis menu 
offers users a choice of three differ- 
ent decible per division settings and 
also allows the users to zoom in for 
detail or out for perspective. 
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AUDIO TEKNOLOGY INCORPORATED 

ATI has announced the L.E.A.P 
(Loudspeaker Enclosure Analysis 
Program) Version 4.1 and an upgrade 
to the previous version L.E.A.P. (V 
3.11). A complete 20Hz to 20kHz 
multi -way design program, this new 
program is also capable of accurate 
non -linear modeling of low -end driver 
response as well as complete pas- 
sive and active crossover analysis 
and optimization. Box design types 
include sealed, vented, passive ra- 
diator and sealed and vented rear 
chamber bandpass enclosures. Us- 
ers of this box design CAE /CAD soft- 
ware include JBL, Renkus Heinz, Polk 
Audio, Cerwin -Vega, Bose, Infinity, 
Klipsch and Tannoy. 

ATI also announced a new acoustic 
and electrical measurement system 
for loudspeakers. The LMS (Loud- 
speaker Measurement System) is a 
PC -based gated swept sine wave test 
instrument capable of performing 
sound pressure measurement, im- 
pedance, distortion analysis and 
other loudspeaker analysis. 
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SCIENTIFIC DESIGN SOFTWARE 

Scientific Design Software has re- 
leased BoxOpt, an enclosure simula- 
tion and optimization design pro- 
gram designed to develop complex 
loudspeaker /enclosure systems. 
BoxOpt uses advanced circuit simu- 
lation and gradient optimization to 
analyze and optimize system designs. 
BoxOpt can design sealed, vented, 
passive radiator, all multi- chamber 
enclosures (fifth, sixth, seventh, 
quasi- seventh, etc.) and isobaric en- 
closure configurations and can also 
model designs with more than two 
chambers. A non -lumped parameter 
"model" is used for calculations to 
ensure accurate simulations. 

BoxOpt provides active filter simu- 
lation for modeling of active cross- 
overs and filter- assisted alignments. 
Passive filters are included for mod- 
eling interaction with other systems. 

Included with BoxOpt is the SDS 
Driver File Manager (DFM) program. 
With over 1,000 drivers, the data- 
base eliminates redundant data en- 
try. DFM performs searches on driver 
database to locate drivers by param- 
eters or system design criteria. 
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Continued from page 44 

shifting programs are quite good, but the 
modulated effects are great. The seemingly 
simple areas where digital processors often 
fall down - dynamics controls and equaliza- 
tion - are handled effectively by the DP /4. 
It's easy with this unit to say that it does 
virtually everything, and does it well. 

There is, however, one aspect of the de- 
vice that might contribute to operator confu- 
sion: There is almost too much variability, 
too many places that programs can "hide." 
Any single preset number can actually repre- 
sent one of four different processor configu- 
rations (single source in, dual source, three 
source and four source), with associated 
DSP feeds and output routings. 

These options overlook 18 different pos- 
sible groupings of the four DSP's cross - 
patch arrangements. Does processor A feed 
B serially or in parallel? Do the first two feed 
the last two serially, or are all four in parallel? 
Does the feedback loop go around the last 
processor or all the way to the first DSP? 
And, oh, yes - how is it hardwired? The 
input and output jacks are "smart," so cer- 
tain configurations are only possible if the 
unit is wired properly. Each program, espe- 
cially the complex combinations, is deter- 
mined foremost by the processor configura- 
tion selected. As you can see, this gets deep 
really fast. 

It is safe to say that every program's sound 
(algorithm combination and configuration 
routing) is immensely variable and flexible. 
To use an analogy: Most processor manu- 
facturers give you puzzle pieces, some pic- 
tures of what the finished puzzle looks like, 
and instructions on how it goes together. 
Ensoniq does all of that, but it lets you take 
the puzzle pieces down to component parts - paint and paper and cardboard - and 
then gives you some scissors to shape your 
own pieces. 

Fortunately, you have to work a little harder 
to get down to the deeper layers of algorithm 
and configuration design. Casual users can 
do just fine without getting into trouble. They 
can turn it on, dial in some great sounds, 
tweak them and start cutting. As it should be. 

And the manual is extremely comprehen- 
sive, covering not only the general concepts 
behind this complex unit, but also the specif- 
ics of navigating and controlling every single 
function. Easily, this was the largest "book" 
delivered, with more than 100 pages. 

In short, a wonderful device for those who 
like to roll up their sleeves and dive right in. 
Check out the Ensoniq if you really want to 
see what's up with the current devices. 

Next month, we'll continue this evaluation 
with the Lexicon LXP -15, Roland RSP 550, 
Sony DPS -D7 and DPS -R7, and the Yamaha 
SPX 1000. Until then ... 
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FOR SALE 

STUDIOWORKS 
Recording & Broadcast Equipment 

FACTORY DIRECT PRICES 
ON 3M & AMPEX TAPE 

ADAMS -SMITH JBL /UREI 
AKG /dbx LEXICON 
ALLEN & HEATH NEUMANN 
DRAWMER OTARI 
ELECTRO -VOICE SENNHEISER 
FOSTEX SOUNDTRACS 
HAFLER TANNOY 

J L COOPER 

Over 80 Professional Lines! 
SONY 

Professional Audio 
(800)438 -5921 (704)375 -1053 

USED EQUIPMENT 
Sum 11124. Lxa-Ile nt coma. 
Sony MXP 3036 Loaded 36 w /auto 
Sony MXP 3036 Loaded 32 non -auto 
Tascam ATR -60 2 HS. IO hrs. 
D &R 4000 w/ Inboard Patchbay 

Other Equipment Available 

CUSTOM LENGTHS RECORDED OR BLANK 
ALSO TELEPHONE ON-HOLD SYSTEMS 

MADE 

IN 

USA. 

MANN 
>: LOOP 

OUR 

y - 15th 

YEAR 

MANUFACTURER DIRECT 
MANN ENDLESS CASSETTE INDUSTRIES 
R. O. BOX 422093, SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94142-2093 

(415) 221-2000 FAX (415) 387 -2425 

BUT SELL 
CONSIGN 

NEW & USED 
AUDIO & VIDEO 
EQUIPMENT 

f "I/ Line Dealer 
JVC Sennhelser 
Audi o-Tec h nlca 
AKG 

In Stock: 
JVC DS -DT 900 
Otan MTR 90 /MTR 12 /MX 5050 
Studer A-801 / A-810 
Tascam M -50 / M -216 / 112 /48. 
Graham Patton 612 /D -Esam 800 
Sound Workshop Series 30 

BARRY 818-845-7000 618.845.9483 

Broadcast Store, Inc. 

DAT TAPES 
120 Minute 
-Name Brand" 

ONLY x6.99 
Computer grade that exceeds 

audio DAT Specs! 
Used once and degaussed. 

800-321-KSET 
M /CARD -VISA 

Money Back Guarantee 

CASSETTE HOUSE 

WHAT COULD YOU HAVE IN COMMON WITH: 
HIT FACTORY -NY, HIT FACTORY -LONDON, POWER STATION, RECORD PLANT -L.A. 
LARRABEE SOUND, ELECTRIC LADY, RIVER SOUND (Donald Fagen /Gary Katz), 
NORMANDY SOUND, BATTERY STUDIOS, TOKYUFUN, THE TOY SPECIALISTS, RACK 
ATTACK, LAfx, DREAMHIRE, STUDIO FX (SYDNEY), GLENN FREY, JON BON JOVI, 
THE BEACH BOYS, AND MANY OTHER OF THE WORLD'S FINEST STUDIOS, RENTA_ 
COMPANIES, AND ARTISTS? 

SUPPLEMENTING THE BEST IN VINTAGE WITH THE BEST IN NEW 
EQUIPMENT.. 
NOW REPRESENTING: FOCUSRITE Processing, SUMMIT AUDIO, SONTEC 
Electronics, B &K Microphones, CAD Consoles. 
WE ALWAYS HAVE TUBE NEUMANNs and AKGs, TUBE COMPRESSORS 
& EOUALIZERS....PULTECS, LANGs, FAIRCHILD, API, NEVE, LA -2As ETC. 

WE BUY, SELL AND TRADE -LIST YOUR FOR SALE EQUIPMENT FREE!! 
WE HAVE LISTINGS ON CONSOLES AND 24 TRACKS, NEVE, SSL, AMEK, 
TRIDENT, API, OTARI, STUDER AND MCI.... , nui a pruùlenl. 

THE CONNECTION, THE SOURCE, THE PROFESSIONALS 
TEL: 617- 784 -7610 FAX: 617- 784 -9244 

SAVE $ 300 on 
TT 144 POINT 
PATCH BAYS 

audio village 
brokers of floe & coarse used equipment 

6191320 -0728 
AKAI S -1000 
MIDI 16 bit stereo digital 
sampler 

CARVER Amplifiers 
Model 100. 300. 1200 

JUICE GOOSE 150 -R 

RANE GE27 
CONSTANT -0 

JBL Speakers 

HAFLER 125 Amps 

AMEK 2000 

OTARI MX5050 

FOSTEX E -8, A -20 

APHEX 
Compressors. dominators 

ADAMS -SMITH 2600 
Synchronizers 

MICOR VIDEO EQUIP j g 
5545 N. Clark Si.. Ch sago. IL 60640.1222 H 
Telex 910 240 9449 Fax 312 334 4385 

312 -334 -4300 
IN -STOCK USED PRO -AUDIO EQUIPMENT 

AVOID OBSOLESCENCE 
CHOOSE 

AUDIO UPGRADES 
Replace the IC's, transistors, 

and caps in your console; 
tape machine and outboard gear 

and achieve better than new specs! 

AUDIO UPGRADES 
Box 7551 Mission Hills, CA 91346 
(818) 780 -1222 FAX (818) 892 -7785 

Jr classified ad STAND OUT. Use COLOR! 
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FOR SALE 

MADISOUND PROVIDES 
SPEAKER BUILDERS WITH THE HIGH- 

EST QUALITY PARTS AND ADVICE. 

VENN' 
ECLRSE SG,Irn Induk l.,r. 

AV/S vNAUDIO' 

SLEDGEHAMMER 

LEAP_ l 
scanspeaK_ ftrrlr.ss 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON ANY 
OF THESE PRODUCT LINES, PLEASE 
REQUEST A CATALOG OR SEND US 

YOUR REQUIREMENTS. 

Madisound Speaker Components 
(8608 University Green) 

Box 44283 
Madison, WI 53744 -4283 U.S.A 

Voice: 608 -831 -3433 
Fax: 608 -831 -3771 

Circle (30) on Rapid Facts Card 

NFI SUPERCOUSTIC 
ACOUSTIC FOAM 

GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES IN THE COUNTRY 

WELL BEAT ANY DEAL. 

48" x 48" 
IMMEDIATE 
SHIPPING 

2-- $15.50 
3"-$23.50 

4--$27.50 
Medium Blue or Custom Charcoal Colors. 

Stop Sound Now! wrh the Highest Density 
Polyurethane Foam available anywhere. 
Excellent sound proofing for all applications. 
Custom colors and sizes, also available. 
iiAfn,np - Don't buy low density bed size matt- 
ress loam that has no sound absorbing propert- 
ies or specs. Buy from the only company that 
specializes in foam and Guarantees satisfaction! 
Call now for FREE Catalog. Specs. 8 Samples 

NATIONAL I'OA1I, 

1- 800 -356 -0944 I® 
6311 De Sao Ave., Suite A Chedc 

Woodland Hills. CA 91367 C O D 
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db 
ENGINEERING 
214 Lincoln St. 
Suite 103C 
Boston, MA 02134 

Now proudly featuring QUESTED powered monitors 
New specials on Ashly, Sony DAT, Aphex, Eventide, TC 

Electronic, Tannoy, AKG & Adams -Smith Zeta III. 

The oldest East 
Coast broker ll 

(617) 782-4838 
fax (617) 782 -4935 

Otani & Tascam 
factory service. 

S S L parts; G computer from $2.5K, E modules from $2.6K 
SSL 4048, $135K; 4056E/G, $185K; Neve8108, 48in, $65K; 
8058, $60K; BCM10, $10K; Trident 80B, $35K; Trident 24PB, 
36X24, $22K; Amek Angela 281n, $20K; 2500 32 auto, $36K. 

CALL for prices on API, DDA, TAC & Soundcraft. 

Tape; Otani MTR90, $26K; Ampex MM1200, $12.5K; MCI JH24 
$17K; 3M M79, $11K. Otani MX7016tr, $8K; Tascam MS16, $6K 

Processing; Sony PCM601 cony, $850; Eventide H3000SE, 
$2.4K; Mica; Neumann U47 Nuvistor, $2.4K; U47FET, $1.4K: 
AKG C12A (tube), $1.4K; Pultec Mavec (tube EQ/pre), $1.4K. 
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FOR SALE 
Harrison MR-4 -36x24 w subgroups. Otan 
MTR -90 -II 24e. Ampex ATR- 1021.4 (21. TASCAM 
MS -16 tv/c1Bx & locator. AMS RMX-16 Reverb. 
Neumann U -47 (2) w /spare Telefunken Tubes (31 

Many other mies and signal processing. Call for 
complete list. 

TOM at 816. 931 -3338 or FAX 816.931 -6841 

440 + Pink Noise 
CRYSTAL 440 (or 1000) Hz plus Pink/White 
Noise. A4 0 dbm 60051 balanced /unbalanced. 
1.2% harmonics. +10 ppm. Board, p.s. $150. 
Also 50. 59.94. 60 film sound. camera xtals. 

Tobin Cinema Systems 
3227 49th Avenue Southwest 
Seattle. WA 98116 12061932 -7280 TCS 

MIDI PROGRAMMER 
Have complete pro racks of Digital, 
analog and samplers. Run Mac & 

Atari. Tons of contemporary 
sounds /loops /etc. 

Call: Bobby (818) 981 -0102 

FOR SALE NOW 
'87 SONY JH -24 24TR -GREAT SHAPE .$18K 
83 MCI JH -24 24TR -GOOD SHAPE $16K 

532K FOR THE PAIR 

CALUFAX: PHIL OR RALPH 
TEL: 401-247-0218-FAX: 401-247-1280 

Our CLASSIFIEDS Work 

DATRAX. C0 nn 

Originator in DAT Tape Storage Systems. 

DATRAX 60 Solid Oak in Natural or Black Finish 
DAT /DAT Tape flight Cases 

Nylon DAT Tape Carrying (oses 

NEW PLASTIC LINE: 

DATRAX 40 Video 8mm Ras, holds 36 
Cassette Ras, holds 48 

For information or to order: 

CALL TOLL FREE: 800.9.DATRAX 
Tel: 818.783.9133 Fax: 818.783.9318 

BRYCO PRODUCTS, 13444 Moorpark St., 
Suite 23, Sherman Oaks, CA 91423 sw!!I. 

American Pro Audio 

Sony /MCI Trident 
Tannoy Eventide 
Yamaha Tubetech 
Fostex Soundtracs 
Beyer Roland Akai 
Ramsa Panasonic 

Mini Lease Program 
New or used, trade -ins 24-60 
months with buyout option 
$5K -25K no financials 
required min.2 yrs in business. 

1- 800 -333 -2172 

USE R -EP CLASSIFIEDS 
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FOR SALE, con't 

Digital Audio Tape In Stock 

Analog Tape, Audio Accessories 

Phone In Order, Ship Same Day 

Great Quality - Great Price 

Call us at 

(313) 662 -0669 
for prices on tapes & duplicating 

World Class Tapes 
Audio Tape Distributors & Duplicators 

670 Airport Blvd., Suite 1 

P.O. Box 7611 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48107 

(313) 662 -0669 
(1- 800 -365 -0669 outside Michigan) 

Circle (32) on Rapid Facts Card 

USED EQUIPMENT FOR SALE 
(2) AMPEX 1200 24trks, 

Well maintained with spare parts 
kit. Constant Tension Mod. 

Call Doug or Biff at: 
Westwood One, 
(310) 840 -4280 

SONEX- SOURCE 
58 Nonotuck St_ Northampton MA 01060 

Your Source for Sonex Acoustical Foam' 

Best Prices- Nationwide Delivery 
800 - 484 -1003 Ext. 0032 413- 584 -7944 
Order Credit Cards Accepted Fax or into 

CAD PF -8 FOR SALE 
Reduced Price 

$400.00 US each 
Two (2) Fully- loaded Units Remain 

Call (514) 595 -3966 

Buy, Sell CS Trade 
New, Used CS 

Vintage 

Innovative 
Studio Design 

and Installation 

Anything Audio 
Presents 

Console module rack fi power 
supply system, features: 
2-8 Neve module systems 

(1073, 1066 etc.) switcheable 48v 
phantom, xlr mic line in, xlr line 

in, insert points, xlr line out, 
optional TT jacks available. 

Call For Quote on 
Your Custom System 

Boo -iss -2s75 
USED SPECIALS- Mitsubishi X-850 w /apogee filters, call! Soundtracs PC Midi. 

56.800 Eventide 969, 5750 1 2) Eventide 949 w /degl itch, 51000 each 
TC Electronics 2290 (Base Model), 51,350 Sony 3324A. 400 hrs.. $57K 

Trident Trimix/70 24x24 w P8, 512,500 Fostex E -2, $1,800 12) Otari MTR -9011, 

527K 12) Studer A -800 MklIl, $35K Studer A -80 MIdi). 5251( Neumann U87. , 
$1.500 AKG C- 414, $700 Neve 1066 eg/mic pre, $1,400 Neve 1073 'cyanic 

pre, $1,500 Neve 8068 Mk11 32 i/o, mint, 585K Neve V2 48 i/o w /moving faders, 
5165K SSL 4048G, call for price SSL 4056 E/G, call for Ante 

SSL 6056E, call for price Lexicon 480L w/ Larc, 58200 DBX 160, 5450 
AMS 15806, $6K AMS RMX 16, $4200 Lexicon 200. 51,500 Neumann 

M49. M50, U47, U48, U67, call for price EMT 250, 512.500 API 32x 16,24 w/ 
Moving Faders, $60K Neve 8048, mint, 579K Fostex EIS 4K Tascar. M3500 

32x8 $4,500 Otari MX -70-16. mint. $8.500 14) Drawr.er DS201, 5475 each 
Tascam MSR16, 54K Tascan ATR-60 -16, 57,600 Neve 33609, 53,500 

CALL FOR A USTING OF OUR INVENTORY CLEARANCE ITEMS 

anything audio, 
professional audio sales and service 

FAX 617 -426 -2763 
63 MELCHER STREET BOSTON, MA 02210 617 -426 -2875 

Selected Stew 

Praduee t 
ADAMS -SMITH 
AKAI AKAI. 

DIGITAL AKG 
ALLEN H HEATH 
AMS API ART 

ASHLY AVALON 
BBE BSS 

CASIO -DAT 
CREST CROWN 

DBX DDA 
DEMETER 

DRAWMER EAW 
EVENTIDE 

FOSTEX GML 
HAFLER 

KLARK- TEKNIK 
LEXICON 
MACKIE 
DESIGNS 

MILAB 
MITSUBISHI 

MONSTER CABLE 
NEVE 

PS- SYSTEMS 
RANE SAMSON 

WIRELESS 
SENNHEISER 

SHERPA SONY 
SOUNDTRACS 

STUDIOMASTER 
SYMETRIX 
TANNOY 

T.C. ELECTROICS 
TUBE -TECH 

WAVEFRAME 
WHITE 

SINGERS! VOREMOVE S 
Unlimited Backgrounds" 
From Standard Records G CD's with the 

Thompson Vocal Eliminator" Call or Free 
Catalog & Demo Record. 
Phone (404)4824189 Est 22 
Singers Supply, Deli RP.I 

7982 Hightower Trail 
Uour GA 30058 

24 
(n' (4404)úi'2485 exert 222 { 

Wager's Suppy WO Have 

Circle (33) on Rapid Facts Card 

NEW, USED, DEMO EQUIPMENT 

HUGE SELECTION OF MULTITRACK 
RECORDERS, CONSOLES, 

OUTBOARD GEAR 
°TAXI MX80 24TK, 32TK RECORDERS, 
DIGITAL MULTITRACKS, ROLAND S750, 
SOUND TOOLS, PRO TOOLS, MAC 
D's/QUADRAS, TRIDENT, GENELEC I031As 
APOGEE D/A CONVERTERS, UREI MONI- 
TORS, EVENTIDE H3000, MICS, AKAI 
51100. SONY I )1'SR7. TASCAM M3700(3500 
CONSOLL', IL 229(1 

EXPERIENCE. SYSTEM DESIGN, FACTORY 
SERVICE. INSTALLATION, FINANCING 

NEW AND USED WARRANTEED COMPONENTS 
CALL FOR CURRENT EOUIPMENT FAX 

EAR PROFESSIONAL AUDIO (602) 267 -0600 

Berlin Turns On 
Dont wan nil March .93 AES Convention n1 Berlin. Get 
yourself one of my vintage tube mice right now 

NEUMANN U 476, 
M 49, U 87, KM 54, CMV 563, UM 57. M 582. AKGC 24. 

Serious written otters or inquiries only to: 
Reinhard Klippe!, Witzlebenstr 39. W-1000 Berlin 19 
Germany!. Tel. (030) 322 19 39 Fax (030) 322 42 68 

POP 
FILTERS 

f An absolute necessity 
for every studio 

$59.95 includes screen, 
clamp, gooseneck and shipping 

CALL NOW TO ORDER 

Outside CA (800) 446 -7677 
Inside CA (818) 788 -3635 

POPPER STOPPERS 
P,O. Box 6010 -658, Sherman Oaks, CA 91413 

DON'T SETTLE FOR LESS, GET THE BEST, 
THE ORIGINAL POPPER STOPPER 

NOW DOUBLE THICK FOR XTRA PROTECTION 
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FOR SALE 

SALE! ATIIESIVEI 
MARKERFOAM "ACOUSTIC FOAM r J ~11 GIANT 54"x54" 

Immediate Shipping 
2" Reg 52995 Now 519.99 7 -. 
53995 Now $29.99' KILL NOISE QUICK' 

High performance. full-me 'hobo! super high density MarkMoem 
U mount. Blue or grey. Super-0110w sound absorption for studios. 
Meneno, otters best value oaks prolessana 8 s proven ,r studios 

woedwale Request Foam -Buyers Guide Catalog. specs 8 free samples 

today VISA. MC AMEX COD PGs QUANTITY DISCOUNTS 

.4,- -- - MARKERTEK JUMBO 
SOUND ABSORB BLANKETS 

L -eavy -Cory -2 roc padded b.ar,ets 
:, absorb bourns wherever they re hung or 

' 
1 

draped Populous for stage. studio BheW 

use Top professional quality at a super 
v.- saver once' Weight 6 lbs Black. $1999 

MARKERTEK BLADE TILES'" 

HIGH PERFORMANCE 
LOW, LOW COST! 

$3.49 per tile, 16.16.2" 
Americas best acoustic tile 
value. only from Markenek' 
Charcoal. Also available 16. 
16x3 - as shown. $4.49 eacc 

MARKERSTIK foam ad ', 
srve FREE with any Foam o, 

Blase in this ad' Linseed ofte' 
A $5.95 per tube value 

SONEX ^ All the colors and sizes 'Zl I plus great prices! 

Get our FREE a catalog 
of over 6,000 exclusive and hard - 
to -find supplies for audio & video. 

800 -522 -2025 America's most unique 

FAX: 914- 246 -1757 catalog for audio 6 video! 

Mgg 

ARKERTEK 
Newyork t 2477 UeslA VIDEO SUPPLY 

Circle (35) on Rapid Facts Card 

Contact Renée Hambleton, 913- 967 -1732, 
for information on frequency and pre- 
payment discounts, or send your order and 
materials to: 

Renée Hambleton 
REP 

9800 Metcalf 
Overland Park, KS 66212 -2215. 
Fax your ad to : 913- 967 -1901 

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE 
SSL 6040EG T.R.L.M. Loaded. Many Extras 

SSL 4040EG VU Loaded 
Two Producers Desks 

MCI 636C Auto. Loaded, 
Great Sounding Console 

MCI JH416 Reconditioned, Many Mods 
Mitsubishi 32 Track Perfect Condition 

Mitsubishi x80 2 Track With Remote Cases, 
Perfect Condition 

Six 24 Track Tape Machines, Ampex, 
MCI, MCI 16 Track 

Six 'h" And ' /4" 2 Tracks, Ampex. 
Studer, MCI 

All Machines Very Clean 
Many Good Microphones 

Over 100 Pieces of Outboard Gear 

For More Information And Prices Call 
(404) 321 -3886 

800.348.7600 
San F,anascv. CA 94107 

Circle (36) on Rapid Facts Card 

L 

Affordable Time 
Code 

TC -1 Time Code Reader 
TC- Maxi/Mix Studio Time Code 

Readers 

Syncbox Time Code Generator 
TS- Grande Concert Slate 

EC -2 TC Counter 
TS -1 Time Code Slate 

fATlü-R TINE 

Denecke, Inc. 5417 B Cahuenga Blvd 

N Hollywood, CA 91601 

(818) 766 -3525 (818) 766 -0269 FAX 

NEW- STEREO 
TUBE DIRECT! 

ALL TUBE DESIGN, JENSEN DBE TRANSFORMERS, VARIABLE GAIN (IN STEHLO MODEL, LOW THD 

LOW NOISE ( >85 dB), 30 MEG fa INPUT Z, 150 n BALANCED OUTPUT Z -THE BEST SOUNDING DI MADE 

USED BY: THE WHO, HUGH PADGHAM (STING), RY COODER, GEORGE MASSENBURG, LYLE 

LOVETT, BONNIE RAITT, MICHAEL HEDGES, STANLEY CLARKE, CAPITOL RECORDS, A&M 
RECORDS, SKYWALRER RANCH, THE COMPLEX, OCEANWAY, CLAIR BROS.& OTHERS 

DEMETER AMPLIFICATION INNOVATIVE AUDIO 
(818) 986 -7103 FAX (310) 470 8817 

2912 COLORADO AVENUE. 204. SANTA MONICA, CA 90404 

Circle (37) on Rapid Facts Card 

68 REP June 1992 

The Studio POP Filter 
A Great Improvement on a Good Idea! 

Open up the sound of your vocals 
and voice overs without annoying 

"POPS'' ruining your best take! 

Standard mot stand 
adaptor with threaded 
brass insert 

Only 
$2400 

One piece plastic rims. Clamp 
upland 

4'. 5'. d 6- diameter -rn 
Goose k 

cream or black 
Gooseneck 

14485 

ONE YEAR GUARANTEE pies shipping 

AUDIO VISUAL ASSISTANCE 
565 Sherwood Road, 1 

Shoreview. MN 55126 
Phone: 6/2- 481 -9715 d 

MITAM AUDIO 
THE SOURCE" 

SINCE 1967 

CONSOLES 
MULTI -TRACKS 

MONITORS 

D.A.T. AMPS 
EFFECTS MICS 
USED EQUIPMENT 

1470 Valle Vista Blvd. 
Pekin, IL 61554 
(309) 346 -3161 
800 -334 -8187 

FAX 309 -346 -6431 

Now You Can Afford 
THE WORLD'S FINEST 

AUDIO TRANSFORMERS 

R!ICHENeACH ENOINEERM01s now marketing 
their Legendary audio transformers through 
BAUER COMMUNICATIONS, INC. 
Reichenbach pioneered the technology giving you 
flat group delay. and the besel response. with no 
overshoot or ringing. Our low distortion core 
material eliminates that muddy bottom end. 

25 100 
RE-115K-E $53.92 $44.71 $34.39 
RE-11P-1 $51.31 $42.55 $32.72 
RE-MB-C $43.54 $36 11 $27.77 
RE-MB-D $76.15 $63.14 $48.56 
RE-DB-E 554.64 $45.31 $34.85 

Visit u. at Booth 629 

N SCA Convemion. Anaheim 
April 27-29. 1992 

Ir 1 11.R COMMUNICATIONS, INC. 

Phone (800) 627 -7277 Fax (818) 894 -0715 
!S !. 1.: , J 1lr.,ueh jensen tran.furmery 

Circle (40) on Rapid Facts Card 
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DUPLICATION SERVIC: S 

PACKAGING 

REUAf10E 
Audio Packaging Solutions 

Albums for CD's with 
or without jewel cases 
Albums for audio and 
video cassettes 
Many Styles 
Custom Imprinting 
Ideal for boxed sets 

Call today for free catalog. 

Reliance Plastics & Packaging Division 
217 Brook Ave., Passaic. NJ 07055 

Fax: (201) 473-1023 Phone: (201) 473 -7200 

Circle (38) on Rapid Facts Card 

INSTRUCTION 

Recording Live Sound Music Business 
Composition MIDI and more' 

Over 550 titles. 
FREE CATALOG (8001233 -9604 

6400 Hollis St. 12, Emeryville, CA 94608 

MIX BOOKSHELF 

ACOUSTICAL CONSULTING 

BUILDING A STUDIO ?? 

STUDIO & ACOUSTICAL DESIGN 
COMPLETE STUDIO PLANS 

WIRING SYSTEM DESIGN 
STUDIO INSTALLS & PRE -WIRING 

OTARI & TASCAM SERVICE 
Have your new room or facility designed 
& built by audio professionals with over 
20 years experience as mixers, produc- 
ers, musicians & studio owners. 

db ENGINEERING 
Boston, MA (617) 782 -0648 

VIDEO PRODUCTION MUSIC 

GET SOME GUTS S 
If you're tired of "Generic" Production Music, 
River City Sound Productions has the cure. 
ALL ON A BUY -OUT BASIS. 
Call toll free (800) 755 -8729 

MISCELLANEOUS 

AUDIO A.4ECTT 
STUDIO EQUIP FOR HIRE 

Technician on staff 7 a . - 1 a.m. 
Open 7 days a week 

Digital Tape Machines, 
Synclavier Systems. 

Effects Processors, Reverbs 
(213) 871 -1104 (818) 980 -4006 

Ask For Mark 

PERFORMING ARTISTS WANTED 

Mountain Lion Production 
Currently looking for performing artists 
for listing publication in North Carolina, 
South Carolina and Virginia. Please send 
demo tapes and available dates to: 

P.O. Box 18207, Raleigh, NC 
27819 or Call 919 -790 -3829. 

Agencies & Producers Welcome. 

USE 

COMPACT DISCS CASSETTES VIDEO 
CD Replication Real Time Cassettes for CD-lik? sound 

High Speed Blank Tapes Complete PackagingPrinting 

Every tape checked and guaranteed rantrsc Ouaity 

1- 800 -365 -TAPE (8273) 

0 L.is potes 

DISC MAKERS 
Cassette 
Duplication 
Record Pressing 
CD Replication 
Video Duplication 
Complete Packages 

ír ' r 

CALL FOR OUR FREE FULL COLOR CATALOG 
1- 800-468-9353 ( In PA: 215 - 232 -4140) 

DISC MAKERS 
1326 North 4th Street 

Philadelphia. PA 10019 

Our ' 

Classifieds. 
Work! ! 

TAPES & 

CD'S 

EASTERN 
STANDARD 
PRODUCTIONS, INC. 

37 JOHN GLENN DR. 
BUFFALO, NY 14228 

TEL. 716-691-7631 
FAX. 716 -691 -7732 
1-800-527-9225 

CD REPLICATION 

HIGH SPEED 

CASSETTES 

AUDIOPHILE REAL TIME 

CASSETTES ON TDK -SA 

DIGITAL MASTERING 

AND EDITING 

COMPLETE 

PRINTING 

AND 

PACKAGING 

1 -800- 527 -9225 
FOR A FREE BROCHURE 

Want more information on advertised products? 
Use the Rapid Facts Card. 
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EQUIPMENT WANTED 

Were looking for equipment of 
exceptional audio quality... 

NEVEs, SSLs, AMEKs, Fairchilds, 
LA -2As, Pultecs, Langs, etc. 

Cash or Trade 
this is not a problem. 

MERCENARY AUDIO 
Tel: 617 -784 -7610 Fax: 617 -784 -9244 

Your ad could be HERE 
for just $50! 
Call or fax 

Renée Hambleton 
(913) 967 -1732 

FAX (913) 967 -1901 

HELP WANTED 

CHIEF TECHNICAL ENGINEER 
Skyline Studios, a 3 room, 14 year fa- 

cility in midtown NYC seeks full -time chief 
technical engineer. Minimum four years 
experience in servicing SSL, Studer 800, 
MTR 90, Mits & Sony digital, Lynx, Mac, 
MIDI, and outboard required. Will man- 
age a dept. of 3, must be dedicated, cool- 
headed, organized and sober. Experience 
as recording eng. and education in elec- 
tronics preferred. 

Send resume, references and salary 
requirements to: 

SKYLINE STUDIOS, 

Attn: Paul, 36 West 37th St., 
NY, NY 10018 

FAX: 908-560-8621 
NO CALLS OR WALK -INS, PLEASE! 

Immediate Opening for 
DIGITAL MASTERING 

ENGINEER 
Full -time position, duties include: 
Premastering of CD projects from analog, 
DAT and 1630 sources using PCM -1630 
and Sonic System. Monitoring, copying 
and QC of all digital masters. Salary 
negotiable based upon experience. 
Please send resume and references to: 
Dr. Toby Mountain, 
Northeastern Digital Recording, Inc., 

2 Hidden Meadow Lane 
Southboro, MA 01772 

(508) 481 -9322 

HI -FI EQUIPMENT WANTED 

WANTED 
McIntosh tube type and solid state and Marantz tube 
type Hi -Fi equipment and 1940s thru 1960s speakers 
from JBL(Hartstield. Paragon etc.). Altec. Electro-Voice 
(Patrician only). Tannoy and Jensen Imperial. Also any 
Western Electric tube amps and speakers and speak- 
er parts and EMT turntables. 

Steve 1 -800- 356 -4434 
9 -6 Pacific time 

70 R E P June 1992 

EQUIPMENT WANTED 
BUY OR TRADE 

YOUR USED MULTITRACK RECORDERS 
AND CONSOLES 

EAR PROFESSIONAL AUDIONIDEO 
(602) 267 -0600 

Sell Your Clean Used Gear ! 
List For -Sale Items Free !! 

WANTED; UREI, Teletronix, Lexicon, 
Neve, Trident, AMS & dbx. All tube 
mics. Clean multitracks & consoles. 

db ENGINEERING Inc. 
Tel:(61 7) 782 -4838 Fax:(61 7) 782 -4935 

LEASING /FINANCING 

LFCI 
Equipment Leasing 

Up to $75,000 with 
credit application only 
48 hour credit decision 
Nationwide 
New & used equipment 
We can recommend 
discount equipment 
dealers 
Over 10 yrs in the A/V 
industry 

Apply by phone 

(800) 626 -LFCI 

EQUIPMENT FINANCING 
"LOANS BY PHONE" 

NO FINANCIALS REQUIRED 
FOR TRANSACTIONS UNDER 
$50,000 
NEW OR USED EQUIPMENT 
$2,000 TO $200,000 
NO DOWN PAYMENT 
SALE -LEASEBACK EQUIPMENT 
FOR WORKING CAPITAL 
WE DO START -UP 
BUSINESSES 

TO APPLY OR REQUEST 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

CONTACT MARK WILSON 

(800) 275 -0185 
FAX: (214) 235 -5452 

g EXCHANGE 

FUNDINGE 

RENTAL EQUIPMENT 

db Rents Exotic & Tube Gear ! 

Tubes 
Neumann U47 
Neumann U67 
AKG C -12A 
Pultet Mas'ec Eq/Pre 
Altec 1566A Mic Pre 

New terns AlwaysBeing Added 

Exotica ö Other 
API SSO EO 

iii /Sontec Parametric 
Vocal Stressor 

Aphex Compellor 
Aphex Dominator 
Call for Availability 

db ENGINEERING Inc. 
Tel:(6171 782 -0648 Fax:(617) 782 -4935 

Rent FX Rents 
Aphex Lexicon 
Drawmer Massenberg 
Eventide Orban /dbx 
Focusrite Panasonic 

And much more! 
Office 708 -452 -5594 
Pager 312- 294 -1137 

RENT FX« ( 

Roland 
Sony 
Otari 
Yamaha 

SOUND REINFORCEMENT 

CONSOLE & FX RENTALS 
ATI Paragon 
Midas XL -3 

TAC SR6000 
Yamaha PM3000 
Gamble EX56 
Gamble EX48 
Gamble HC40 
Gamble SC32 
Yamaha 2408 

Soundcraft Europa 
Soundcraft Series 4 

Soundcraft 800B 
Soundcraft Venue 
Ramsa WR -S852 
Ramsa WR -S840 
TAC Scorpion II 

TAC Scorpion 
TOA RX -7 -328 

Lexicon Klark Teknik t.c. electronic 
Eventide Yamaha dbx Panasonic 
Roland Drawmer Aphex Symetrix 

' FREE travel and shop setup time 
World's largest live console inventory 

' 10 yrs of console rental specialization 
Tours - Weekly - Daily - Long Term 

' Extremely Competitive Prices! 

SERVICES 
-I-31SO4 WV7SVl OAr L133NO/\ 

ló Pro Digital Inc. < 
IZ u 

In 
m Recorder < 

Service 
n 

o Fast, expert repairs u 
z on a1I DAT recorder x 

brands & models. u 
w 
I- 

w 

in 
o 
u. 

th 

Two Day Turnaround 
on Hurst Sony and 

o Panasonic machines. 
Z 
n Free Estimates 

215.328.6992 
AIWA TASCAM PIONEER TEP 
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SERVICES 

ALIGNED AUDIO INC. 
SUPER 04W/I 04W/I T 

be Audiophile Record Priming 
I* CD Replication 

Ile Real Time and High Speed 

Cassette Duplication 
Ile Direct On -Shell Imprint in Colon 

call Today for your Free Catalogue 

V--4-4300-869-6561 
OR 1 718 -788-66969 
FAX 1 718 -499 --0421 

Circle (39) on Rapid Facts Card 

RECORDING STUDIOS 

SHERMAN OAKS, CA 

FEATURING... 
32 TRK DIGITAL X850 
24 TRK ANALOG 
TS 12 SOUNDCRAFT AUTOMATED MIXER 
1000 SO. FT. LIVE ROOM: 450 S0. FT. CONTROL ROOM 
LOTS OF MIDI. SEQUENCING. KEYS. SAMPLERS ETC. 
GOOD MIC SELECTION NEW & VINTAGE 
BOULDER MIC PRE'S 
GREAT IN HOUSE ENG /MIXER & PROGRAMMERS 

ALL IN FOR ABOUT $100.00 PER HOUR 
CHECK US OUT... 

CALL BOBBY (818) 981 -0102 

RCA MICROPHONES -Repair 
service on all models. Complete 
sound and cosmetic restoration. 
We also repair other ribbon types. 
ENAK Microphone Repair, 420 
Carew Avenue, Pitman, NJ 08071. 
(609) 589 -6186. 

WHEN YOU'RE READY FOR THE BEST! 
State Of The Art 

Cassette Duplication 
HIGHEST QUALITY CASSETTE DUPLICATION 
CUSTOM WADED BLANKS LOWEST PRICES 

1 -800- 242 -2015 
CUP OF WATER PRODUCTIONS 

13780 12TH ROAD PLYMOUTH. IN 46563 

MAGNETIC RECORDING HEADS 
RELAP /REPLACEMENT for Audio, Video. 
Time Code, Duplication. 

30+ years of head design experience. 

350 N. Eric Dr., 
Palatine, IL 60067 

800 -227 -4323 
i, 

EMPLOYMENT WANTED 

Creative Recording Engineer & Producer 
Currently staff Prod /Eng for LA label. Great 
with people, 7 yrs. studio experience in ana- 
log, digital & MIDI. Ex DJ. Ideal for a remix- 
er. Looking for a creative change & 
challenge. 

Please call Bobby (818) 996 -5945 

JDL 

PS * AR 

LOUDSPEAKERS-EXCLUSIVE 
Warranty/Non Warranty Repair. 
Factory Authorized Center 
Professional -High Fidelity 
Four Day Turnaround For Stocked Ms. 
All Work Done By Factory Trained 
Technicians. 

PRICE STEVENSON ACOUSTIC RESEARCH 
1591 Broad Run Rd. Downingtown. PA 19335 183 -1083 

US' MOST 

COMPLETE FACILITY! 

Cassette Duplication 
Compact Disc Production 
DMM Vinyl Pressing Custom 

Graphics Mastering Studios 
COMPLETE PACKAGES with state -of- the -art 
Neve Digital Mastering for CD. Studer & Lyrec 
HX -Pro Cassette Duplication. DMM Mastering 
for Vinyl and a complete in -house art 
department - design, layout, typesetting, color 
separation. Get THE BEST at no extra cost! 

For a Complete Brochure call or wnle a1 'e.. 
EUROPADISK, LTD. 

75 Varick Street, New Your, NY 10013 
(212) 226-4401 FAX (212) 966 -0456 

* * * * * * * 
OUR 

CLASSIFIEDS 
WORK!! 

COMPLETE CD AND CASSETTE 
PRODUCTION 

llll 1 /111 1ll::1111_i- 
I_I1 71 I l ll_ l I I 1_1Ì 

212-333-5950 
MASTERING REPLICATION 

PRINTING TOTAL PACKAGING 
POSTERS GRAPHIC DESIGN STUDIO 

PERSONALIZED EXPERT SERVICE 

101 WEST 57TH ST. NEW YORK, N.Y. 10019 

"FOR THOSE WHO HEAR THE 
DIFFERENCE" 

USE REP CLASSIFIEDS 

RECORD DEAL 
Make Your Music LOOK 
As Good As It SOUNDS 

STOP PAYING TOO MUCH FOR YOUR CDS! 

RECORD ^' 
Complete CD manufacturing and marketing services. 

Our regular prices beat their 
advertised specials! 

Designed to fit your 
individual needs. 

What we include 
(that they don't!): 
Digital Mastering 
Glass Mastering 
Printing, Graphics 

Environmentally 
safe alternative! 

Complimentary color ads 
in major music magazines! 

Competitive turn -around time! 

1. Lowest Price 

2. Customized Packages 

3. No Extra Costs 

ONREcO D (-1 100 

4. Packaging 

5. Free Promotion 

6. Fast 

70 Route 202 N., Peterborough, NH 03458. Fax:(603) 924-8613 
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Page 
Number 

Rapid 
Facts 
Number 

Advertiser 
Hotline 

AKG Acoustics Inc. 4 5 510- 351 -3500 

Aligned Audio 71 39 718- 788 -6969 

Ampex Recording Media 17 10 415 -367 -3809 

Anything Audio 67 33 617- 426 -2875 

Aphex Systems Ltd 35 17 818-767-2929 

ARX Systems 53 23 714 -649 -2346 

Bauer Communications 68 40 800- 627 -7277 

Bruel & Kjaer/TGI North America .... 11 8 519- 745 -1158 

DB Engineering 66 31 617 -782 -4838 

DBX, Div. of AKG Acoustics 21 12 510- 351 -3500 

Demeter Amplification 68 37 818 -986 -7103 

Drawmer 29 16 508-650-9444 

Excel Audio Systems 31 20 714-993-7412 

Genelec 37 18 508- 650 -9444 

Innovative Audio 68 37 818 -986 -7103 

JBL Professional BAC 818- 893 -8411 

Madisound Speaker Components ....66 30 608-831-3433 

Magnetic Reference Lab Inc. 63 25 415- 965 -8187 

Markertek Video Supply 68 35 914-246-3036 

Mercenary Audio 65 unlisted 617 -784 -7610 

M T.U. 59 26 919 -870 -0344 

National Foam Inc 66 34 800- 356 -0944 

Peavey Electronics Corp 7 7 601- 483 -5365 

Recording Industry Source 59 27 213- 841 -2700 

Reliance Plastics & Package 69 38 201- 473 -7200 

Seam Tech 68 36 415 -543 -0170 

Sennheiser Electronics Corp. 27 15 203 -434 -9190 

Sony Professional Audio 3 800- 635 -SONY 

Soundcraft U.S.A 15 818 -893 -8411 

Soundtracs Div. Samson Tech 1 3 516- 932 -3810 

Tascam IBC 2 213 -726 -0303 

Technical Audio Devices IFC 1 213- 816 -0415 

TOA Electronics 23 13 800- 733 -7088 

Turtle Beach Softworks 49 21 717- 843 -6916 

Wohler Technologies, Inc. 53 24 415- 285 -5462 

World Class Tapes 67 32 313 -662 -0669 

Yamaha International Corp. 19 11 800- 395 -1313 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
Renée Hambleton 
913- 967 -1732 
9800 Metcalf 
Overland Park, KS 66212 -2215 
Telefax: 913 -967 -1901 

SANTA MONICA, CA 
Herbert A. Schiff 
310- 393 -9285 
Jason Perlman 
310 -458 -9987 
Kelly Daugherty 
310- 451 -8695 
501 Santa Monica Blvd., Ste. 401 
Santa Monica, CA 90401 
Telefax: 310- 393 -2381 

NEW YORK, NY 
Ron Lew 
212 -332 -0615 
38th Floor 
888 Seventh Ave. 
New York, NY 10106 
Telefax: 212- 332 -0663 

OXFORD, ENGLAND 
Richard Woolley 
Unit 3, Farm Business Centre 
Clifton Road 
Deddington, Oxford 
OX15 4TP England 
Telefax: +44(0) 869 -38040 
Telephone: +44(0) 869 -38794 
Telex: 837469 BES G 

LIST RENTAL SERVICES 
REPRESENTATIVE 
Lori Christie 
9800 Metcalf 
Overland Park, KS 66212 -2215 
Phone: 913 -967 -1875 
Fax: 913 -967 -1897 

TOKYO, JAPAN 
Mashy Yoshikawa 
Orient Echo, Inc. 
1101 Grand Maison 
Shimomiyabi -Cho, 2 -18 

Shinjuku -ku, Tokyo 162, Japan 
Tel: (3) 3235 -5961 
Telex: J -33376 MYORIENT 
Fax: (3) 3235 -5852 
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A DASH MORE PURE. 

0 
``\``!\`` á `` From Day One, digital audio has 

been synonymous with superb sound. 

Superb, yet marred by the "harshness" 
inherent in the normal A/D and D/A 
conversion process. 

Enter the TASCAM DA -800. A 24- 

channel DASH machine with a signifi- 
cant sonic advantage. Our exclusive ZD 

circuit, which dramatically reduces the 
digital distortion created by converter 
non -linearity, produces an extraordinarily 
pure, natural sound. 

Now, having heard all this, you may 
still choose to purchase a competitor's 
digital machine without first listening to 
the DA -800. 

y 
To arrange for a personal demonstra- 

tion, please call (213) 726-0303. Or write 
TASCAM, 7733 Telegraph Road, Monte- 
bello, CA 90640. 

TASCAM t 1 

c 1991 TEAC America, Inc. 

Circle (2) on Rapid Facts Card 
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The 4200 Series. Designed For The Control Room, 
Not The Living Room. 

Today's recording studio has evolved into a 

multi -function facility which simultaneously 

addresses the specialized needs of music 

recording, film and video post, and radio 

production. In this environment, where the 

most critical listening often occurs in the final 
mix, close proximity monitors are often more 
important than the mains. The problem: most 

console top monitors, unfortunately, were 

designed for the living room not the control 
room. Until now. 

With the 4200 Series we're taking our stand 

from where you sit: right where you work at 

the console. Designed, engineered 

and tested from this position, the 

4200 Series is the first console mount 

monitor created specifically for the 

professional recording environment. 

Both models give you pin -point 

imaging by delivering high and low 
frequency information to your ears at 

precisely the same instant. By virtue 

of their symmetrical design the 4200 

Series monitors are mirror imaged. 

And so nothing gets in the way of your music, 

the 4200 Series introduces our uniquely sculpted Multi- RadialTM 

baffles incorporating newly designed pure titanium tweeters and 

low frequency transducers. The combination of these technologies 

successfully corrects time arrival anomalies and eliminates baffle 

diffraction distortion. 

4200 Series: console top monitors designed in the studio, for the 

studio, with sonic performance rivaling much more expensive 

monitors. 4200 Series: the shape, and sound, of things to come. 
Available at your local authorized JBL Professional dealer. 

JBL 

JBL Professional 

8500 Balboa Boulevard, Northridge, CA 91329 
H A Harman International Company 

o 

1E1 III111L 
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Freque ¡ej Response (lode/ 420 : 96 d8 at ! m, typical console listening levels 
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Distortion r;s. Frequency (Model 4208) 96dB at I m, typical console listening 
teals (distortion raised 20 dB) 
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